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 ABSTRACT 
Role of tree structure for drought resilience: 





Recent increase in forest mortality events worldwide and their relationship with drought 
episodes highlight the importance of understanding tree resilience to a changing climate. 
Empirical models of forest mortality have been typically used and were focusing on 
carbon related variables such as growth to predict tree death. Recent efforts have shifted 
toward a more mechanistic modeling of mortality. Mechanistic approaches use tree traits 
and climate as inputs to model processes and represent carbon and water fluxes, all 
necessary to plant life. The advantage of mechanistic approaches is their ability to 
account for potential adaptation of trees to climate change, but also to physically explore 
the causes of vulnerability and resilience to droughts. Mechanistically, the atmospheric 
demand for moisture at the canopy level is communicated to the tree through stomata, 
creating a water gradient between the leaves and the roots, and resulting in the ascent of 
sap via the plant hydraulic structure. Depending on the climate (temperature, atmospheric 
dryness, light, precipitation), different architectures will perform differently at 
maintaining the gradient. For example, deep roots can access deep water in dry regions 
and shallow roots can access rare precipitation events whereas larger leaf area increases 
the atmospheric demand for moisture. In very harsh conditions such as extreme or lasting 
droughts, the hydraulic structure might suffer from a steep water gradient. Protection 
against excessive gradients can be achieved either through an investment in a stronger 
structure (denser wood) or through a regulation of the pulling force at the top of the 
canopy (closing leaf stomata). Evolution of structures and physiological strategies have 
resulted in fitness advantages and partially explain the diversity of species architectures 
across climates. More importantly, this diversity is at the core of the vulnerability and 
resilience of each species to increased aridity and frequency of extreme events, and 
therefore its mortality. 
This dissertation investigates the resilience to droughts of two co-occuring species in 
common woodlands of New Mexico, USA. This location is of specific interest because 
drought conditions (high temperature and/or low precipitation) have become more 
frequent as a result of global warming and because these ecosystems have suffered 
extensive mortality in the last decades. The two species, Pinus edulis and Juniper 
monosperma have very different physiological strategies, which allows for an extra level 
of vulnerability comprehension. To further test their resilience to extreme drought and 
possibly future climatic conditions, I studied trees that were subject to a six-year rain-
reduction experiment.  
In the first part we develop a mechanistic model of the tree functioning that includes 
water and carbon fluxes and is based on their respective supply-demand balances. We use 
this simplified mechanistic model to study the sensitivity of mortality to hydraulic 
structure variations and to the physiological strategy of each species. We find that for 
both species death resulted from an irreversible damage of tissues transporting water. 
Despite P. edulis’s ability to close stomata to reduce the atmospheric demand, they died 
first because of their vulnerable tissues. In the second part, I specifically investigate P. 
edulis’s structural response to drought at the canopy level. By dissecting branch anatomy 
at an annual resolution, I find that during droughts this species increase relatively more 
leaf area (water demand) compared to transport area (water supply). I suggest that the 
structural adjustments that occur at the branch level do not contribute to the protection of 
the tissues transporting water. In the third part, I analyze the anatomy of these tissues in 
branches of P. edulis. I find that in response to long-lasting drought the trees built tissues 
more efficient at transporting water but also more vulnerable to future drought. By 
contrast, a short-intense drought decreases efficiency without changing vulnerability. I 
hence show that during lasting drought the anatomical adjustment of branch tissues 
increase the vulnerability of the piñons. 
This study shows the importance of considering climate responses of structure and 
physiology together to compare resilience across species. It also shows that adjustments 
of hydraulic elements in response to drought tend to decrease hydraulic resilience and 
could favor a run-away scenario. If the population of Pinus edulis - a dominant species of 
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“Dans le cabinet de verdure 
ne cesse de battre  
le coeur cambriolé 
Feuilleton des arbres 
romance des forêts, 
refrain des plantes exilées” 
Jacques Prevert, Arbres.  
 
1.1. Motivation 
Forest mortality has increased in the last decades worldwide (Allen et al., 2010; 
Steinkamp & Hickler, 2015). Droughts and higher temperatures are responsible for many 
of these large-scale die-offs in different ecosystems (Clark et al., 2016). With projected 
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increases in temperature, mortality events could become more frequent (Field et al, 2012), 
further influencing ecosystem functioning and hydrological cycles (Ellison et al., 2005; 
Anderegg et al., 2013). Loss of biodiversity, release of carbon into the atmosphere and 
increases in soil aridity are among the potential consequences (Ciais et al., 2005; Kolb et 
al., 2013; Morillas et al., 2017). However, at the same location one species may die in 
response to drought while others may survive (Shaw et al, 2005;(Olano & Palmer, 2003). 
Understanding why vulnerability varies between species could improve large scale 
modeling of water and carbon fluxes, help predicting forests resilience and inform forest 
management services. 
For the last 370 million years, trees have developed a variety of vertical architectures 
resulting in a domination of terrestrial ecosystems (Niklas, 1997). In a competition for 
light, trees expanded aerial structures (crowns) supported by vertical structures (trunks) 
and anchored with below ground structures (roots) (King, 1990; Falster & Westoby, 
2003). To turn the harvested sun energy into chemical energy trees perform 
photosynthesis. They raise water from the soil to the canopy (Sperry, 2003) and transpire 
it into the atmosphere through leaf pores (stomata) (Berry et al., 2010) in exchange of 
carbon dioxide uptake (Taiz Zaiger; 2002). The mechanical requirements of the tree 
architecture impose constrains on proportions. The chemical requirements, supplying 
water to photosynthetic centers, impose another set of constrains. The economic 
requirements, such as optimizing the cost-benefits of resources allocation (carbon and 
nitrogen), further single out possible proportions (Wright et al., 2004; Chave et al., 2009). 
The intersections of these viable envelopes also depend on exogenous factors such as 
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herbivore activity, wind patterns, fires, soil properties and local climate (Archibald & 
Bond, 2003). Thus, the diversity of the environments and climates resulted in a diversity 
of structural proportions across species. 
Hydraulic structure is central to tree functioning as it participates in constant equilibration 
between water supply and water demand (Martínez-Vilalta et al., 2014). Traits and traits-
relationships are useful to compare tree structures and can be observed at different levels. 
At the macro level hydraulic structure refers to the surface of leaves, xylem and roots 
which together shape upward water fluxes (Mencuccini & Bonosi, 2001; Wright et al., 
2004). At the micro level it refers to the xylem pipes responsible for water transport and 
the leaf pore characteristics (Cruiziat et al., 2002; de Boer et al., 2012). When these traits 
are combined with physiological processes, they provide a description of the hydraulic 
system that can help quantify energy capture, water movement and carbon production 
(Schwinning & Ehleringer, 2001; Farrior et al., 2013). Mechanistically, water ascents 
from the roots to leaves as a result of a pressure gradient between the two (cohesion-
tension theory) (Zimmermann, 1983). During droughts, higher temperature and lower 
humidity in the atmosphere increases suction at the leaf surface and results in higher 
atmospheric demand for water (Penman, 1948; Monteith, 1981). The upward water flux 
equilibrium settles so that demand equals supply in the canopy. Closing stomata allows 
the plant to reduce the demand while soil moisture and transport capacity determine the 
supply (Whitehead et al., 1984; Oren et al., 1999). During droughts, the equilibrium 
results in an acute suction in leaves and xylem tissues, which in turn influence 
physiological processes (e.g. reduction of photosynthetic rate, reduction of growth, loss 
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of transport capacity) (Tyree & Sperry, 1989; Hoffmann et al., 2011; Nardini et al., 2013). 
By constraining the balance between supply and demand, the hydraulic structure is a key 
to drought vulnerability, tree functioning, and ultimately plant fitness (Mencuccini & 
Bonosi, 2001; Anderegg, 2014; Vilà-Cabrera et al., 2015). 
In addition to species-to-species diversity and intra-species adaptation, the hydraulic 
structure is dynamic and can vary within each tree in response to drought (Maseda & 
Fernández, 2006; Anfodillo et al., 2016). Droughts can damage the existing structure 
(loss of leaves, loss of functional pipes and roots) and alter development of new hydraulic 
elements (production of new pipes, dimension of new leaves) (Linton et al., 1998; 
Munné-Bosch & Alegre, 2004; Adams et al., 2015; Hagedorn et al., 2016; Klein et al., 
2018; Ziaco et al., 2018). The influence of drought on different components of the 
hydraulic structure has been documented but studies investigating the interannual 
variability of hydraulic traits and the effects of different drought types remain limited. 
Atmospheric versus soil drought, short-intense versus long-lasting drought may have 
inhomogeneous consequences on tree functioning and vulnerability. The rapid increase in 
temperature due to global warming – compared to evolutionary time scales – and the 
higher frequency of drought (IPCC, 2014) might not leave enough time for structural 
adaptation and adjustments in fitness (Pittermann et al., 2012). Consequently, to which 
extent annual structural change can reduce or increase vulnerability is critical to 
understand plant mortality. 
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1.2. Problem statement and approach 
The response of trees to droughts is the response of the tight interactions between 
physiology and structure. Hereafter we refer to structure as to the hydraulic structure. A 
convenient – yet incomplete – physiological metric is the suction (negative water 
pressure). Suction is a good proxy for many other physiological variables (sapflow, 
concentration and assimilation of carbon, stomatal conductance) and is relatively easy to 
measure in-situ. Physiology responds to drought and influences structure in different 
ways. For example, a higher than average suction during droughts can trigger embolism 
of xylem tracheids (pipes of conifers) (Tyree & Sperry, 1989), impair expansion of new 
tracheids (Ziaco et al., 2018) and reduce photosynthetic product necessary to leaf and 
root growth. Inversely, structure influences physiology. A hydraulic structure efficient at 
transporting water (high conductivity) will reduce suction (Whitehead et al., 1984), while 
a safe hydraulic structure (smaller pipes) will prevent the loss of conductivity during 
droughts (Hacke et al., 2001). Since tree mortality is ultimately the tree physiological 
death, understanding sensitivity of physiological processes to structural changes is critical 
to refine our comprehension of vulnerability and adaptation. The following questions 
arise: Is mortality more influenced by structure proportions or by physiology? Do annual 
structural adjustments in response to drought help plant functioning (acclimation) or does 
it increase vulnerability (run-away scenario)? 
In semi-arid climates of the Southwest US, trees have evolved to cope with high 
temperature and low soil moisture (Willson et al., 2008). Recent climate changes in the 
region are of utmost interest to improve mortality understanding as they combine an 
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increase in temperature and a reduction of soil moisture (Cayan et al., 2010; Williams et 
al., 2013; Sherwood & Fu, 2014; Ficklin & Novick, 2017). It is also important to mention, 
these evolutions have highlighted contrasted vulnerability between species in piñon-
juniper woodlands. Piñons have suffered extensive die-offs whereas junipers have shown 
no increase in mortality rate (Shaw et al, 2005). These co-occurring species are of further 
interest as they have different structures (juniper has smaller pipes, smaller leaf area per 
root area) and have different physiological responses to drought (juniper tends to keep 
stomata opened even though suction increases, favoring photosynthesis) (McDowell et al., 
2008; West et al., 2008). Using the pinion-juniper ecosystem, the following dissertation 
explores the influence of hydraulic structures on tree vulnerability through three 
questions: 
" How different hydraulic structures and physiological strategies interact to cope 
with drought? 
" Does leaf area response to drought favor resilience in piñon? 
" Does newly built xylem under different drought types protect the transport 
function in piñons? 
 
1.3. Overview of the dissertation 
This dissertation is organized in three parts. 
In part I, we explored the vulnerability of piñons and junipers to drought with a 
simplified soil-plant-atmosphere-continuum model (SPAC). Using a parameterization of 
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their hydraulic structures, we integrated physiology and structure to model the response 
of their carbon and water cycles to environmental conditions. Once calibrated on field 
data, the model was run for a hypothetical infinite soil drought to explore the influences 
of physiology (vulnerability curve) and structure (root-shoot ratio, leaf area index) on the 
timing to death. 
In part II, I investigated the effect of drought on the annual development of the new 
evaporative structure in piñons. Focusing particularly on the ratio between annual 
additions of leaf surface compared to additions of xylem surface, I discussed the 
influence of structural response on suction. 
In part III, I investigated the effect of two common types of drought on the 
performances and the vulnerability of the water transport function in piñons. Specifically, 
I analyzed the annual response of the microscopic structure of pipes (tracheid) in 







 PART I: An allometry-based model 
of the survival strategies of hydraulic 
failure and carbon starvation 
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“Regardless of the character of the person’s behavior, the mechanist theorist is virtually 
obliged to segment him from the environment, to view the environment in terms of 
stimulus or input elements, to view the person as reactive to and dependent on these 
inputs elements, to view the domain of the mental as structured (constituted of interacting 
elements), to segment behavior into units that can be coordinated to the stimulus inputs 
and so on.”  
Gergen K. (1986) 
 
 
A simplified soil–plant–atmosphere–continuum model of carbon starvation and hydraulic 
failure is developed and tested against observations from a drought-manipulation 
experiment in a woodland dominated by piñon pine (Pinus edulis) and juniper (Juniperus 
monosperma) in New Mexico. The number of model parameters is reduced using 
allometric relationships. The model can represent more isohydric (piñon) and more 
anisohydric (juniper) responses. Analysis of the parameter space suggests four main 
controls on hydraulic failure and carbon starvation: xylem vulnerability curve, root:shoot 
area ratio, rooting depth and water use efficiency. For piñon, an intermediate optimal 
(1.5–2 m2 ·m-2) tree leaf area index reduces the risk of hydraulic failure. For both piñons 
and junipers, hydraulic failure was relatively insensitive to root:shoot ratio across a range 
of tree LAI. Higher root: shoot ratios however strongly decreased the time to carbon 
starvation. The hydraulic safety margin of piñons is strongly diminished by large diurnal 
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variations in xylem/leaf water potential. Diurnal drops of water potential are mitigated by 
high maximum hydraulic conductivity, high root:shoot ratio and stomatal regulation 
(more isohydric). The safety margin of junipers is not very sensitive to diurnal drops in 
water potential so that there is little benefit in stomatal regulation (more anisohydric). 
Narrower tracheid diameter and a narrower distribution of tracheid diameters reduce the 
risk of hydraulic failure and carbon starvation by reducing diurnal xylem water potential 
drop. Simulated tree diameter-dependent mortality varies between these two species, with 
piñon mortality decreasing with increasing tree size, whereas juniper mortality increases 
with tree size. Juvenile piñons might thus be over impacted by water stress. Copyright © 
2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. 
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2. Introduction  
The sensitivity and resilience of terrestrial ecosystems to climate change are of growing 
research interest because of observations of increasing rates of drought-induced 
vegetation mortality (Allen et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2011), predictions of continued, 
widespread mortality acceleration (Williams et al., 2013) and declining terrestrial carbon 
sinks (Arora et al., 2013). Yet, process model predictions of mortality are uncertain 
because of the complex and interconnected links between vegetation and the hydrologic 
cycle and the complexity of plant survival mechanisms during droughts (McDowell et al., 
2008; 2011; Anderegg et al., 2012 for reviews).  
Two general categories of process models are used to study tree-level drought impacts: 
(1) detailed models of the soil-plant-atmosphere hydraulic continuum (SPAC) and (2) 
simpler models simulating only bulk water budgets. The detailed SPAC approach utilizes 
the cohesion–tension theory to simulate water flux, and detailed numerical hydraulic 
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models of the SPAC have considered a number of factors including: above- and below-
ground simulation of water supply, hydraulic properties of the soil and xylem, root 
distribution and root–shoot ratio (Sperry et al., 1998; Williams et al., 2001; Sperry et al., 
2002; McCulloh et al., 2003; 2004; McCulloh & Sperry, 2005) and water storage 
capacitance (Fisher et al., 2006). The drawback of most SPAC models is that they are 
computationally intensive and require a large number of input parameters, which makes 
generalization challenging and increases the number of assumptions. The complexity of 
those models can also render the interpretation and understanding of results difficult, and 
their calibration is challenging because of the large number of parameters (Blasone et al., 
2008; McDowell et al., 2013a; Powell et al., 2013). For instance McDowell et al. (2013) 
performed a comparison of mortality predicted by complex SPAC and land-surface 
models. The model results agreed that the duration of water stress seemed to be more 
important than the intensity of the stress per se; yet the interpretation of the controlling 
factors was hindered by the complexity of the models.  
Models that use simplified bulk water budgets have been used effectively to understand 
hydrological processes and their interconnection during drought but require development 
to represent more complex processes. For example, Rodriguez-Iturbe et al. (1999), 
inspired by the earlier work of Eagleson (1978a, b, c, d, e), used soil moisture responses 
to stochastic rainfall forcing and the role of vegetation structure (mainly rooting depth) to 
understand the effect of rainfall variability on soil moisture dynamics and vegetation 
water stress (also see D'odorico et al., 2000; Porporato et al., 2001). In this reductionist 
approach, the selected model minimized the number of parameters controlling soil 
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moisture. Vegetation responses to water stress were crudely represented by a linear soil 
moisture stress function that controls evapotranspiration (ET). Application of the model 
to understand the water stress-induced vegetation mortality requires more complex 
representation of the physiology and hydraulic control across species and ecosystems 
(Kumagai & Porporato, 2012).  
Efforts to bridge the gap between these two modeling approaches have been limited. 
Elheringer (2001) provided unique understanding of the role of rooting depth and its 
interplay with the plant water use, but did not explicitly represent key physiological 
processes such as embolism, hydraulic capacitance or carbon limitation. Advancing our 
understanding of drought-induced mortality is likely to require considering the 
interdependency of carbon starvation (the process of carbohydrate depletion when carbon 
consumption exceeds carbon gain by photosynthesis) and hydraulic failure (unrepaired 
loss of hydraulic function leading to subsequent dehydration; McDowell et al., 2011).  
The primary objective of this study is to investigate the factors that determine drought 
resistance using a simplified/hybrid SPAC model. Covariance among tree traits (e.g. 
biomass, crown area, height and hydraulic conductivity) is constrained through allometric 
relationships related to tree diameter and wood density, which reduces the number of 
model parameters because those traits are ultimately interconnected. This simplified 
SPAC model includes a representation of the soil and plant water budgets. The model is 
tractable and can capture the essential processes at play while keeping the simplicity 
required to identify the main processes that underlie drought resistance. The simplicity of 
the model and interdependence of the traits allows highlighting the main trait controls on 
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drought resistance compared to more sophisticated models which require substantial 
tuning of parameters.  
We evaluate the model with data from a drought experiment in a piñon–juniper woodland 
in New Mexico (Pangle et al., 2012; Plaut et al., 2012; Limousin et al., 2013; McDowell 
et al., 2013a; Plaut et al., 2013). We then explore the parameter space of the model to 
examine how interspecific variation in tree traits (leaf area index, root:shoot ratio, rooting 
depth, capacitance and non-structural carbohydrate storage) influences the potential for 
carbon starvation and hydraulic failure. Finally we investigate the dependence of drought 





3. Model description 
The simplified SPAC model is inspired by the model of Farrior et al. (2013) but has been 
expanded to include a refined hydraulic description that can account for cavitation and 
carbon starvation (see Fig. 8-1 and Table 8-1 description in appendix A). Below, we give 
a brief overview of the model components.  
3.1. Tree biomass  
Each tree is composed of its canopy, fine roots and structural biomass. Allometric 
relationships relate tree height (Z), crown area (W), structural biomass (S), sapwood area, 
sapwood volume and total leaf area (L) to the tree diameter at breast height (D), similarly 
to Farrior et al. (2013), as seen in Fig. 8-1. These relationships are constrained using 
observations of the piñon–juniper dataset (Pangle et al., 2012; Plaut et al., 2012; 2013). 
Tree leaf area index (LAItree) is the ratio of L to W. In our model, the trees do not grow 
because we are investigating the response to a single dry-down period during which we 
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assume no major changes in structural biomass, no leaf or fine-root development and no 
leaf and root losses. Tree wood density and the related sapwood volume define the 
maximum stem specific conductivity (kspecific,max) and maximum stem hydraulic 
capacitance (Cmax) (Phillips et al., 2004; Scholz et al., 2007). Because we simulate a 
drought period, we assumed that water is the main limiting resource and nutrient uptake 
was not constraining.  
3.2. Carbon budget  
Using a simplified Farquhar photosynthesis model (Farquhar & Sharkey, 1982; Farquhar 
et al., 2001) leaves assimilate carbon at a rate proportional to the light level up to their 
maximum rate of carbon assimilation V. Maximum V did not vary substantially with 
water stress for the juniper–piñon dataset used here (Limousin et al., 2013) and is thus 
assumed to be constant. Light is reduced exponentially at a rate kn, as light penetrates 
into the canopy, following Beer’s law. Tree- level photosynthesis is obtained by 
integration of the leaf- level photosynthesis (Table 8-1—Equation (1)) over the entire 
canopy (Table 8-1—Equation (2)). Maximum assimilation is reduced by a Weibull stress 
function following (Tuzet et al., 2003) (Table 8-1—Equation (3)), which depends on 
xylem water potential ψx (Zhang et al., 2013). This Weibull stress function can represent 
a range of stomatal behaviours from relatively isohydric to more anisohydric (Meinzer & 
McCulloh, 2013). Relatively anisohydric species (juniper in this study) exhibit a 
pronounced change in leaf-water potential with evaporative demand and depletion of soil 
moisture via maintenance of stomatal conductance. On the other hand more isohydric 
species maintain a relatively constant mid-day minimum leaf-water potential through 
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strong reduction in stomatal conductance (Tardieu & Simonneau, 1998; Schultz, 2003; 
Plaut et al., 2012) 
Here we focus on variations in non-structural carbon (NSC) during a drought, during 
which growth is assumed to be negligible. Growth decreases faster than photosynthesis in 
response to drought in most vascular plants (McDowell et al., 2011; 2013a). NSC then 
drops when photosynthesis is reduced by water stress and becomes insufficient to 
compensate respiration. Here we consider a single dry- down event and assume that the 
initial NSC is a fraction αNSC of the root and canopy dry biomass (Sevanto et al., 2014). 
NSC is lost through maintenance respiration R of fine roots Rr, sapwood Rsw and leaves 
Rl (Farrior et al., 2013). We assume a mean respiration rate during the drought period 
rather than incorporate variation in respiration rate within and between days (based on 
Mahecha et al., 2010).  
3.3. Water budget  
The prognostic equation for soil moisture is based on a simple bucket water budget over a 
volume with depth zr, the effective rooting depth (Eagleson 1978c), and which extends 
over an area rW (Table 8-1—Equation (5)), with W the crown area and r the relative area 
coverage of roots versus crown (Appendix S11). The source of soil moisture is 
precipitation P, and the sinks are a leakage term comprising runoff and infiltration to 
deeper soil layer L, bare soil evaporation E and root water uptake U per unit crown area. 
U is related to the water potential difference between the xylem ψx and soil ψs following 
Darcy’s law and is proportional to the fraction of root per unit crown area r (Table 8-1—
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Equation (6)) (Sperry et al., 1998). Bare soil evaporation is related to above canopy 
potential evaporation Ep, attenuated by shading according to Beer’s law and limited by a 
soil moisture stress function dependent on soil water potential (Table 8-1—Equations (7) 
and 7) (Albertson & Montaldo, 2003). During a dry-down there is neither precipitation 
nor infiltration so that the only processes affecting soil moisture are bare soil evaporation 
and root water uptake.  
Transpiration is related to tree-level photosynthesis through intrinsic water-use efficiency 
(wue) (Table 8-1—Equation 8). The volumetric water content (VWC) of the tree is 
increased by the total base flow (root water uptake) WU and reduced by transpiration WT 
(Table 8-1—Equation (9)) (Tuzet et al., 2003). Changes in VWC are related to xylem 
water potential changes through the capacitance Cw, which depends on the xylem water 
potential itself and wood density of each species (Table 8-1—Equation 10). Inclusion of 
capacitance may be important in some species because it affects the hydraulic safety 
margins for many species (Meinzer et al., 2008; 2009). 
Because the model is largely described by allometric relationships the main input of the 
models are reduced to: (i) wood dry density rd, (ii) diameter at breast height (130-cm 
height; DBH), (iii) rooting depth zr and root:shoot ratio, (iv) the parameters of the 
simplified Farquhar photosynthesis model (V and the quantum efficiency) and (v) the 
wue. Root: shoot area ratio is assumed to be 1 for piñon and 0.3 for juniper following 
Farrior et al. (2008), but a sensitivity test will be performed later in the manuscript. The 
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remaining model parameters (zr, V, αf) are calibrated so that the model best fits the 
observations (see below). Fitted parameter values are given in Table 8-1.  
3.4. Hydraulic failure—carbon starvation  
Hydraulic failure. The hydraulic failure hypothesis predicts that substantial and 
irreversible embolism leads to mortality. The rhizosphere and xylem cavitate (i.e. fill 
with air) as a function of decreasing water potential leading to a progressive reduction in 
the liquid water soil–plant continuum (Tyree & Sperry, 1989; Sperry et al., 2002). If 
embolism persists and expands the plant may desiccate and die. In the model, hydraulic 
failure is defined when the percentage loss in conductivity (PLC) in the xylem reaches 
98%, which defines the corresponding critical xylem potential ψcrit. This 98% threshold 
is arbitrary but corresponds to an important loss of conductivity and therefore to loss of 
resistance to biotic agents and external disturbances. In addition the choice of the 
threshold does not modify the general conclusions made in the manuscript and only 
delays the time to desiccation.  
Carbon starvation. In the model, carbon starvation is defined as the time when NSC 
reaches 2% of dry mass (in parallel with the 98% threshold used for the PLC); in the in 
situ observations almost none of the trees went below this threshold (McDowell et al., 
2013a). In reality NSC may also be used to refill the embolized conduits (Secchi & 
Zwieniecki, 2011) and the drought may limit phloem transport of carbohydrates to sites 
where they are needed (Sevanto et al., 2014) such that the actual carbon starvation 
process is intimately coupled to plant desiccation (McDowell et al., 2011). The use of 
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this NSC threshold provides insight into the processes affecting NSC resources. The 
definition of carbon starvation could easily be made more complex in future model 
versions. Our objective here is to focus on the role of plant traits on the tendency of 
carbon starvation and hydraulic failure rather than on the exact date of death, which may 
also depend on other factors (e.g. biotic attacks, McDowell et al., 2013a).  
3.5. Dry-down: Stage 1–Stage 2 transpiration/photosynthesis  
To assess the effect of different traits and parameters on hydraulic failure and carbon 
starvation, the model is solved for a dry-down where precipitation, runoff and infiltration 
do not occur. Growth is then assumed to be negligible during this dry-down, and the 
focus is on the NSC budget. Two initial conditions are required: the initial soil water 
potential ψs,0, chosen as the field capacity -0.33 MPa, and the initial NSC, prescribed as a 
fraction of the sum of the leaf and root biomass, α0NSC , which depends on the history 
preceding the dry-down. We chose a nominal initial NSC content of 10% (McDowell et 
al., 2013a) for both species. Wetter antecedent conditions would result in higher ψs,0 and 
different α0NSC (McDowell et al., 2011). We then integrate the water and carbon budget 
equations (see appendix A and Table 8-1) to determine: (i) the time spent in a regime 
with negligible embolism (stage 1 regime see below) τ1 until the xylem potential reaches 
ψe, (ii) the time spent in the embolized regime until hydraulic failure (stage 2 regime see 
below) τ2 when the xylem potential reaches its critical value ψcrit and (iii) the time 
required to deplete the NSC reserves τstarvation.  
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Drawing upon the literature on bare-soil evaporation (Salvucci, 1997), which defines 
stage-one (energy-atmospheric demand limited) and stage-two (soil moisture limited) 
phases of soil dry-down, we introduce the concept of stage-one and stage-two 
transpiration and photosynthesis. During stage one, embolism is negligible, and gas 
exchange is mostly limited by evaporative demand and photosynthetically active 
radiation (PAR). During stage one, photosynthesis is high, and NSC reserves are 
increasing, providing further resistance to carbon starvation. Anisohydric traits favor time 
spent within this energy-limited regime because stomata remain open (McDowell et al., 
2011), as shown in Fig. 8-2. A delay in the onset of embolism corresponds to a longer 
stage 1.  
During stage 2, transpiration and photosynthesis are reduced below their maximum rates 
by embolism in the soil to stomata pathway and are therefore water limited (Table 8-1— 
Equation (3)). If respiration exceeds photosynthesis, while growth is zero, NSC decreases 
(McDowell et al., 2011). Some plants display isohydrodynamic behavior (Franks et al., 
2007), in which the soil to leaf water potential gradient is relatively constant. More 
isohydric species tend to spend more time within the stage 2, during which they reduce 
leaf- gas exchange through stronger stomata regulation, and as a consequence are more 
prone to carbon starvation than anisohydric species (Meinzer & McCulloh, 2013). The 
variety of plant behavior is represented through changes in the Weibull-curve control of 
stomatal opening and closure and embolism as depicted in Fig. 8-2 (Meinzer & McCulloh, 
2013, Table 8-1—Equation (3)). A longer stage 2 refers to a delayed time to full 
hydraulic failure from the onset of embolism. Fig. 8-3 depicts an example of times series 
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of gross primary productivity generated by the model and corresponding soil moisture 







4.1. Site description  
The dataset is described in details in Pangle et al. (2012) and Plaut et al. (2012). The 
study was conducted in the Los Piños mountains within the Sevilleta National Wildlife 
Refuge, Socorro County, New Mexico (N 34°23′13′′, W 106°31′29′′, elevation 1911m), 
part of the US Long-Term Ecological Research network. Piñon pine (Pinus edulis) and 
one-seed juniper (Juniperus monosperma) are the dominant woody species. Soils are 
calcid aridisols characterized as Sedillo–Clovis association of fan alluvium derived from 
conglomerate. Long-term mean monthly temperatures range from 2.6 °C in January to 
23.1 °C in July; annual precipitation averages 362 mm. Roughly half of the annual 
precipitation falls can be attributed to convective storms during the North American 
Monsoon, from July to September.  
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The data were obtained from a precipitation manipulation experiment at the site which 
includes three levels of water: control, irrigated and drought (Pangle et al., 2012). Here, 
we only consider the ambient control blocks, which are composed of three blocks (flat, 
south-facing slope and north-facing slope). Treatments began in the summer of 2007. Full 
details of the experiment and plots are provided in Pangle et al. (2012) and Plaut et al. 
(2012). 
4.2. Tree data  
Within each of the three plots, five trees of each species were chosen for physiological 
measurements including sap flux density, leaf water potential and soil moisture (Pangle et 
al., 2012). These target trees were centrally located within the plots and had stem(s) of at 
least 9-cm diameter. The plots included over 50 piñon trees with average DBH of 21.54 
cm with variations from 5 to 40 cm and over 65 junipers with mean DBH of 31 cm with 
variations from 5 to 75 cm.  
4.3. Plant water potential  
Pre-dawn and midday leaf water potentials (ψpd and ψmd, respectively) were measured on 
each target tree using south- acing twigs with healthy foliage. Measurements were made 
5–10 times a year, when soil moisture was changing rapidly during each summer’s dry-
down and monsoon. We used leaf and soil water potential measurements to constrain the 
dynamics of the simplified SPAC model to achieve both realistic soil moisture and leaf 
water potential temporal dynamics (see Model results section).  
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4.4. Cavitation vulnerability  
Curves describing xylem vulnerability to drought-induced cavitation (Sperry et al., 1988) 
were generated using the centrifuge technique (Cochard, 2002; Cochard et al., 2005). 
Percent loss of conductance (PLC) was plotted against pressure and fit to a Weibull 
function to generate a vulnerability curve (Neufeld et al., 1992). Xylem vulnerability was 
measured on piñon and juniper branches. The Weibull function parameters for piñon 
were on average ψ50 = -3.4 MPa (xylem point of 50% drop in PLC) and ck = 4 (shape of 
the retention curve), and for junipers ψ50 = -11 MPa and ck = 3.85. Those values are 
imposed in the simplified SPAC model.  
4.5. Moisture data  
A micrometeorological station at the research site included a Campbell Scientific 
HMP45C air temperature and relative humidity sensor (Logan, UT, USA), tipping bucket 
rain gauge equipped (Pockman & McDowell 2006), Decagon EC-20 soil volumetric 
water sensor installed at 5cm (Decagon Devices Inc., Pullman, WA, USA — Pockman & 
McDowell 2013) and net radiometer (model NR-LITE, Kipp & Zonen, Delft, The 
Netherlands). Plant-available soil moisture was measured with thermocouple 
psychrometers (Wescor Inc., Logan, UT, USA—Pockman & McDowell 2014) and 







5. Model results 
5.1. Comparison with observations  
The model correctly captures the seasonal cycle and different dry downs of the soil 
potentials. Fig. 8-4 depicts the modeled soil water potential against observations in the 
deep soil layers located within 50 to 100 cm for both piñons and junipers. The model 
response is buffered compared to the deepest soil water potential measurement ((1) m) 
because piñon and juniper typical rooting depths are much deeper than the deepest 
measurement ((1) m), introducing important temporal buffer on soil moisture and water 
potential temporal dynamics (Gentine et al., 2012). The seasonal dynamics and range of 
the leaf water potential at predawn ψpd is reasonably reproduced for both species as seen 
in Fig. 8-5 (R2 = 0.85 for junipers and R2 = 0.55 for piñons). These results emphasize that 
the simplified SPAC model realistically captures the seasonal course of soil and leaf 
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water potential. A summary of the model parameters is presented in (Table 8-2 and Table 
8-3). 
5.2. Root:shoot ratio  
We first investigate the role of tree leaf area index (tree LAI) and root:shoot ratio (R:S) 
on hydraulic failure and carbon starvation, while other factors (Table 8-1) were held 
constant. For all but very low LAI, increasing piñon R:S extended the length of stage 1, 
when water stress is minimal, but decreased the time to the end of stage 2, when water 
stress is prevalent (Fig. 8-5). As a result of these offsetting effects, the number of days to 
hydraulic failure is relatively insensitive to the R:S ratio across a range of LAI. On the 
other hand higher R:S strongly decreased the days to carbon starvation because higher 
partitioning of the biomass into the shoot is beneficial for increased carbon assimilation. 
An optimal tree LAI exists of the order of 2 m2 m-2—as typically observed for P. edulis 
— to avoid hydraulic failure (Fig. 8-5c). In the model, lower tree LAI is detrimental 
because it is associated with higher bare soil evaporation and therefore earlier soil drying. 
Higher LAI also reduces the time to hydraulic failure because it results in water overuse 
by tree transpiration. Increased tree LAI reduces the number of days to carbon starvation 
because higher tree photosynthesis cannot compensate for higher tree water usage and 
maintenance costs, further emphasizing the tight coupling between the water and carbon 
cycles for carbon starvation. With our model the time to starvation is always longer than 
the time to hydraulic failure (at least 1.3 times more—results not shown).  
The model indicated that the time juniper spent in stage 1 and 2 was also not very 
sensitive to changes in R:S (Fig. 8-6) but was highly dependent on the tree LAI. The 
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optimal LAI based on the duration of stage 1 was 1.3–2.0 m2 m-2, a result that is 
consistent with field measurements of juniper LAI (1.5–2.0 in West et al., 2008). As for 
piñon, juniper time to carbon starvation strongly decreases with increased tree LAI and 
R:S ratios. For junipers (Fig. 8-7) the time to carbon starvation is generally longer than 
the time to hydraulic failure (ratio ranging from 1.1 to 2.4) unless trees have very low tree 
LAI (less than 1 m2 m!2) or high R:S (not shown). In general the time to carbon starvation 
is 50 to 100% larger than the time to hydraulic failure for large LAI (>1 m2 m!2) and low 
R:S (<2).  
5.3. Anisohydric–isohydric behavior - loss of conductivity  
We now turn to the role of the vulnerability curve on hydraulic failure and starvation. 
Stomatal control of transpiration-induced xylem tension is an important mechanism for 
avoiding excessive embolism. The shape of the vulnerability curve is representative of a 
range of behaviors from anisohydric to isohydric (Fig. 8-2 and Meinzer & McCulloh, 
2013). Isohydric and anisohydric behaviors represent two extremes of a continuum of 
regulation of xylem tension (Meinzer & McCulloh, 2013). We thus study the effect of the 
xylem vulnerability curves and stomatal regulation on the survival to hydraulic failure 
and carbon starvation as a way to represent different regulation mechanism from 
anisohydric to isohydric.  
The parameter |ψ50| represents the inflection point—50% loss of conductivity—in 
absolute value and ck is the slope of the PLC at |ψ50|, i.e. the sharpness of the cavitation 
curve. Similar water stress response is assumed for stomatal regulation (Table 8-1-
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Equation (3)) (Manzoni et al., 2013). When |ψ50| is low, embolism is minimal, and the 
behavior is closer to anisohydric. The higher ck, the sharper the transition from stage 1 to 
stage 2. Higher |ψ50| increases the duration of stage 1 for both piñons (Fig. 8-8) and 
junipers (Fig. 8-9) as could be expected because the onset of embolism is shifted to a 
more stressed regime (higher ψx). The stage 1 regime of junipers is more sensitive to 
variations in |ψ50| than that of piñons. Indeed piñons are more frequently in a stressed 
(stage 2) regime, with stomatal regulation induced by water stress, and are thus more 
sensitive to stage 2. Higher |ψ50| increases the duration of stage 2 for both piñons (Fig. 
8-8b) and junipers (Fig. 8-9b). However at high |ψ50| the number of days spent in stage 2 
saturates. There is thus little added benefit in having a cavitation curve with high absolute 
|ψ50|, i.e. narrow tracheid diameter (Brooks & Corey 1964; Brutsaert 2005). The time to 
hydraulic failure (combined stage 1 and stage 2) increases with |ψ50|, yet at high |ψ50| the 
time to hydraulic failure flattens, and there is only marginal benefit in having further |ψ50| 
increase. Very similar patterns are observed for the time to carbon starvation.  
The sharpness of the cavitation curve, ck, increases the duration of stage 1 for both piñons 
and junipers: sharper cavitation curves delay the onset of embolism (in terms of xylem 
potential). Consequently, a sharper cavitation curve reduces the time spent in stage 2 for 
both species (Fig. 8-8b). Overall the time to hydraulic failure is very sensitive to the 
sharpness of the cavitation curve, ck, (Fig. 8-8c and Fig. 8-9c). Higher ck decreases the 
time to hydraulic failure: the increased stage 1 duration cannot compensate the substantial 
stage 2 decrease for both piñons and junipers. Stage 2 (embolized) regime is thus the 
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dominant control on the time to hydraulic failure. Similar conclusions are reached for the 
time to carbon starvation for both species, higher ck decrease the time to carbon starvation. 
Stage 2 is the dominant mechanism here and corresponds to a regime of partial stomatal 
closing under water stress and therefore reduced photosynthesis, which impact the NSC 
pool.  
Smoother cavitation curve and higher |ψ50| increase the resistance to hydraulic failure and 
to carbon starvation, as seen in Fig. 8-8 and Fig. 8-9. In dry cases, i.e. at high |ψ50| (>6–
8MPa), there is only marginal increase in drought resistance with increasing |ψ50|; it is 
then more beneficial to reduce the sharpness of the retention curve ck. The sharpness of 
the retention curve is related to the distribution of tracheid diameters (Brooks & Corey 
1964; Brutsaert 2005). Higher ck represents a wider relative distribution of tracheid 
diameters. It is thus beneficial for the xylem to have a narrow distribution of tracheid 
diameters, which reduces ck, and the risk of hydraulic failure and carbon starvation for a 
given |ψ50|. The combination of higher |ψ50| and ck, which corresponds to narrower 
tracheid diameter and narrower distribution of diameters, respectively, reduces the risk of 
hydraulic failure and carbon starvation, in line with observations of juniper and piñon 
resistance to drought (Linton et al., 1998).  
To assess the consequences of the specific effect of different cavitation curves and 
anisohydric versus isohydric stomatal regulation compared to other traits we simulated a 
piñon with cavitation curve characteristic and stomatal water-stress response similar to 
those of juniper; that is we simulate an ‘anisohydric’ piñon. All other model parameters 
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such as root:shoot ratio, maximum hydraulic conductivity and tree LAI were kept 
identical to their reference values (Table 8-1). With the increased protection against 
embolism onset the ‘anisohydric’ piñons increase their time to hydraulic failure from 352 
to 768 days and increase the time to carbon starvation from 637 to 846 days. Interestingly, 
compared to junipers, the ‘anisohydric’ piñons are slightly more resistant to hydraulic 
failure (768 days for ‘anisohydric’ piñons vs. 736 days for junipers), even with their 
higher LAI. Based on the model sensitivity analysis, the higher maximum—non-
embolized—tree hydraulic conductance of piñons is the main explanation for this 
difference. Higher maximum conductivity reduces the drop of water potential in the 
leaves and in the xylem, and thus reduces the impact of soil moisture depletion on the 
xylem cavitation and stomatal closure. The opposite effect is seen on carbon starvation, 
which is achieved much later at 1056 days for junipers compared to 846 days for piñons 
because of stomatal closure and higher respiration maintenance rates of piñons. The main 
factor explaining the increased survival resistance of juniper compared to the 
‘anisohydric’ piñons is its lower leaf area index. This analysis confirms that it is not a 
single trait, in this case the shape of the vulnerability curve, but rather the set of all traits 
that determine the drought resistance of different species.  
5.4. Anisohydric–isohydric behavior—theoretical analysis  
In the case of negligible capacitance, the minimum midday xylem water potential 
 can simply be related to the soil water potential : 
ψ x,md =ψ s '− Δψ ,         (II.1) 
ψ x,midday ψ s ' =ψ s − ρgZ
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with Δψ  the diurnal drop of xylem water potential and ALmd  the peak daily 






.        (II.2) 
Under non-limiting light yet water-stressed conditions ALmd =Vl f (ψ x ) , with f (ψ x )  the 
stomatal closure in response to water stress, that is photosynthesis is limited by water 







.        (II.3)                           
We linearize the xylem embolism response instead of the full Weibull function (see Fig. 
8-2), with full conductivity loss at ψ x =ψ crit  and no cavitation above ψ x =ψ e  (which are 
derived from the full Weibull function). When there is stress (ψ x >ψ e ) the xylem percent 
loss conductivity PLC is simply: 
PLC = 100 1−ψ x −ψ crit





        (II.4) 
This can be used to define the maximum diurnal percentage loss of conductivity PLCmax 
using Equation (II.1): 
,
       
 (II.5) PLC = 100 1− 12
ψ s '− Δψ −ψ crit






as well as the safety margin (SM) to the critical transpiration Ecrit (Sperry et al., 1998), 
which is defined as the maximum transpiration rate:  
for a given soil water potential and which is found at : 
.       (II.6) 
The safety margin (Sperry et al., 1998) is then simply defined as:  
 ,      (II.7) 
where the diurnal water drop Δψ linearly increases with photosynthetic flux A0L , 
root:shoot ratio and stress-free xylem resistivity 1/groot - xylem,max (see Equation (II.2)).  
The safety margin, SM, rapidly decreases with soil water potential for piñons, as seen in 
Fig. 8-10. It also decreases strongly during the day with the diurnal drop in xylem water 
potential. Hence, reduction of the dangerous xylem and leaf water potential diurnal drop 
(isohydric response) is required for piñon survival to droughts. The reduction of the 
safety margin is also linked with a larger drop in xylem hydraulic conductivity and a 
higher critical transpiration. In other words, for piñons, an improved safety margin is 
achieved through the reduction of Δψ with: increased root: shoot (r:l) ratio, increased 
maximum whole-plant hydraulic conductancegroot-xylem,max, increased water-use-
efficiency and stomatal regulation to reduce evaporative demand. The safety margin of 
T = groot-xylem,max
ψ x −ψ crit
ψ e −ψ crit
(ψ s '−ψ x )




ψ s '−ψ crit( )2
ψ e −ψ crit
SM = 1− TEcrit
= 1− 4 ψ s '− Δψ −ψ crit( )
2
ψ s '−ψ crit( )2
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junipers, on the other hand, is not particularly sensitive to the diurnal drop of xylem water 
potential (Fig. 8-10) so that stomatal regulation only provides marginal benefit to avoid 
desiccation, consistent with little stomatal regulation and an anisohydric behavior (Table 
8-2 and Table 8-3).  
Decreased wood density in piñons increases specific hydraulic conductivity (Bucci et al., 
2004). On the other hand, wood density is also related to the shape of the vulnerability 
curve: increased wood density is often achieved by the narrowing of tracheid diameter 
(Pittermann et al., 2006), which is negatively correlated with cavitation risk (Linton et al., 
1998). Because hydraulic conductance is inversely proportional to tree height, cavitation 
risks also increase with tree height and with decreased sapwood to crown area ratio. 
Piñons with their more conductive xylem can mitigate xylem and leave water potential 
drop (as seen in equation (3)) consistent with a isohydric behavior.  
5.5. Rooting depth  
The time spent in stage 1 and stage 2 as well as the time to hydraulic failure increase 
linearly with rooting depth zr for both species. Yet increased rooting depth is more 
beneficial for junipers than for piñons. A 1-m increase in rooting depth typically doubles 
the time to hydraulic failure for junipers. An increased rooting depth is beneficial for both 
species because it reduces hydraulic failure through increased accessible soil water 
volume, which buffers the precipitation variability. The impact of deeper rooting depth 
on carbon starvation is only marginal despite the increase in carbon allocation required to 
build deeper roots.  
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5.6. Water-use efficiency  
Water-use efficiency (wue) increases nearly linearly the time to hydraulic failure and 
carbon starvation (not shown). Increased wue is more efficient at protecting junipers from 
hydraulic failure than piñons. During stage 2 transpiration/ photosynthesis the increased 
wue is less beneficial for piñons whereas the response of both species to increased wue 
during stage 1 is relatively similar. Across many species, wue tends to increase with 
rising CO2 based on FLUXNET observations (Keenan et al., 2013). All other tree traits 
being similar and with similar precipitation patterns, our results suggest that such 
increased wue with CO2 rise should increase tree-level resistance to droughts and should 






We have introduced a simplified SPAC model based on allometric relationships in order 
to emphasize the role of tree traits for drought survival while reducing the number of 
model parameters. Compared with previous models, the model is sufficiently simple to be 
tractable and to permit exploration of the parameter space and infer the role of the 
different traits on carbon starvation and hydraulic failure. Our findings emphasize the 
importance of simultaneously considering all tree traits to fully comprehend the survival 
strategies to drought. The interplay between water use efficiency, root:shoot ratio, leaf 
area index, maximum hydraulic conductivity, loss of hydraulic conductivity, maximum 
rate of carbon assimilation and specific leaf area index determines the overall resistance 
to drought either via hydraulic failure or carbon starvation. Insights based on only one of 
those traits could be misleading and give an incomplete picture of drought resistance. In 
particular we have highlighted the interdependence of different traits on plant survival 
(e.g. the relationship between root:shoot ratio, tree LAI and cavitation curve) and the 
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need for an integrated approach. The model is also sufficiently simple so that it could be 
scaled up to the landscape level.  
6.1. Juvenile versus mature tree—allometry  
The model results presented assumed that the piñon and juniper were mature trees with 
diameters corresponding to the mean value of target trees. We now investigate the effect 
of tree diameters on drought resistance. We use the tree distribution and means of tree 
diameters for flat, south- and north-facing slopes south-facing slopes from measurements 
collected in 2006 before the drought experiment was set up. The north- and south-facing 
slopes are a natural drought experiment because the net infiltration of precipitation and 
soil moisture storage are reduced compared to the flat surface and the south-facing slopes 
that have higher insulation.  
Junipers have similar mean diameter and diameter distributions in the north-facing, 
south-facing and flat surfaces (p>0.05), as seen in Fig. 8-11. The absence of slope 
differences and the relatively uniform distribution among trees below 30cm diameter 
suggest that soil hydrology does not strongly impact the highly drought- resistant junipers. 
Varying tree diameter in our model further supported the negligible effect of drought on 
juniper, with long but decreasing time to hydraulic failure (Fig. 8-12). Although potential 
changes in the frequency and duration of precipitation could affect the resilience of 
junipers, our model results from north- and south-facing slopes suggest that the 
population dynamics of junipers will not be drastically impacted (beside under major 
droughts), a finding that is also supported by the limited dead junipers observed in the 
field drought treatment (Plaut et al., 2012; 2013). 
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In contrast to the even distribution of tree diameters in juniper, the distribution of piñons 
was noticeably different with large-diameter piñons overrepresented on slopes relative to 
the flat block (p < 0.05), as seen in Fig. 8-11. This observation emphasizes the strong 
sensitivity of piñons to changes in hydrology and precipitation characteristics. Smaller-
diameter piñons are much more sensitive to hydraulic failure and carbon starvation (Fig. 
8-12) and died from carbon starvation in our model. This could explain the 
preponderance of larger-trees over sloped surfaces with lower water content. Of course, 
smaller trees are more susceptible to competition from larger trees and recruitment may 
be favored in flat areas (Floyd et al., 2009); this is related to variation among species in 
their ability to germinate and develop a viable root system quickly. Recruitment in the 
drier-sloped terrains might be more episodic—in wet years—which could further narrow 
down the distribution. Our observations nonetheless support a pronounced sensitivity of 
smaller piñons to droughts.  
6.2. Carbohydrate utilization and mobilization  
The simplicity of the SPAC model described has inherent limitations. One of the main 
simplifications of the model is that carbon starvation is assumed to occur when the pool 
of carbon storage is reduced to a low value (2%). In reality the mechanism of carbon 
starvation may be more complicated because carbohydrate utilization and mobilization 
may be impeded at a given plant water status (Sala et al., 2012; Mitchell et al., 2012). 
The physiological mechanisms of drought-induced tree mortality are far from being 
resolved, and mechanisms of carbon starvation are still poorly understood and often times 
no clear pattern between carbohydrate utilization and mortality emerges (Sala et al., 
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2010). The differentiation between starch and sugar pools may be important because 
depleted starch pools have been shown to be correlated with mortality (Marshall & 
Waring, 1985; Adams et al., 2009). Phloem transport failure may be another component 
of carbon starvation through phloem unloading to refill cavitated xylem tissues and 
lowering carbohydrate loading (Hölttä et al., 2009) but the understanding of phloem 
transport and its coupling to xylem transport is still in its early stages even if important 
progresses have been made recently (Mencuccini & Hölttä, 2009; Hölttä et al., 2011; 
Nikinmaa et al., 2013; Mencuccini et al., 2013). Also in our model the LAI was no able 
to drop under drought to mitigate evaporative losses. The NSC storage was located in the 







A simplified soil–plant–atmosphere–continuum model of carbon starvation and hydraulic 
failure has been developed and tested against observations from a drought-manipulation 
study in a woodland dominated by piñon pine (P. edulis) and juniper trees (J. 
monosperma) in New Mexico. The model uses allometric relationships to reduce the 
number of parameters and to understand the mechanisms of carbon starvation and 
hydraulic failure. The model is sufficiently simple to highlight the role of the different 
traits on drought resistance.  
For piñons, the number of days to hydraulic failure was relatively insensitive to the 
root:shoot ratio across a range of tree LAI. Higher root:shoot ratio however strongly 
decreased the days to carbon starvation. The model indicated that the time to hydraulic 
failure for juniper was much less sensitive to changes in root:shoot ratio than for piñon 
but was highly dependent on the tree LAI. In addition narrower tracheid diameter and 
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narrower distribution of diameters, as observed in junipers, reduce the risk of hydraulic 
failure and carbon starvation.  
Smaller-diameter piñons were more sensitive to hydraulic failure and carbon starvation 
than larger ones and often died from carbon starvation in our model. Smaller-diameter 
junipers on the other hand were more prone to hydraulic failure and carbon starvation 
than larger trees.  
The model presented here is a simplification of the complex and still poorly understood 
processes involved in carbon starvation and hydraulic failure but is an attempt at 
integrating the different factors (soil, hydrology, physiology, carbon and water budgets) 
controlling carbon starvation and hydraulic failure. Nonetheless the model provides 
insights into the effect of the different traits (leaf area index, root:shoot ratio, rooting 
depth and cavitation) as well as the role of age on survival to droughts. Future work will 
further use this model to better comprehend the differential factors of anthropogenic 
climate changes on plant survival to droughts. The trait- dependent representation of 
hydraulic failure and carbon starvation of this model is currently under development for 
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Fig. 8-1: schematic describing the simplified Soil-Plant-Atmosphere-Continuum (SPAC) model 
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Fig. 8-2: schematic describing the simplified Soil-Plant-Atmosphere-Continuum (SPAC) model 
introduced in this study. 
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Fig. 8-3: (top) time series of simulated tree gross primary productivity generated by the model, 
and corresponding phase 1 (unstressed) and phase 2 (stressed) periods as well as total 
evapotranspiration (transpiration plus bare soil evaporation) (bottom).  
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Fig. 8-4: time series of modeled (black) deep soil water potential compared to observations 
located between 50 to 100 cm (colored diamonds) over five of the ambient control experiment 
plots for junipers (top) and piñons (bottom). Measurements are limited to 100 cm which is shorter 
than typical rooting depth, hence the damped signal in the model output. 
  





























Fig. 8-5: Modeled vs. observations of leaf water potential at predawn (subscript pd) for junipers 
(top) and piñons (bottom).  
 
  


















































Fig. 8-6: Sensitivity of number of days spent in stage 1 (top left), in stage 2 (top right), to 
hydraulic failure (bottom left) and time to carbon starvation to tree Leaf Area Index (tree LAI) 
and root:shoot area for piñons. 
  






































































































Fig. 8-7: same as Fig. 8-6 but for junipers. 
  
































































































Fig. 8-8: Sensitivity of the number of days spent in stage-1 (top left), in stage-2 (top right), time 
to hydraulic failure (sum of stage 1 and stage 2 – bottom left) and time to carbon starvation 
(bottom right) to the parameters of the vulnerability curve Ψ50 (point of 50% loss of conductivity) 
and ck shape parameter of the cavitation curve for piñons. 
  





























































































Fig. 8-9: same as Fig. 8-7 for junipers. 
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Fig. 8-10: (top row) Safety Margin (SM) - dimensionless, (middle row) Percent Loss of 
Conductivity (PLC) and normalized critical transpiration Ecrit as a function of soil water potential 
Ψs and diurnal peak in xylem water potential ΔΨ for piñons (left-hand side) and junipers (right-
hand side). 
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Fig. 8-11: Histogram of observed juniper and piñon diameter at breast height on north-facing, 
south-facing and flat surfaces. The means are plotted as a line on top of the inset. 
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Fig. 8-12: Sensitivity time to hydraulic failure and carbon starvation (defined as 0-crossover of 
NSC content – bottom right) to tree diameter D. Carbon starvation is outside the range of the 
figure and is thus not shown. 
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 PART II: Interannual variations in 
needle and sapwood traits of Pinus 




‘Funes not only remembered every leaf on every tree of every wood, but even every one 
of the times he had perceived or imagined it…. I suspect, however, that he wasn’t very 
capable of thinking. Thinking is forgetting differences’.  




In the southwestern USA, recent large-scale die-offs of conifers raise the question of their 
resilience and mortality under droughts. To date, little is known about the interannual 
structural response to droughts. We hypothesized that piñon pines (Pinus edulis) respond 
to drought by reducing the drop of leaf water potential in branches from year to year 
through needle morphological adjustments. We tested our hypothesis using a 7- year 
experiment in central New Mexico with three watering treatments (irrigated, nor- mal, 
and rain exclusion). We analyzed how variation in “evaporative structure” (needle length, 
stomatal diameter, stomatal density, stomatal conductance) responded to watering 
treatment and interannual climate variability. We further analyzed annual functional 
adjustments by comparing yearly addition of needle area (LA) with yearly addition of 
sapwood area (SA) and distance to tip (d), defining the yearly ratios SA:LA and SA:LA/d. 
Needle length (l) increased with increasing winter and monsoon water supply, and 
showed more interannual variability when the soil was drier. Stomatal density increased 
with dryness, while stomatal diameter was reduced. As a result, anatomical maximal 
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stomatal conductance was relatively invariant across treatments. SA:LA and SA:LA/d 
showed significant differences across treatments and contrary to our expectation were 
lower with reduced water input. Within average precipitation ranges, the response of 
these ratios to soil moisture was similar across treatments. However, when extreme soil 
drought was combined with high VPD, needle length, SA:LA and SA:LA/d became 
highly nonlinear, emphasizing the existence of a response threshold of combined high 
VPD and dry soil conditions. In new branch tissues, the response of annual functional 
ratios to water stress was immediate (same year) and does not attempt to reduce the drop 
of water potential. We suggest that unfavorable evaporative structural response to 
drought is compensated by dynamic stomatal control to maximize photosynthesis rates.  
 
Citation: Guérin M, Martín-Benito D, von Arx G, Andreu-Hayles L, Griffin KL, 
Hamdan R, McDowell NG, Muscarella R, Pockman W, Gentine P. 2018. Interannual 
variations in needle and sapwood traits of Pinus edulis branches under an experimental 








In recent years, widespread forest mortality in response to drought has been documented 
worldwide (Allen et al., 2015). An example of widespread and rapid increase in drought-
induced mortality, or die-off, was observed for Pinus edulis Engelm. across the 
southwestern USA in response to several years of reduced rainfall and high vapor 
pressure deficits (VPD) (Breshears et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2013). 
Although stomatal closure under drought has been hypothesized to increase mortality 
through carbon starvation (McDowell et al., 2008; Breshears et al., 2009), more 
evidences exist for mortality being caused by hydraulic failure (Plaut et al., 2012; 
McDowell et al., 2013a; Sevanto et al., 2014; Garcia-Forner et al., 2015). Regardless of 
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the mechanism of drought-induced decline, maintaining a positive supply of water to the 
foliage is critical for tree functioning and survival.  
Species differ in their carbon allocation strategies resulting from, among other processes, 
the interaction of leaf phenology, use of stored carbohydrates, and intra-annual xylem 
growth (Michelot et al., 2012) or root growth (Gálvez et al., 2011). The diversity in 
carbon allocation strategies/patterns is expected to result in various growth of leaf vs. 
sap- wood. Furthermore, species differ in the onset and timing of growth of different 
structural components (shoot, xylem, leaves). The growth of the components can be 
synchronous or asynchronous (Rossi et al., 2009) and thus dynamically influences both 
evaporative surface area and water supply to the leaves. To date, little is documented on 
how drought types (e.g., soil or atmospheric drought, seasonality, intensity) affect 
interannual carbon allocation patterns, and only one experimental study was found 
investigating the response to different drought types across xylem and leaf components 
(Grossiord et al., 2017). For piñons, drought can impair their structural development 
through a reduction in xylem development (Hartmann et al., 2013), needles and shoots 
length (Adams et al., 2015; Grossiord et al., 2016), and the number of needles (Schuler & 
Smith, 1988; Clifford et al., 2013). Because all these components exhibit their own 
dynamics and responses to drought, a comprehensive approach that integrates the 
different traits impacting overall tree gas exchange and water supply is key to 
understanding a tree’s response to drought and predicting overall ecosystem resilience.  
Previous investigations have focused on short-term physiological responses influencing 
the hydraulic response of trees to drought (e.g., stomatal regulation and sapflow variation 
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in the case of piñons; Pangle et al., 2015). Other studies have investigated the longer-
term adjustment in branch structure regulating the overall evaporative demand vs. sap 
supply (Feichtinger et al., 2015). Indeed, phenologically driven annual growth of xylem 
and needles, as well as leaf abscission, are influenced by exogenous (e.g., climate) and 
endogenous (e.g., carbon and nutrient status) factors (Manzoni et al., 2015). Each year, 
additional evaporative structure is generated, potentially altering the plant hydraulic 
design and modulating the balance between demand (at the canopy level) and water 
supply (i.e., transported through the xylem). Under a steady-state assumption, sap flow 
balances transpiration and the water potential gradient in xylem conduits can be 
expressed as (Tyree & Ewers, 1991):  
,     (II.1) 
where  is the xylem water potential, x the length of the hydraulic pathway, E the 
evaporative flux density and kL the leaf specific conductivity, decomposed as kL=kS· 
AS:AL with AL the total leaf area, AS the total conducting sapwood area and kS the specific 
hydraulic conductivity. Structural changes that increase kL mitigate the drop in  
for the same level of transpiration E, which reduces the risk of cavitation (Cruiziat et al., 
2002). An increase in kL can be achieved at constant hydraulic pathway (kS·AS) through a 
decrease in AL or, at constant conductivity (kS), through a higher AS:AL (Tyree & Ewers, 
1991). A decrease in the maximal anatomical stomatal conductance ( ) (Martínez-
Vilalta et al., 2014) reduces E and thus can limit the drop of . Finally, variations 










change the linear hydraulic resistivity (Poyatos et al., 2007). Analyzing the impact of 
drought and interannual climate variability on evaporative structure may thus be a key to 
understanding plant resilience to droughts.  
We define ‘evaporative structure’ as the needle traits constraining gas exchange between 
the tree and the atmosphere and thus participating in the regulation of carbon and water 
exchanges with the atmosphere. To assess the evaporative structure, numerous studies 
have considered a structural component approach by quantifying the functional ratio of 
total leaf area, AL, normalized by total sapwood, AS (presented as the Huber value = 
AL:AS, (Huber, 1928) or its converse AS:AL). Supporting a beneficial reduction of kL to 
prevent cavitation (Eq.II.1), increases in AS:AL have been found along a geographical 
gradient of increasing dryness in both conifers (Whitehead et al., 1984; Callaway et al., 
1994; DeLucia et al., 2000; Mencuccini & Bonosi, 2001; Martínez-Vilalta et al., 2009) 
and angiosperms (Li et al., 2000; Bucci et al., 2005; Carter & White, 2009; Gotsch et al., 
2010). Only one instance of decreasing AS:AL with increasing dryness has been reported 
in angiosperms from Eastern Europe (Sellin et al., 2013), while one study reported no 
variation along a Mediterranean gradient (Martin-StPaul et al., 2013). As the fraction of 
active sap wood is not readily measurable, we here break down the multiple years of 
growth included in AS:AL by focusing on the yearly addition of leaf area (LA) relative to 
yearly addition of sapwood area (SA), noted SA:LA. The response of this annual ratio to 
precipitation, which has only been studied in angiosperms at the most apical shoot 
showed increasing SA:LA ratio with increasing dry conditions (Limousin et al., 2012; 
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Martin-StPaul et al., 2013). We expect the annual SA:LA in conifers to behave similarly 
to AS:AL and increases with drought. 
In branches, same evaporative structure and sapwood area but shorter branch length (h) 
will lead to a lower drop of water potential  at constant transpiration E (Eq.II.1, 
dx=h). A functional ratio that could help studying the influence of elongation on the 
evaporative structure response to drought is AS:AL/h, that is the inverse of the Huber 
Value corrected for the branch length. The annual adjustment of SA:LA/d (where d is the 
distance to tip) in response to drought might reduce the drop of water potential in new 
tissues. The annual shoot elongation of piñons branches is reduced under drought 
conditions (Adams et al., 2015; Grossiord et al., 2016), therefore we expected SA:LA/d 
to increase with droughts. 
Changes in the stomatal conductance also contribute to the variability of the evaporative 
structure of plants. Total stomatal conductance (gs) is the result of a dynamic response to 
various physiological and meteorological variables (e.g. light, VPD, abscisic acid, leaf 
water potential) and the anatomical component related to stomatal geometry and 
distribution, called maximum anatomical stomatal conductance, (Dow et al., 2014b). 
To date, studies have focused on change of in response to long-term atmospheric 
CO2 concentration acclimation (Franks et al., 2012; 2013; 2014), or on the theoretical 
framework for optimal use of the epidermal area for gas exchange (de Boer et al., 2016). 





size in angiosperms (Spence et al., 1986; Bosabalidis & Kofidis, 2002; Xu & Zhou, 
2008), which has been reported to correlate with an increase in  (Franks et al., 2009).  
We hypothesized that piñon trees, which display a relatively isohydric strategy (i.e., 
maintaining relatively constant leaf water potential, ΨL , irrespective of soil water 
conditions; Limousin et al., 2013), would adjust their annual evaporative structure in 
response to soil moisture and VPD to reduce the drop of water potential in the xylem 
( ). More precisely, we hypothesized that in years with low soil moisture and/or 
high VPD, piñons would (i) reduce needle length (l) and needle area; (ii) increase the 
stomatal density and reduce the stomatal diameter, resulting in a decrease of maximum 
anatomical stomatal conductance ; and (iii) increase the annual SA:LA and annual 
SA:LA/d. 
To test these hypotheses, we analyzed the drought-induced response of piñon pines over a 
seven-year experiment in New Mexico that artificially modified soil moisture conditions, 
with three types of treatments: ambient, irrigated and precipitation exclusion (so-called 
droughted). Atmospheric VPD was similar across treatments, allowing us to decouple the 
effects of atmospheric dryness from soil water stress during multiple years, overcoming 
an issue for understanding long-term ecosystems response over long time periods 










10.1. Study site and experimental design 
The study site is a mature piñon-juniper woodland located at the Sevilleta Long-Term 
Ecological Research Area LTER (34°23’11”N, 106°31’46”W; 1911 m asl) in the Los 
Pinos Mountains of the Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge. The climate record (25 years, 
1991-2015) from the closest (2 km) meteorological station in the Long Term Ecological 
Research network (LTER, Cerro Montosa #42; http://sev.lternet.edu) indicates a mean 
annual precipitation of 355.3 mm with a standard deviation SD = 83.4 (Table 13-1) for 
the hydrological year taken from November to October. Precipitation in the region is bi-
modal with an average 18% of precipitation occurring during the winter (November to 
February) and 52% during the monsoon season (July to September). Mean annual (from 
January to December) maximum daily temperature is 18.8°C, ranging from 7.0 °C in 
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December to 29.8 °C in July. Climate data at the experimental site was collected using a 
micrometeorological station centrally located in an open intercanopy area of the study 
site and stored on a CR-10X datalogger. From 2007 to the end of 2013, precipitation was 
recorded with a Series 525 rain gauge (Texas Electronics, Dallas, TX), air temperature 
and relative humidity with a Vaisala HMP45C sensor (Vaisala Oyj, Helsinki, Finland) 
(Table 13-1).  
The experimental design consisted of three flat 4040 m plots with different water 
treatments: (i) ambient conditions, (ii) an artificial water addition from April to October, 
and (iii) a precipitation exclusion (reduction of ~45±1%). These 6-year treatments 
spanned from the beginning of 2008 extending through the end of 2013, with the rain 
exclusion treatment starting in August 2007. Water addition dates were distributed from 
April to October with an average of ~19 mm per watering event resulting on annual 
addition rates of 57, 69.5, 112, 107, 95, and 95 mm·year-1. Further details of the water 
treatments and site infrastructures can be found in Pangle et al. (2012) and Plaut et al. 
(2012). 
During the 6 years of the experiment, a wide range of climatic conditions occurred (Table 
13-1, Fig- B-1 and Fig- B-2). Four years (2009, 2010, 2011, 2012) had a cumulative 
monsoon precipitation below average: the irrigation treatment thus compensated for this 
low precipitation supply, the ambient treatment experienced natural drought conditions, 
while the droughted treatment faced extreme drought conditions (Fig. 13-1). The year 
2011 was extremely dry with pre-monsoon and monsoon precipitation approximately two 
(2σ) and one (1σ) standard deviations below the climatology, respectively. The mean 
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maximum daily VPD at LTER site was below the long-term VPD monsoon average, 
suggesting the absence of atmospheric drought at the field site with the exception of years 
2011 and 2012, which had extremely high daily maximum VPD during the monsoon 
(approx. 1σ above the experimental mean) (Table 13-1, Fig- B-1 and Fig- B-2). 
10.2. Tree selection and sampling  
Sample size for the irrigated, control and droughted treatments were 10, 10, and 4 Pinus 
edulis Engelm trees respectively (Table- B-1 and Table- B-2). In May 2014, between 6 
AM and 12 PM, we collected 3 branches per tree so that at least the last 7 years of shoot 
elongation were included. All sampled branches were south facing and at the highest 
possible part of the tree crowns (between 2 m and 4.5 m). They were carefully chosen to 
avoid possible local disturbances from previous twig collections used for leaf water 
potential measurements (Limousin et al., 2013). All branches were placed in plastic bags 
with a moist sponge and stored in ice-coolers until their transportation to the laboratory in 
the afternoon for longer-term storage in a freezer (-20°C).  
10.3. Needle structure 
Needles from the primary axis of each branch were removed and sorted by year of 
formation (Fig. 13-2). The average number of years of needles on each branch was 5.5 
with a standard deviation SD=0.96 (ranging from 4 to 7 years). An average of 13.2 
needles with SD = 3.1 (ranging from 1 to 15) were randomly selected for each year and 
pooled to create a yearly sub-sample. On each needle of these sub-samples we counted 
the number of stomatal rows in the adaxial (Rad, with a precision of ±0.5) and abaxial 
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faces, (Rab, ±0.5), under a microscope (Nikon SMZ-U, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) at a 
magnification of ×5. Then we scanned the adaxial face of these needles on a flat-bed 
scanner at a resolution of 1200 dpi. We measured needle length (l) and width in mm (w) 
with a precision of ±0.02mm in Adobe Illustrator CS5 15.0.0 (Adobe Systems Inc., San 
Jose, California, USA) for a total of 4,918 needles. The needle adaxial area (Aad) was 
measured with a precision of ±0.01 mm2 with Adobe Photoshop CS5 12.0 (Adobe 
Systems Inc., San Jose, California, USA) for 20% of the needles. Using these 
measurements, we used linear regression to estimated Aad for all needles (Aad = γ + α·l·w; 
R2=0.966; Fig- B-3). From the sub-samples of needles used for measuring w and l, we 
randomly selected 1-5 needles (an average of 4.8 needles, SD = 0.6) to measure stomatal 
features. From each needle, adaxial face imprints at the widest part of the needle (middle 
section) were produced using nail polish and tape (Voleníková & Tichá, 2001). From 
these imprints, we measured the mean linear density of stomata in rows in each sub-
sample ( , stomata·mm-1) and maximal stomatal diameter (dS, µm) with a precision of 
4µm under a microscope (Olympus, BX50, Olympus Austria Corp., Vienna, Austria) at a 
magnification of ×400, with a field of view of 8.5 mm2 (Camargo & Marenco, 2011). 
Stomatal density of each needle (Ds, stomata number·mm-2) was then calculated 
considering Aad ≈ Aab (i.e. neglecting the slight curvature of the abaxial face): 
  ,  (II.2) 
Maximal anatomical stomatal conductance,  (mol·m
-2·s-1), has been described as a 
long-term adaptation parameter (de Boer et al., 2011). It can be related to stomatal 
Dlin
Ds =




conductance and is a function of dS and Ds (Lammertsma et al., 2011) which are two 
potential parameters for the study of drought acclimation (Hepworth et al., 2015).  
A yearly maximal anatomical stomatal conductance was derived for each branch using 
the formula (Dow et al., 2014a):  
    ,  (II.3) 
where  is the mean Ds for year y (stomata number·mm-2),  is the mean 
maximum stomatal pore area for year y (µm2), d is the diffusivity of water vapor in air 
(m2·s-1), v is the molar volume of air (m3·mol-1), and p is the pore depth (µm). d and v 
were computed at 25°C. In line with Mitton et al. (1998), who found similar dimensions 
for the length and width of Pinus edulis (difference of ~15%), we observed stomata with 
circular shape. We therefore approximated stomata as a half-sphere, so that  and 
. 
10.4. Sapwood 
For measurement of ring area variables, we cut at least 3 segments of twigs (~1-3cm 
long) on one branch per tree (3 branches per tree for the droughted treatment), along the 
primary axis for measurement of wood anatomical variables (Fig. 13-2). From the most 
distal extremity of each segment, thin sections (20 µm thickness) were produced using a 
sliding microtome (WSL, Lab-microtome, Switzerland). Using a digital camera (Canon 
EOS-650D), images were taken from each thin section under a microscope (Olympus 














p = dS / 2
amax = π ⋅(dS / 2)2
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identified and their ring area (SA) determined using ROXAS 2.0 (von Arx & Carrer, 
2014) with Image-Pro Plus 6.1 (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MA, USA). Due to the 
small number of years, correct ring dating could only be made visually, but not 
statistically cross-validated. This procedure suggested the existence of missing rings only 
for the extremely dry year 2011 (Fig- B-4).  
10.5. Functional ratios 
We used annual SA:LA to understand the trend in interannual variation and its drought 
response. Because annual SA and annual LA can be measured from different elongation 
segments of the branch (Fig. 13-2) we clarify by noting  the xylem area (in cm2) 
that was added during year y and measured on a twig section whose genesis occurred in 
year Γ (the innermost ring of this wood section). In other words, y gives the temporal 
information of when the SA was formed and Γ gives the spatial information of where SA 
was measured on the branch. Similarly, we note  the total needle surface area (m
2) 
formed in year y that is between the branch’s tip and the twig section whose genesis 
occurred in year Γ. Since a ring of year y is measured on a section whose oldest ring is Γ, 
Γ ≤ y holds (Fig. 13-2). We then calculated the annual ratios (cm2·m-2): 
   ,  (II.4) 
After discarding the apical values corresponding to the innermost ring of each twig 








sections analyzed on each branch (Appendix B.1), to obtain one value per year per 
branch: 
 , (II.5) 
 
We further emphasize that this is different from total sapwood area (AS) divided by total 
leaf area (AL) because SA:LA represents the relative annual change. Indeed, it is not 
possible to retrospectively measure changes in total active sap area throughout the years, 
neither it is to retrospectively estimate AL, and thus we only focus on the annual changes 
and their trends. 
We finally derived the yearly ratio of SA:LA/d (m2·m-3), which integrates size-related 
structural change of the branch within the framework of a hydraulic model (Tyree & 
Ewers, 1991). Similarly, we discard the apical values and obtain one value per year and 
per branch: 
 ,   (II.6) 
where  is the distance between the tip as of year y and the wood section where 
SA :LAy,Γ  was measured (Fig. 13-2, Appendix B.2). 
10.6. Statistical Analysis 
For each year, variables were compared between the three treatments using a two-sided 
Wilcoxon test (i.e. 3 comparisons for 7 years of data). Within treatments, we tested 
whether needle structure for any specific year differed from the long-term mean of all 7 
years, using a two-sample non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Regardless of the 
SA :LAy = SA :LAy, Γ
Γ




position on the branch (Γ), we also compared across treatments the linear relationship 
between SAy,Γ   and LAy,Γ  for the  ‘extreme year’ (year 2011 only) and ‘average years’ 
(all experimental years except 2011). Relationships were obtained using linear 
regressions (with intercept=0) and comparison of slopes were made using a bootstrap 
(Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). For all statistical tests, we used a significance level of α = 
0.05 (unless otherwise noted). These analyses were completed in Matlab (R2016a, The 
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). 
We investigated the potential effects of (i) number of days with maximum VPD > 4.5 
kPa during the dry season (MAMJ) and the monsoon season (JASO) and (ii) cumulative 
precipitation during pre-monsoon (November to June) and monsoon (July to October, 
JASO), with needle length,  and  using linear mixed-effect models 
(LMEM) (Zuur et al., 2009). The choice of the VPD threshold was established after 
trying different values, 4.5 kPa was the value that explained the highest variability. 
Precipitation and VPD periods were used in the LMEM as fixed effects and random 
effects to allow for different responses across treatments, using treatment as the grouping 
variable. To identify the best combination of predictors in our LMEM, we used a 
structured search approach (Table- B-3 and Table- B-4) using the Akaike Information 
Criterion (AIC) and ANOVA tests, jointly with knowledge about physiological responses 
(e.g. precipitation is expected to positively affect needle length). In order to further guard 
against violating the underlying LMEM assumption of normality of residuals and 
coefficients, we confirmed the results using a bootstrapped non-parametric approach 
(Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). Similarly, rather than χ2-tests, we used bootstrapping for 
SA :LA SA :LA / d
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comparing coefficients between treatments (5% level). Finally, simple linear regressions 
were run on the best predictors. These analyses were conducted using R (3.3.1, R Core 








11.1. Needle structure 
Needle structural parameters exhibited different responses to drought across treatments 
and years. In 2009, one year into the experiment, the branches of irrigated trees 
developed longer needles with larger areas than ambient trees and droughted trees (Fig. 
13-3a-b). In each treatment, median annual needle length and area, and number of 
stomata per needle showed significant variation compared to the median interannual 
value over the entire duration of the experiment. This variability was lowest in irrigated 
trees. During the driest year of the experiment (2011), needle length (l), needle area (Aad 
+ Aab) and number of stomata per needle decreased by 50% in ambient and droughted 
trees compared to the previous year, while irrigated trees showed a smaller decrease (10-
20%) (Fig. 13-3a,c). In 2012, with rainfall closer to the mean, these values were again 
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similar to those in 2010. Overall, l was positively associated with Aad + Aab and the 
number of stomata per needle (r=0.96, r=0.86 respectively with p<0.001). Stomatal 
density (DS) remained significantly smaller for the irrigated treatment throughout the 
experiment (Fig. 13-3d). Compared to l, Aad + Aab and stomata per needle, stomatal 
density DS exhibited less interannual variation within treatments, although 2008 and 2013 
were significantly lower and 2011 significantly higher than the long-term mean for all 
treatments (Fig. 13-3d). Stomatal diameter ( ) and maximum anatomical stomatal 
conductance ( ) showed little variation across treatments and little variability between 
years for the duration of the experiment. Irrigated trees showed higher  but these 
differences were only significant in 2011 and 2012 (Fig. 13-3e). showed little 
significant differences across treatments or significant variability between years (p>0.05, 
(Fig. 13-3f). On average, remained lower for trees of the irrigated treatment, while 
trees from the droughted and ambient treatments were similar (Fig. 13-3f). This lower 
 was primarily explained by the reduced density of stomata (DS) in the irrigated 
treatment.  
For each treatment, needle length increased with both pre-monsoon and monsoonal 
precipitation but decreased with VPD (Fig. 13-4, Table- B-6a). Using Linear Mixed 
Effect Models (LMEM), the variance of needle length was explained using different 
combinations of climate predictors (two precipitation periods and two VPD periods, total 
of four combinations). Including pre-monsoon precipitation as predictor always increased 
the model fit with respect to the same model without this variable. Because VPD and 








improvement was achieved when using both of these predictors compared to only one. 
Among all the models tested, the needle length, l, was best fitted (based on AIC, Table 
13-2a) by pre-monsoon precipitation (p<0.05) and monsoon precipitation (p<0.05) as 
fixed effects (explaining 32% of the variance; Johnson, 2014). As expected, for each 
treatment, needle length decreased with increasing VPD and it increased with both 
precipitation periods for all models (Table 13-3a). A non-parametric bootstrap test 
confirmed that the interannual response of l to precipitation change was higher on the 
irrigated treatment than the ambient treatment, itself smaller than the droughted treatment 
(βppt-irrigated < βppt-ambient < βppt-droughted, methods in Appendix B.3 and R code 
in Appendix B.4 and results in Table- B-7a). Needle length did not exhibit any significant 
response to VPD across treatments (Table- B-7a), except during the very dry year of 
2011 (Fig. 13-3a), emphasizing that VPD affected all treatments similarly, independently 
of soil moisture. 
11.2. Functional ratios 
For ‘average years’, the linear regressions of  on ,led to significantly larger 
slopes ( ) on the irrigated and ambient treatments compared to the droughted 
treatment (Fig. 13-5, Table- B-8a). For the ‘extreme year’ (2011), all slopes were 
significantly different and decreased with dryness (Fig. 13-5, Table- B-8b). 
The yearly branch average  was mostly higher in the irrigated treatment 
compared to the ambient treatment, which was higher than the droughted treatment (Fig. 
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1.79, 1.41, 1.06 cm2·m-2 (SD: 0.64, 0.57, 0.52) for the irrigated, ambient and droughted 
treatments, respectively (Fig. 13-6a). When taking the percentage of variation of 
 around its treatment mean, the difference between treatments collapsed and 
resulted in very few significant differences for  (Fig. 13-6b), thus indicating a 
linear response. The largest positive variations of  occurred for year 2008 (+71% 
in the droughted treatment) and the largest negative variation in the extremely dry year of 
2011 (-71% in the droughted treatment) (Fig. 13-6b). 
Similarly,  was higher in the irrigated treatment compared to the ambient and 
droughted treatments (Fig. 13-6c). Mean were 2.34·10-3, 1.72·10-3, 
1.33·10-3 m2·m-3 (SD: 1.45·10-3, 0.95·10-3, 0.76·10-3) for the irrigated, ambient and 
droughted treatments, respectively (Fig. 13-6c). The percentage of variation of 
 around its mean resulted in almost no difference for  between 
treatments (Fig. 13-6d). The largest positive variations occurred for year 2008 (+125% in 
the irrigated treatment) and the largest negative variation in the extremely dry year of 
2011 (-62% in the droughted treatment) (Fig. 13-6d). 
For each treatment, similarly to needle length, SA :LA  and SA :LA / d increased 
with precipitation and decreased with VPD (respectively Fig. 13-7, Table- B-6b and Fig. 
8, Table- B-6c). Using LMEM, the ratios were best fitted (based on AIC, Table 13-2b-c) 
by pre-monsoon precipitation (p<0.05) and monsoon VPD (p<0.05) as fixed effects 
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random effect did not improve the fitting (r2(c)≈ r2(m) ; Johnson, 2014) (Table 13-2b-c) and 
modeling the logarithm of the ratios led to the same best fits (Table 13-3b-c). The 
bootstrap confirmed the LMEM results (Table- B-7b,c), except for the significance of 
pre-monsoon precipitation in predicting SA :LA / d in two treatments. Response of 
SA :LA  and SA :LA / d  to climate predictors did not change significantly across 
treatments (p>0.05, Table- B-7b,c). Overall, the effect of VPD and precipitation periods 
seemed to affect both ratios with similar magnitude across treatments (comparing 







In our seven-year experiment, we showed that yearly variation in evaporative structure of 
piñon pines was driven by changes in soil moisture across treatments. Specifically, needle 
length, area and stomatal density of needles all decreased with drier soil, whereas neither 
stomatal diameter nor maximal anatomical stomatal conductance varied significantly. 
Needle length, SA:LA and SA:LA/d differed across treatments and correlated positively 
with precipitation, but only needle length responded differently across treatments – same 
water input resulting in significantly different length. Atmospheric drought, through high 
VPD, had an impact only when co-occurring with extreme soil drought, as observed in 
2011. In branches, the response of the new evaporative structure to drought is immediate 
and does not support a reduction of the water potential gradient in newly built xylem. 
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12.1. Climate impact on evaporative structure 
Because plant species that behave more isohydrically react to low moisture levels by 
reducing water use even at the expense of lower carbon gain through stomatal regulation 
(Limousin et al., 2013), we hypothesized that piñon pines would adjust their evaporative 
structure under low soil moisture by increasing stomatal density (DS) and reducing 
stomatal diameter (dS). Our results confirmed our hypothesis and piñons increased DS and 
slightly decreased dS in response to low soil moisture. Similar trends of higher DS under 
drought were also found in young Pinus taeda L. in a dry region of South Central US 
(Bilan & Knauf, 1974) and in angiosperms (Quarrie & Jones, 1977; Clifford et al., 1995). 
However, the opposite trend has also been observed for some angiosperm species which 
responded to low soil moisture by reducing both DS and dS (Franks et al., 2009; Taylor et 
al., 2012; Doheny-Adams et al., 2012). The large variety of responses among species 
suggests that plasticity in stomatal morphology might serve different goals for different 
species (Franks & Farquhar, 2007). In the case of the relatively isohydric piñons 
experiencing long-term water stress, it is beneficial to reduce stomatal size to maintain an 
efficient and rapid control of stomatal aperture and closure (Franks et al., 2012; Drake et 
al., 2013). The reduction of pore size often correlates with increased stomatal density 
(Franks et al. 2009), at the expense of a higher energy cost associated with the 
maintenance and operations of individual stomata (Assmann & Zeiger, 1987). Contrary 
to our hypothesis, the variations in DS and dS mostly offset each other and thus did not 
result in a significant change in across treatments and years, so that this parameter 
was not sensitive to yearly changes in climate. This result contrasts with the response of 
gsmax
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the more anisohydric Eucalyptus globulus seedlings which have shown to increase  
with rainfall (Franks et al., 2009). As suggested by De Boer et al. (2016), gymnosperm 
might not benefit from increasing due to inherently low leaf water transport capacity. 
Relatively isohydric piñons might not benefit either from a decrease of  since they 
have good control of stomatal closure. 
In conifers, the dates of needle emergence and total needle length correlate positively 
with soil moisture during the growing season (Raison et al., 1992; Sheffield et al., 2003; 
Dobbertin et al., 2010) while temperature has contrasted effects on the onset and the end 
of the needle growing season (Olszyk et al., 1998; Peñuelas et al., 2002; Gordo & Sanz, 
2009). Unlike Mediterranean semi-arid vegetation that undergoes a long dry summer with 
reduced soil moisture, vegetation in New Mexico receives additional water during the 
Monsoon. Needle emergence of Pinus edulis in New Mexico occurs as early as May and 
can be postponed under heat/drought conditions until mid-July, generally concomitant 
with the arrival of monsoonal moisture (Adams et al., 2015; Grossiord et al., 2016). We 
found that the total needle length (l) (end of the elongation period ~ October (Adams et al. 
2015) was best explained by models including pre-monsoon and monsoon precipitation 
as predictors, and both had a similar weight in the models. Including a lag in the 
predictors did not increase the predictive power of the model. We suggest that winter 
rainfall supplies water for early spring photosynthesis and increases of carbon stocks, 
until soil moisture is depleted (Dickman et al., 2015). Early in the summer, monsoonal 
moisture increases turgor in the buds for leaf emergence and sustained expansion (Boyer, 





bimodal precipitation period should be accounted for, when designing future irrigation 
experiment, and more broadly when inferring climate change influence on monsoonal 
vegetation. 
Interestingly, our results showed that needles on droughted trees could reach the same 
length as on irrigated trees despite receiving at least 50% less precipitation. The drier the 
soil, the more responsive needle length was to interannual variability in water supply (i.e. 
βppt-irrigated < βppt-ambient < βppt-droughted), emphasizing that the wetter treatment 
buffered interannual variability of needle length. Although droughted trees experienced 
lower predawn leaf water potential than the ambient treatment during the growing season 
(Pangle et al., 2015), they still produced needles of similar length. This suggests that, 
factors other than predawn leaf water potential and turgor during the growing season are 
influencing l. Studies have suggested that the sizes of certain components of branch 
growth in current year depend on previous year precipitation (Clements, 1970; Löf & 
Welander, 2000). Nonetheless, we report similar l for all treatments in year 2012, with 
the ambient treatment having slightly lower l than the droughted one. We suggest that 
this could be the result of phenological phasing. Newly grown leaf area in a piñon 
branches is the result of successive phenophases (budburst, needle emergence and needle 
elongation) (Adams et al., 2015). These phases can reach various degrees of completion, 
giving the possibility to adjust the growth of new leaf area during the growing season. 
For example, droughted piñons can have a lower percentage of needle emergence during 
drought (Adams et al., 2015).  
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We analyzed the variation in yearly addition of AS:AL (denoted SA:LA) and SA:LA/d and 
their responses to drought. Opposite to our hypothesis, irrigated trees maintained a 
significantly higher yearly SA:LA and SA:LA/d than other treatments. This result 
contrasts with previous studies on Mediterranean Quercus ilex that reported a significant 
increase of apical SA:LA, lasting up to 5 years after the experiment onset (Limousin et 
al., 2012; Martin-StPaul et al., 2013). These contradictory results might stem from 
different properties of the primary xylem of the apical SA:LA (apical values were not 
considered in the present study) from the specificity of Pinus edulis and from the climate 
of New Mexico (monsoonal versus Mediterranean). The importance of pre-monsoon 
precipitation (i.e., mainly winter precipitation as snow fall) in explaining the interannual 
response in SA:LA and SA:LA/d is not surprising since snow pack melting provides soil 
moisture for photosynthesis, cell division and shoot growth in early spring (Hallman & 
Arnott, 2015; Adams et al., 2015). The difficulty of selecting the best climate predictor 
between monsoon precipitation and the number of high VPD days (> 4.5 kPa) during the 
monsoon is common because of the high coupling between these two climate variables. 
Unlike needle length, both functional ratios exhibited similar interannual variability 
across treatments (Table- B-7b,c) and their responses were robust to changes in 
precipitation and VPD, regardless of the treatment water status. Moreover, when dividing 
interannual variations of SA:LA and SA:LA/d by their means, differences disappear, 
emphasizing that the interannual response is simply linear (except for year 2011, see 
below). In addition, the yearly ratios exhibit no lag/memory, i.e. influence of previous 
years, and primarily reflect dryness condition of the current year. It also suggests a tight 
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balance between structural components - sapwood, leaf area, shoot length - might be 
sufficient in this isohydric species to cope with atmospheric or soil stress, similarly to 
recent results for isohydric grasslands (Konings et al., 2017). 
12.2. Implications for leaf water potential 
The annual changes in SA:LA should be differentiated from the long-term adaptation 
expressed by AS:AL  and also differentiated from the stand-level response (Martin-StPaul 
et al., 2013). Our results suggest that multiple consecutive years of drought may create 
successive annual developments of evaporative structure with low SA:LA, thus 
cumulatively lowering AS:AL of the piñon. This is in contradiction with the absence of 
difference found in piñons under different water/heat treatments (Grossiord et al., 2017) 
and with other intra-species studies of conifers, that found a correlation between dry 
average conditions and higher AS:AL (Whitehead et al., 1984; Callaway et al., 1994; 
DeLucia et al., 2000; Mencuccini & Bonosi, 2001; Martínez-Vilalta et al., 2009). We see 
four reasons for these discrepancies. First, it is possible that higher values of AS:AL 
reported for drier conditions - compared to values for wetter conditions – result from the 
acclimation achieved on time scales longer than the duration of our experiment (i.e. 
decadal or longer) (Martin-StPaul et al., 2013). Second, it could be possible that a 
substantial proportion of the measured sapwood (AS) in branches may not be conducting, 
especially in the drought experiments, which would increase AS:AL and diverge from the 
actual hydraulic allometry. This bias in AS could explain the higher values of AS:AL ( ~4.5 
cm2·m-2) compared to SA:LA in our study (~ 1.5 cm2·m-2) (Hudson, 2016; Grossiord et 
al., 2017). Third, studies typically standardize measurements of AS:AL by cutting 
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branches at a fixed distance from the tip (e.g. 20cm; Grossiord et al., 2017). Under 
experimental manipulation, the annual elongation of the shoot is expected to be reduced 
with drier conditions (Adams et al., 2015), likely resulting in measurement of AS:AL that 
includes more years of sapwood in drier treatments, possibly introducing a dilution of 
experimental signal in the ratio. And fourth, drought-stressed trees might develop low 
SA:LA during multiple years and still be able to maintain a cumulative AS:AL that is 
higher than average. Indeed, cumulative AS:AL also integrates the active regulation of leaf 
area (AL). Under dry conditions, a reduction of AL can occur through leaf abscission even 
in evergreen species (Munné-Bosch & Alegre, 2004; Maseda & Fernández, 2006; Vico et 
al., 2014; Manzoni et al., 2015), and lead to an increase of AS:AL. However, in our 
experiment, this does not seem to be the case because branches on droughted trees 
maintained more years of needles (5.9 years, SD = 0.99) than branches on irrigated trees 
(5.4 years, SD = 0.81); Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p=0.21). 
Under drought conditions, with no annual lag, pinions build new evaporative structure of 
reduced SA:LA and SA:LA/d. If acclimation might occur after few years (Martin-StPaul 
et al., 2013), temporarily, low SA:LA contributes to a decrease of the leaf specific 
conductivity (kL) and therefore an increase of the water potential gradient for the same 
water transport (E, Eq.II.1). In addition, when including the length of the new evaporative 
element within the framework of Eq.II.1, the linear resistivity of the branches increases 
which results in a bigger drop of water potential for the same level of evaporation. We 
conclude that the annual adjustments in the evaporative structure do not support a 
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reduction of the water potential drop under soil dryness. Rather, trees try to increase the 
overall maximum sap and transpiration rates as SA:LA/d decreases across treatments. 
We suggest that the relatively isohydric piñons do not need evaporative structure 
reduction to mitigate the drop of water potential under droughts (see below). When 
drought stress increases, piñons can still actively close stomata to reduce evaporation, 
preventing drop of leaf water potential regardless of AL (Limousin et al., 2013). Stomatal 
closure, however, comes at the expense of lowering carbon assimilation (Limousin et al., 
2013), which impacts piñons carbon status (Dickman et al., 2015) and further 
development of both LA and SA (Palacio et al., 2014). 
12.3. Carbon allocation 
Reducing yearly increments in SA:LA during drought emphasizes that, in relative terms, 
more carbon is being allocated towards leaves than xylem. Rather than creating a safer 
hydraulic structure supporting the regulation of leaf water potential by reducing leaf area, 
piñons tend to maintain photosynthesis by decreasing LA less. This response allows for 
more carbon gain outside of the growing season, when water is available and stomata are 
opened (Wright et al., 2004). The importance of LA for carbon gain and thus resilience 
and growth, has been identified in other conifer species. It was shown that reduced LA is 
associated with lower stem and shoot growth (O'Neil, 1962; Vose & Allen, 1988; 
Albaugh et al., 1998) and with a shift of carbon allocation towards storage (Wiley et al., 
2013). Elevated carbohydrate production also increases tree defenses against biotic 
agents (McDowell et al., 2011) while, more carbon being available for xylem growth 
may strengthen new xylem tracheids (Eilmann et al., 2011; Martín-Benito et al., 2012), 
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and therefore reduce vulnerability to cavitation (Bouche et al., 2014). Eventually, 
reduced allocation of carbon to xylem compared to leaves might also be the result of a 
strategy prioritizing the building of larger carbohydrate pools over xylem growth, saving 
resources for future growth (von Arx et al., 2017), or the result of an allocation strategy 
towards root development, in order to reach deeper soil layer and access more water 
(Gálvez et al., 2011). Overall, a reduced xylem growth together with a relative large 
photosynthetic surface area seems to have numerous advantages for pine development 
and maintenance under drought and does not necessarily imply an increase of drought 
stress similar to other pine species (Jacquet et al., 2014).  
Lower SA:LA in droughted trees might increase the carbon used for respiration. In Pinus 
strobus, mean respiration of foliage during the growing season is about double that of the 
sapwood (Vose & Ryan, 2002). Accordingly, droughted piñons in our experiment could 
have reached almost neutral leaf level carbon balance during summer days, with daily 
respiration matching daily assimilation (Limousin et al., 2015). This would suggest that 
droughted foliage may not have produced extra carbohydrates for woody biomass growth 
and/or maintenance. 
12.4. Extreme drought and non-linear responses 
Simultaneous occurrence of extreme soil drought (low precipitation) and atmospheric 
drought (high VPD) in 2011 led to an extreme response in evaporative structure in trees 
from the ambient and droughted treatments. Under these conditions, piñons developed 
the shortest needles, a reduced leaf area, and the lowest yearly SA:LA and SA:LA/d. In 
semi-arid regions, decoupling the impact of VPD from precipitation on evaporative 
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structure can be difficult because high VPD and low precipitation are often strongly 
correlated (Novick et al., 2016). The strong correlation between precipitation and VPD 
during the monsoon does not allow us to statistically reject the effect of VPD on needle 
length and functional ratios. However, comparison of needle length, SA:LA and SA:LA/d 
in three specific years (2009, 2011, 2013) support the implication of VPD in the extreme 
response of evaporative structure. Ambient trees in 2009 had the same seasonal water 
input as irrigated trees in 2011 (~25% below the experimental mean, Fig. 13-1a-b-c) and, 
despite the extreme VPD in 2011, in both cases trees had similar needle length and yearly 
incremental SA:LA (Fig. 13-3a and Fig. 13-6b). However, ambient trees in 2011 had 
similar seasonal water inputs as droughted trees in 2013 (~50% below experimental mean, 
Fig. 13-1a, b, c) but needle length and SA:LA values in 2011 were half those in 2013 (Fig. 
13-3a and 6b). Mean monsoonal VPD in 2011 was 9% higher than the experiment 
average, while in 2013 it was 14% lower. These singular observations confirm that when 
atmospheric drought is combined with soil drought, foliar development is limited (Weiss 
et al., 2012), and suggest that the evaporative structure response may become highly non-
linear. While little is known about the physiological disruption leading to these changes 
in evaporative structure, it is clear that climate extremes can significantly alter the annual 
functional ratios and challenge our ability to model the responses of structure and 
function in piñon pine.  
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Fig. 13-1: Climate during the years of the experiment and across treatments. (a) cumulative 
precipitation during the pre-monsoon period, (b) cumulative precipitation during the monsoon, (c) 
total yearly precipitation, initiating on Nov 1st, (d) distribution of maximum daily VPD during the 
monsoon. Dotted lines indicate the long-term mean derived with LTER long-term dataset. The 
continuous line indicates the mean during the experiment and measured at the experimental site. 
Horizontal grey segments visually identify two treatments that had similar seasonal water input 
but on different years. 
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Fig. 13-2: Scheme of the structural dissection. Different shades of green correspond to different 
years. n is the last year of growth present on the branch (here 2013). LAy,Γ  is the total leaf area of 
all needles formed in year y and that are between the branch tip and the twig section whose 
genesis occurred in year Γ. Similarly, SAy,Γ is the xylem area that was added during year y and 
measured on a twig section whose genesis occurred in year Γ. dy,Γ  is the distance between the tip 
as of year y (TIPy) and the section where SAy,Γ was measured (only one year shown for 
readability). For example: LAn,n-1 is the total leaf area of all needles formed in year n that are 
between the tip and twig section #2 (genesis in year n-1); SAn,n-1 is the ring area formed in year n 
in the twig section #2 (genesis year n-1); dn,n-1 is the length between SAn,n-1 and TIPn. 
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Fig. 13-3: Time series of needle structure parameters. (a) needle’s length, (b) needle’s adaxial 
area, (c) number of stomata per needle, (d) stomatal density, (e) stomatal diameter, (f) maximal 
anatomical stomatal conductance (gsmax). Solid lines are the means per treatment, shading are the 
standard deviations. Wilcoxon-tests were performed to determine statistical difference in the 
yearly median across treatment, reported in the upper part under id: irrigated/droughted, ia: 
irrigated/ambient, da: droughted/ambient. For each individual treatment, Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
tests were performed to determine statistical difference in the distribution of yearly population 
against population obtain from pooling all years of the treatment, reported in the lower part and 




Fig. 13-4: Relation between number of days with maximum VPD > 4.5 kPa and cumulative 
precipitation (Cum. PPT) with needle length on the period 2007-2013. (a) needle length (l) versus 
number of days of VPD > 4.5kPa during the dry season. (b) l versus cumulative precipitation 
during pre-monsoon (c) l versus cumulative precipitation during monsoon. Each dot represents 
one year average from one branch (N=173). Colored lines are regressions for each treatment. 
Shaded areas are confidence intervals of each regression. Results of linear regressions are found 
Table- B-6a. For readability, an artificial abscissa offset was added for droughted and ambient 




Fig. 13-5: Relation between SAy,Γ  and LAy,Γ on the period 2008-2013 (N=440, including apical 
values). Filled symbols represent ‘average years’ of the experiment and solid lines are the 
regressions for each treatment (Table- B-8a). Empty symbols represent the ‘extreme year’ (2011) 
and dashed-lines are the regressions for each treatment (Table- B-8b). For a zoomed version, see 
Fig- B-5. 
  

























Fig. 13-6: Time series of the functional ratios and their variations around the experimental mean 
(2008-2013). (a,c) SA :LA  and SA :LA / d  pooled by treatments, dashed-lines indicating the 
mean during the experiment. (c,d) percentage of variation of SA :LA  and SA :LA / d  around the 
mean of each treatment, pooled by treatments. For (a) and (c), dotted lines are the mean per 
treatment. Shading are standard deviations (±σ). Similarly to Fig. 13-3, Wilcoxon-tests and 




Fig. 13-7: Relation between climate variables and SA :LA calculated for each branch on the 
period 2007-2013. (a) SA :LA  versus number of days of VPD > 4.5kPa during monsoon. (b) 
SA :LA  versus cumulative precipitation during pre-monsoon. (c) SA :LA  versus cumulative 
precipitation during monsoon. Colored lines are regressions for each treatment. Shaded areas are 
confidence intervals of each regression. Results of linear regressions are found in Table- B-6b. 
For readability, an artificial abscissa offset was added for droughted and ambient treatments in (a).  
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Fig. 13-8: Relation between climate variables and SA :LA / d calculated for each branch on the 
period 2007-2013. (a) SA :LA / d versus number of days of VPD > 4.5kPa during monsoon. (b) 
SA :LA / d versus cumulative precipitation during pre-monsoon. (c) SA :LA / d versus 
cumulative precipitation during monsoon. Colored lines are regressions for each treatment. 
Shaded areas are confidence intervals of each regression. Results of linear regressions are found 
in Table- B-6c. For readability, an artificial abscissa offset was added for droughted and ambient 
treatments in (a).  
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Table 13-1: Long-term climatic statistics from LTER weather station (#42) and from field site 
met-station. Yearly PPT is the yearly cumulative precipitation from November 1st to October 31st, 
pre-monsoon PPT is from November 1st to June 30th, monsoon PPT from July 1st to October 31st. 
  
Period Location
mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD
1991-2015 LTER #42 2.43 0.24 2.57 0.30 355.3 84.3 144.8 60.7 210.7 63.0
2007-2013 LTER #42 2.58 0.31 2.6 0.24 328.1 93.4 115.7 68.0 212.4 67.9
2007-2013 Field Site 2.62 0.24 2.82 0.26 314.5 73.3 122.7 58.5 191.8 60.2
2007 Field site 2.35  - 2.92  - 323.7'  - 174.3'  - 149.3  -
2008 Field site 2.61  - 2.48  - 350.6  - 96.8  - 253.8  -
2009 Field site 2.35  - 2.87  - 281.7  - 105.9  - 175.8  -
2010 Field site 2.49  - 2.9  - 352.3  - 202.7  - 149.6  -
2011 Field site 2.87  - 3.07  - 163  - 34.5  - 128.5  -
2012 Field site 2.91  - 3.06  - 352.7  - 159.2  - 193.4  -
















Table 13-2: Results of Mixed Linear Effect Models of the form Y = β0+ β1·X1 + β2·X2 with Y 
the modeled variable, X1 and X2 standardized climate predictors (yearly value minus 
experimental mean divided by standard deviation). Intercept, X1 and X2 are fixed and random 
effects, with β0, β1 and β2 their respective coefficients. Needle length (l) in mm. SA :LA  in 
cm2·m-2. SA :LA / d  in m2·m-3. r2(m) and r2(c) refer respectively to marginal R2 and conditional R2  
(Johnson, 2014). (*) notifies a p < 0.05. 
  
Y RANDOM  EFFECT AIC  r2(m)  r2(c)
Value Std Error p-value Std Dev.
a. l
intercept β0 31.7 2.38 <0.001* 3.21
PPT : pre-monsoon std β1 0.1 0.04 0.009* 0.06
VPD : monsoon std β2 -0.86 0.18 <0.001* 0.26
intercept β0 6.8 6.1 0.27 9.97
PPT : pre-monsoon std β1 0.14 0.06 0.014* 0.09
PPT : monsoon std β2 0.11 0.04 0.005* 0.06
b.
intercept β0 1.42 0.06 <0.001* 3.8 e-2
PPT : pre-monsoon std β1 0.31 0.07 <0.001* 7.2 e-2
VPD : monsoon std β2 -0.3 0.05 <0.001* 3.8 e-5
intercept β0 1.53 0.25 <0.001* 0.41
PPT : pre-monsoon std β1 0.37 0.1 <0.001* 0.12
PPT : monsoon std β2 0.41 0.15 <0.01* 0.22
c.
intercept β0 1.7 e-3 0.1 e-3 <0.001* 9.5 e-7
PPT : pre-monsoon std β1 0.3 e-3 0.1 e-3 <0.001* 12.8 e-7
VPD : monsoon std β2  -0.4 e-3 0.1 e-3 <0.001* 8.3 e-7
intercept β0 1.69 e-3 0.1 e-3 <0.001* 0.5 e-5
PPT : pre-monsoon std β1 0.31 e-3 0.1 e-3 0.021  12.2 e-5
PPT : monsoon std β2  0.36 e-3 0.1 e-3 0.018 3.8 e-5
355 0.32 0.33
367 0.37 0.59






Table 13-3: Equations from Mixed Linear Effect Model for Y = β0+ β1·X1 + β2·X2 with X1 and 
X2 climate variables taken as fixed and random effects. Needle length (l) in mm. SA :LA in 
cm2·m-2. SA :LA / d  in m2·m-3. n the sample size of each treatment. (1) the three treatment slopes 
are significantly different at the 5% level. 
  
Treatment β0 β1-treatment β2-treatment n
a. l
PPT : pre-monsoon 1 VPD: monsoon
irrigated 34.7 0.042 -0.58 58
ambient 28.8 0.093 -0.96 54
droughted 31.5 0.161 -1.04 61
PPT : pre-monsoon1 PPT : monsoon1
irrigated 18 0.051 0.05 58
ambient 0.4 0.126 0.096 54
droughted 2 0.236 0.171 61
b. 
PPT : pre-monsoon VPD: monsoon
irrigated 1.35 4.0 e-3 -0.062 48
ambient 1.23 5.0 e-3 -0.062 58
droughted 1.19 5.0 e-3 -0.062 57
PPT : pre-monsoon PPT : monsoon
irrigated 0.11  4.2 e-3 3.8 e-3 48
ambient -0.09 6.5 e-3 4.1 e-3 58
droughted -0.21 6.5 e-3 8.0 e-3 57
c. 
PPT : pre-monsoon VPD: monsoon
irrigated 15.7%e'4 5.3%e'6  -80.1 e-6 48
ambient 15.7%e'4 5.3%e'6  -80.1 e-6 58
droughted 15.7%e'4 5.3%e'6  -80.1 e-6 57
PPT : pre-monsoon PPT : monsoon
irrigated 5.7 e-4 4.2 e-6 3.6 e-6 48
ambient 3.8 e-4 5.8 e-6 3.6 e-6 58









 PART III: Opposite xylem responses 




“The doctor does not need to reconstruct a traumatic moment; the traumatic moment 




Increasing in dryness challenges trees’ ability to maintain water transport. Interactions of 
physiology with climate control xylem growth and determine the performances of xylem 
functions through structure-function relationships. The study of annual variation of xylem 
anatomy can improve our understanding of tree vulnerability to drought over time. Using 
a six-year field experiment with three water treatments applied to Pinus edulis trees, we 
investigated the effect of short-intense and long-lasting droughts on cell-anatomical traits 
in branch xylem. Multi-year drought increased both anatomy-based hydraulic efficiency 
and xylem construction costs (carbon-use efficiency) but decreased hydraulic safety and 
mechanical strength. By contrast, an extreme annual drought alone did not change 
hydraulic safety and reduced hydraulic efficiency and carbon-use efficiency. Hydraulic 
safety and hydraulic efficiency showed a tradeoff at an annual scale but were moth not 
clearly related to predawn leaf water potential. The superposition of both drought types 
disrupted the safety-efficiency balance and trees formed “traumatic” xylem, with lowest 
hydraulic safety and efficiency. Multi-year droughts could produce a high proportion of 
branch xylem with low hydraulic safety in branches and locally increase anatomical 
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weakness. Meanwhile, the increasing frequency of extreme annual droughts could push 








Climate models predict a global increase in aridity driven by higher temperatures (Seager 
et al., 2007; Diffenbaugh et al., 2011; Sheffield et al., 2012). In recent years, several 
large-scale plant die-offs have been observed in semi-arid ecosystems (Allen et al., 2010; 
Steinkamp & Hickler, 2015). In water-limited biomes, hydraulic structure is key for tree 
physiological response to short- and long-term drought (Adams et al., 2009; Plaut et al., 
2012; Limousin et al., 2013; Pangle et al., 2015). Plant ability to transport water from the 
roots to the leaves diminishes under low soil moisture and/or with high vapor pressure 
deficit, hence affecting physiological processes (Anderegg et al., 2015a; Sperry & Love, 
2015). Despite persisting uncertainty on xylem repairing capacities, cohesion-tension 
theory suggests that xylem anatomy is critical for drought resistance and recovery (Klein 
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et al., 2018). Effects of higher temperature and atmospheric demand on xylem anatomy 
might increase vulnerability of xylem functions. 
In the semi-arid Southwestern US, warming occurs together with a decline in soil 
moisture and shifts in seasonality (Cayan et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2013; Ficklin & 
Novick, 2017). Water resources during winter have transitioned towards a more liquid-
dominated precipitation regime and snow water equivalent (SWE) has diminished in 
early spring (Mote, 2006; Ashfaq et al., 2013). A further loss of SWE (up to 60%) is 
projected in the next three decades (Fyfe et al., 2017). Dry season has become longer and 
more extreme during the last four decades (Williams et al., 2013). Precipitation brought 
by convective storms during the summer are projected to decrease in June-July and 
increase in late summer (Cook & Seager, 2013). These actual and projected changes 
towards a more arid and extreme climate might partly impair xylem development.  
Drought conditions constrain xylem growth through different mechanisms. High 
temperatures and low soil moisture reduce carbon uptake, as stomata close (Oren et al., 
1999), photosynthetic rates drop, and growth may decrease (Teskey et al., 2015; Galiano 
et al., 2017; Lloret et al., 2018). These drought-induced growth reductions occur even 
with abundant carbohydrate reserves, indicating that processes related to carbon sink may 
be more important for tree growth than carbon source processes (Korner, 2003). Warmer 
and drier conditions can limit meristematic activities – cell division, cell expansion – 
and/or divert carbohydrates from growth, prioritizing storage, leaf development or 
respiration (Abe et al., 2003; Korner, 2003; Atkin & Tjoelker, 2003; Wiley & Helliker, 
2012; Klein et al., 2014; Vieira et al., 2015; Ren et al., 2015). Drought can also decrease 
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trees’ ability to transport carbohydrates from source to sink (Sevanto et al., 2014) and 
deprive cambium from necessary carbon compounds (Sala et al., 2010). These 
source/sink processes may act at various time-scales, including different lags, to produce 
different xylem structures (Castagneri et al., 2017). How and to what extent different 
types of drought, with varying intensity and duration, affect xylem structure and 
functions remain poorly understood, albeit of interest for ecosystem functioning and for 
large scale hydraulic modeling (Choat et al., 2018; Matheny et al., 2018). 
Water transport and mechanical support are two key functions linked to anatomical 
properties of the xylem that can be affected by droughts (Gartner, 1995; Bouche et al., 
2014; Lachenbruch & McCulloh, 2014; Hacke et al., 2015; Martín-Benito et al., 2017). 
Performances of xylem functions can be expressed through four indicators derived from 
xylem anatomical properties: (i) the specific hydraulic conductivity or hydraulic 
efficiency (Tyree & Zimmermann, 2002), (ii) the xylem structural resistance to implosion 
or hydraulic safety (Hacke et al., 2001), (iii) the conductivity obtained per unit of carbon 
invested or carbon-use efficiency (Bittencourt et al., 2016), and (iv) the mechanical 
strength or xylem density (Gartner, 1995). This anatomical approach allows indirect 
retrospective assessment of drought effects on xylem functioning with an annual 
resolution as opposed to direct physiological measurements that integrate over all 
sapwood rings. 
The annual resolution of an anatomical approach can help to better understand drought 
effects on xylem performance. Intra-species studies of xylem anatomy in conifers 
reported higher hydraulic efficiency but smaller safety to implosion for trees at drier sites 
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(Esteban et al., 2011), while others observed different efficiency but similar safety 
(Maherali & Delucia, 2000; Martín et al., 2010), or no response to site dryness (Olano et 
al., 2017). Similarly, intra-species studies subject to different water treatments reported 
lower efficiency and vulnerability with irrigation (Eilmann et al., 2009; 2011). Most of 
the previous studies reported one trait value for several years of xylem growth or focused 
on earlywood traits. These time-averages may dilute the responses to single extreme 
droughts and also dilute possible lags between drought occurrence and xylem response 
(Eilmann et al., 2009; Martín-Benito et al., 2012; Babst et al., 2016). Understanding the 
trees’ direct and lagged structure-function responses to droughts differing in duration and 
intensity, as well as drought recovery, requires yearly time series of xylem performances. 
In this study, we aimed at understanding xylem adjustments of Pinus edulis Engelm 
(piñons) to extreme (annual) and prolonged (multi-year) droughts, as well as identifying 
the influence of summer dryness on xylem anatomy using a gradient of soil moisture 
conditions. We used a long-term soil moisture experiment in a piñon-juniper woodland of 
the Southwest US, a semi-arid ecosystem that has experienced recent episodes of 
extensive drought-induced mortality (Breshears et al., 2005). We examined annual 
variations in the anatomical traits in branch xylem of trees subject to (i) a reduction of 
precipitation across all seasons (rain-reduction) versus an artificial increase of spring and 
summer precipitations (irrigation), and (ii) to an extreme annual drought resulting from 
natural climate variability at the site (low annual precipitation and high VPD). Based on 
previous pine studies (Eilmann et al., 2009; Martín-Benito et al., 2017), we hypothesized 
that in response to any drought type (extreme or prolonged), piñons would generate a 
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xylem structure with higher hydraulic and carbon-use efficiency at the expense of 
hydraulic safety and mechanical strength to economize carbon allocation. Prioritizing 
hydraulic efficiency over safety would help to mitigate the drop in leaf water potential - 
consistent with the relatively isohydric behavior of piñon trees - and would reduce the 
amount of carbon used to xylem functions (Whitehead et al., 1984; Garcia-Forner et al., 
2015). We also hypothesized that higher spring and summer soil moisture would buffer 




Materials and Methods 
15. Materials and Methods 
 
15.1. Study site and experimental design 
The study site was a mature piñon-juniper woodland at the Sevilleta Long-Term 
Ecological Research Area (34°23’11”N, 106°31’46”W; 1911 m asl) in the Los Pinos 
Mountains of the Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge in New Mexico USA. The annual 
mean precipitation was 355.3 mm (November- October), with pre-monsoon (November- 
June) and for the monsoon (July 1st to Oct. 31st) totalizing 144.8 mm and 210.7 mm, 
respectively. The annual maximum daily temperature average was 18.8 °C, with a 
minimum monthly mean of 7.0°C in December and a maximum of 29.8°C in July 
(Sevilleta, LTER, Cerro Montoso #42, at 2.2 km distance from the experimental site, 
1991-2015, http://sev. lternet.edu). The experimental design consisted of three moisture 
treatments established in three flat 40 × 40 m plots: (1) ambient conditions, (2) rainfall 
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exclusion with an even reduction of 45% of rainfall throughout the year (droughted 
treatment), (3) irrigation with multiple watering events (~19 mm) throughout the growing 
seasons from 2008 to 2013 (57, 69.5, 112, 107, 95, and 95 mm/year). The design imposed 
artificial water input differences, while leaving air temperature and vapor pressure deficit 
(VPD) unchanged across treatments (Fig- C-1). During the 6-year treatment (2008-2013) 
meteorological data was collected using a micrometeorological station located in an open 
intercanopy area (Pangle et al., 2012). The two hottest years were 2011 and 2012 with 
their 90th percentile of minimum/maximum daily temperature (Tmin, 90th and Tmax, 
90th) above one standard deviation (SD) compared to the other four years. However, 
while in 2012 the precipitation received average winter and summer precipitation, the 
year 2011 recorded the lowest precipitation amounts (2 SDs below pre-monsoon and 1 
SD below for monsoon). For further details on the experimental manipulation and climate 
see Pangle (2012). 
15.2. Sampling and quantification of xylem anatomy 
In May 2014, we sampled 10, 10, and 3 trees for the irrigated, ambient and droughted 
treatments, respectively (Guérin et al., 2018). In the drought treatment, all living trees 
were sampled. Because branches have a more active growth and lower chance of missing 
rings than trunk cores ((Novak et al., 2011), they appeared more suitable to identifying 
the interannual anatomical responses to drought. In the irrigated and ambient treatments, 
one south-facing branch per tree was collected at about mid-crown and always sunlit (2-
4.5m). Similarly, in the droughted treatment, three branches were collected per tree. From 
each branch, we cut 3-4 twig segment of 1-3 cm length along the primary axis and 
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recorded the distance of the most distal part of the segment to the branch tip. Because the 
distance to tip, d, can influence anatomical traits (Petit et al., 2008; Carrer et al., 2015), 
we measured elongation lengths to create an annual time series of distance to tip for each 
twig segment (Fig. 18-1). 
From the most distal extremity of each twig segment, we produced a cross-section of 20 
µm thickness using a WSL Lab-microtome (Gärtner et al., 2015). Each cross-section was 
dyed with safranine (1% solution in ethanol) to stain lignified tracheids in red. After 
successive dehydration and final rinsing with xylol, the cross-sections were permanently 
embedded on a microscope slide using Eukitt Glue (Kliber, GmbH, Freigburg, Germany; 
Gärtner et al., 2015). Overlapping high-resolution images (2.36 pixels·µm-1) of each 
cross-section were taken using a digital camera (Canon EOS-650D, Canon, Tokyo, 
Japan) mounted on a microscope (Olympus, BX41, Olympus Austria Corp., Vienna, 
Austria). These images were merged together using PTGUI v10.0.12 (New House 
Internet Services B.V., Rotterdam, the Netherlands; (von Arx et al., 2016) to create a 
single and complete image of each cross-section (Fig. 18-2). 
The images obtained for each twig segment were analyzed using ROXAS 3.0.1 (von Arx 
& Carrer, 2014) with Image-Pro Plus 6.1 (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MA, USA), 
totalizing 98 images of different segment anatomical cross-sections. The distinct 
boundaries of individual growth rings made them easily identifiable in each image 
(Guérin et al., 2018). ROXAS detected cell anatomical structures and produced an output 
with individual cell anatomical data and ring level data (Table- C-1). When a portion of a 
ring could not be analyzed by ROXAS due to sample deficiencies, to avoid biased data, 
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we compensated for it by using data from a comparable analyzable area of the same ring 
(Table- C-2, Fig- C-2, Appendix C.2). In total, we analyzed 4,783,804 cells from 445 
branch rings for the experimental period (Table- C-3), ensuring the analysis of at least 20 
rings per treatment during the extreme year 2011 (Fig- C-3). Direct measurements for 
each cell were lumen area (Alum), thickness of radial cell walls (CWTr) and thickness of 
tangential cell walls (CWTt) (Fig. 18-2). The density function of lumen areas (pdf) in each 
ring is influenced by external factors (distance to tip, ring geometry, compression wood 
and others), so that an identical lumen area can belong to earlywood in a ring and 
latewood in another. To compare proportions of large cells to smaller cells between rings 
and treatments, we chose to normalize each cell by dividing its lumen area Alum by a 
lumen area of reference. Alum, min (the mean lumen area of the 3rd smallest percentile in 
each ring) had less interannual variability than Alum, max (3rd largest percentile) and was 
retained as a reference (Fig- C-4). We then used the normalized density of Alum / Alum, min 
for each ring and compared the proportion of large lumen area to small lumen area 
between treatments. 
We further analyzed 10 anatomical traits derived at the ring level (see Table 18-1 and 
Appendix C.1 for details on the calculations). Ring area (RA, µm2) is a proxy for growth. 
Maximum lumen area (CAmax, µm2), mean hydraulic diameter (Dh, µm), theoretical 
hydraulic conductivity (kh,max, m4·s-1·MPa-1) and theoretical specific hydraulic 
conductivity (ks,max, m2·s-1·MPa-1) relate to hydraulic efficiency. Cell wall thickness of 
the earlywood, CWTEW and the latewood, CWTLW (µm), cell wall reinforcement, (t/b)2 
(Hacke et al., 2001) calculated for tracheids of size corresponding to Dh (Cochard et al., 
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2008) and relative wood density (rel, accumulated tracheid wall area divided by total 
tracheid area) relate to mechanical strength and hydraulic safety (resistance to implosion). 
The ratio of hydraulic conductivity to carbon investment (kh,max/C, m2·s-1·MPa-1) is a 
metric for carbon-use efficiency. Twenty rings out of 445 (4.5%) were mostly absent 
around the branch circumference and had less than 100 tracheids. To avoid unreliable 
values for these rings, we set the value of RA and kh,max to zero and excluded other traits 
from the analysis. 
15.3. Water potential measurements 
From 2008 to 2013, predawn leaf water potential (ΨL,pd) was measured 4 to 16 times per 
year throughout the growing seasons (March to October) on a sub-sample of the trees 
selected for xylem anatomy: 5, 5 and 3 trees, respectively, for the irrigated, ambient and 
drought treatments. ΨL,pd were measured using an Scholander pressure chamber (PMS 
Instrument Co, Albany, OR) on excised twigs. For irrigated and ambient treatments, a 
measurement was made before and after the artificial irrigation (Pangle et al., 2015). 
Considering ΨL,pd is a proxy for the water stress level of trees, we averaged ΨL,pd over the 
dry season (March 1st to June 30th) and over the monsoon season (July-October). 
15.4. Statistical analysis 
Measurements of xylem anatomy in each ring are subject to endogenous factors (size of 
the branch, total leaf area, tree individual) and to the distance to tip (d) when the ring is 
formed (Petit et al., 2008; Carrer et al., 2015). To remove these potential biases, for each 
xylem anatomy variable Y (or log(Y) when Y had a skewed distribution), we fitted linear 
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mixed effect models (LMEMs) (Zuur et al., 2009). The fits were made using values from 
the experimental period (2008-2013), leaving aside the extremely dry year 2011 that had 
a highly non-linear response and fewer values for the ambient and droughted treatments 
due to missing rings. We fitted initial LMEMs consisting of six fixed effects (log(d) and 
five climate variables) and random effects for the intercept, which were considered on all 
levels of the hierarchical structure (cut level, branch level, tree level, treatment level) : 
 
  
,          (III.1) 
where yi,treat,tree,bra,cut is the ith observation of variable Y whose hierarchical position is 
designated by treatment, tree, branch and cut; di,treat,tree,bra,cut its distance to tip and 
xp,i,treat,tree,bra,cut the pth predictor value (covariate). β0 is the fixed global intercept, βd the 
coefficient for the distance to tip and βp’s the coefficients for climate predictors. Random 
deviation from β0 due to each hierarchical structure are represented by λ, σ, γ and α. 
ɛi,treat,tree,bra,cut is the residual of the ith observation. The five climate predictors were (i) 
winter water input, WWI (November to June), (ii) monsoonal water input, MWI (JASO), 
(iii) Tmin 90th, (iv) Tmax 90th, (v) number of days with VPDmax > 4.5 kPa during the 
monsoon (VPD4.5) (Table 18-2). See Fig- C-5 for an example with y= ks,max. 








In a first model simplification step, we selected the best combination of random effects 
by comparing performances using the Bayesian information criteria (BIC) of full models 
under various random effect options, with the simplifying assumption that all variables 
should share the same random effect structure. In a second model simplification step, we 
discarded fixed effect(s) using a cutoff threshold (ΔBIC >2) on the variance inflation 
factor, VIF (Davis et al., 1986). As a third model simplification step, we dropped 
additional fixed effect(s) when they were not significant in the ‘average model’ 
(Burnham and Anderson, 2002). These analyses were conducted using R (3.3.1, R Core 
Team. 2016) with the packages “stats”, “lme4” (Bates et al., 2015) and “MuMIn” (Bartoń, 
2016) (Appendix C.3). 
Using the LMEM fitted for each variable, we subtracted the fixed effect log(d) and the 
random deviations from Y (or log(Y)), obtaining a standardized value, noted  , with 
the same units as Y (detailed in Appendix C.2). 
  (III.2) 
For each year, we compared  across the three treatments using the two-sided 
Wilcoxon test (i.e. 3 comparisons for 7 years of data). Within treatments, we tested 
whether for any specific year differed from the long-term mean of all 6 years, using 
the two-sample non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. For hydraulic efficiency, 
carbon-use efficiency, hydraulic safety and mechanical strength (rel; t2/b2 ; ks,max; 
kh,max/C), we tested the significance of the slope of the linear relationship between  
and pre-monsoon or monsoon ΨL,pd by bootstrapping (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). In case 
⊥ Y





of significant slopes, we tested for differences in slopes between treatments by 
bootstrapping. Using linear models, we tested for significant tradeoffs between rel, t2/b2 , 
ks,max; kh,max/C. For safety and efficiency traits, we finally fitted a linear model to estimate 
their dependence on Dh, CWTEW, CWTLW. The distributions of Alum / Alum, min were 
generated using bootstrapping to account for inhomogeneity in ring sampling (fewer 
older rings than recent rings). Two probability density functions (f) per treatment were 
produced, one for the year 2011 and one for all other years combined. Comparisons 
between distribution medians were made using two-sided Wilcoxon tests. These analyses 
were completed in Matlab (R2016a; The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). Hereafter, 







The experimental design successfully created a gradient of soil moisture conditions 
across treatments for both periods of the growing season (irrigated treatment: -0.5 to -2.0 
MPa; droughted treatment: -1.1 to -2.5 MPa; Fig. 18-3). As expected, for all treatments 
the average ΨL,pd was lower during the dry season compared to the monsoon. The 
extreme annual drought of 2011 was characterized by the lowest winter and monsoon 
precipitations, the warmest temperature and highest VPD (Fig- C-1). The year 2011 also 
recorded the minimum experimental ΨL,pd for all treatments and was the only year to 
produce missing rings (respectively, 41%, 19% and 4% of the 2011 rings for the 
droughted, ambient and irrigated treatments).  
The necessity to account for the distance to tip was confirmed by the high significance of 
the predictor log(d) for all Y’s (Table- C-7). Confidence in our method to correct for 
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random deviations was acquired when  and  ranked according to our 
expectations – higher values with increased soil moisture. Hereafter, we report and 
discuss results using the standardized variables ( ), unless otherwise specified. 
In response to multi-year soil drought, the median of lumen area distribution (Alum / Alum, 
min) shifted toward higher proportion of large lumen areas (higher medians) (Fig. 18-4a). 
The relevance of Alum, min to standardize ring distributions of Alum was confirmed by Alum, 
min’s minimal inter-annual and inter-treatment variability compared to over Alum, max (Fig- 
C-7; Fig. 18-5d). Hydraulic diameter, Dh, and cell wall thickness in latewood, CWTLW, 
had low interannual variability and almost no response to multi-year drought (Fig. 
18-5d,f). By contrast, ring area, RA, ring hydraulic conductivity, kh,max, and cell wall 
thickness in earlywood CWTEW, were significantly lower in the rain exclusion treatment 
(Fig. 18-5a,b,e). As expected, RA and kh,max were highly correlated (r=0.82, p<0.001,Fig- 
C-8) and had the strongest interannual variability (Fig. 18-5a,b). Traits related to 
hydraulic safety, (t/b)2, and mechanical strength, rel, showed similar variations in their 
time series and decreased in response to multi-year drought (Fig. 18-5g,h), contrary to 
traits characterizing hydraulic efficiency (ks,max) and carbon-use efficiency (kh,max/C) 
which both increased (Fig. 18-5i,j). 
Long-term spring and summer irrigation led to minimal shifts of Alum / Alum, min’s median 
(Fig. 18-4a), had little influence on other traits (RA, kh,max, Alum,max, Dh, CWTEW, CWTLW; 
Fig. 18-5a-f) and performance indicators ((t/b)2, rel, ks,max, kh,max/C; Fig. 18-5g-j), 
compared to the ambient treatment. 
⊥ RA ⊥ ρrel
⊥ Y
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In response to the extreme annual drought (2011), the distributions of Alum shifted toward 
smaller lumen areas (smaller Alum / Alum, min medians) in all treatments (Fig. 18-4b) and 
values of RA, kh,max, Alum,max, Dh CWTEW, CWTLW dropped sharply (Fig. 18-5a-f). 
Extreme drought decreased (t/b)2 and rel but only for trees already withstanding lasting 
soil drought (droughted trees) (Fig. 18-5g,h). By contrast, ks,max and kh,max/C decreased 
with extreme annual drought, except for droughted trees that kept kh,max/C at maximum 
during the length of the experiment (Fig. 18-5i,j). 
All variables showed no significant difference between treatments the first and last year 
of the experiment (2008 and 2013). Among the variables responsive to rain-reduction 
treatment, RA and kh,max showed the fastest responses, separating significantly from 
ambient treatment the 2nd year of the experiment) (Fig. 18-5a,b). By contrast, CWTEW, 
(t/b)2, rel, ks,max, kh,max/C showed the longest lag between the beginning of the treatment 
and the significant response (3rd year; Fig. 18-5e,g-j). Variables that responded 
significantly to the 2011 extreme drought generally recovered to pre-2011 values more 
slowly on drought treatments (two years) compared to the irrigation and ambient 
treatments (one year) – RA, kh,max, CWTEW, CWTLW (Fig. 18-5a,b,e,f).  
We tested specifically on the four performance indicators the influence of three traits: 
mean hydraulic diameter, Dh, cell wall thicknesses in earlywood, CWTEW, and cell wall 
thicknesses in latewood, CWTLW. Over the experimental period, variance in hydraulic 
safety was best explained by characteristics of large cells (CWTEW and Dh) (Table 18-4, 
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Fig- C-9), while the variances in hydraulic efficiency and carbon-use efficiency were 
better explained by mean hydraulic diameter alone (Table 18-4, Fig- C-9). 
Hydraulic efficiency, hydraulic safety, carbon-use efficiency and mechanical strength 
were generally not correlated to leaf water potential. Only the positive correlation 
between ks,max and ΨL,pd during the dry season (r=0.99, p<0.001, n=6, Fig. 18-6a) and the 
monsoon (r=0.74, p<0.05; n=6; Fig. 18-6b) for trees in the drought treatment was 
significant. This correlation remained significant when all treatments were pooled but 
only for the dry-season (r=0.59, p<0.05). Looking at treatment separately or pooled 
together, we found no relationship between ΨL,pd  and (t/b)2 (resp. p>0.2, n=6 and p>0.1, 
n=15; Fig. 18-6c,d), between ΨL,pd and kh,max/C (resp. p>0.1, n=6 and p>0.1, n=15; Fig. 
18-6e,f), or between ΨL,pd andrel (resp. p>0.1, n=6 and p>0.1, n=15; not shown).  
The anatomical tradeoffs between xylem indicators of performances were not affected by 
prolonged drought (2011 values excluded). For all treatments we found significant 
tradeoffs (negative correlations) between ks,max and (t/b)2 (r<-0.58, p<0.001, n≥103, Fig. 
18-7a), between kh,max/C and (t/b)2 (r<-0.63, p<0.001, n≥103, Fig. 18-7b) and between 
ks,max and rel (r<-0.80, p<0.001, n≥103, Fig. 18-7c). Comparing between treatments, 
slopes and intercepts were not significantly different. When looking at extreme annual 
drought (2011 values only) these tradeoffs persisted, except for ks,max vs. (t/b)2 on the 
drought treatment that became only marginally significant in 2011 (p<0.10, n=21±1, 







In semi-arid climates with recurring multi-annual drought and occasional extreme annual 
drought, the capacity to withstand soil moisture scarcity is crucial to plant survival 
(Williams et al., 2013). The capacity to recover quickly when water becomes available 
after a drought is also key to plant competitiveness. Here, we produced annual time-series 
of xylem anatomy in entire branch growth rings, providing a comprehensive assessment 
of anatomical traits. We analyzed these anatomical traits at annual resolution while most 
studies average across years, reducing sensitivity to climate of the analyzed traits. We 
showed that two indicators of performance (hydraulic efficiency and carbon-use 
efficiency) had opposite responses to prolonged (multi-year) drought and extreme 
(annual) drought. A prolonged drought increased these two indicators of performance 
whereas a one-year extreme drought reduced them. By contrast, hydraulic safety and 
mechanical strength decreased with both drought types. Leaf water potential – often used 
as an indicator of plant water stress – related significantly only with hydraulic efficiency 
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and only on trees that endured prolonged drought (rain-reduction treatment). We further 
analyzed the influence of drought on the tradeoff between hydraulic safety and efficiency 
tradeoff and summarized our findings in a conceptual model (Fig. 18-8). Although, our 
results are limited by the absence of direct physiological measurements of performances, 
the annual resolution allowed to identify different anatomical responses to drought that 
were not observed using physiological measurements at an integrated level (Hudson et al., 
2018). 
17.1. Long-term soil drought influence xylem functions 
Xylem built under prolonged drought (rain-reduction treatment) was hydraulically more 
efficient and less costly to build in terms of carbon used (higher kh,max/C), compared to 
xylem formed under typical climate conditions (Fig. 18-5i, j). It was also hydraulically 
and mechanically riskier due to lower (t/b)2 and rel (Hacke et al., 2001) (Fig. 18-5g,h). 
Our results for piñon pine are in line with other conifer studies investigating multi-year 
droughts – either soil, atmospheric or both (Maherali & Delucia, 2000; Eilmann et al., 
2009; 2011; Esteban et al., 2011; Martín-Benito et al., 2017). Our results also concur 
with a study along a geographical aridity gradients that found correlation between 
efficiency and dryness (Martín et al., 2010), but differ from another study that suggested 
adaptation to dryness as it found no difference in safety/efficiency (Olano et al., 2017). 
Our results suggest that xylem anatomical traits induced by prolonged drought might add 
anatomical weakness at a new location in the sap continuum, usually expected in the stem 
(Mencuccini et al., 2007). If the drought lasted long enough, most sapwood in recent 
branch elongation segments would have a low hydraulic safety, potentially increasing 
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anatomical vulnerability of the last portion of xylem connected to needles (Maton & 
Gartner, 2005).  
Our results showed the existence of lags between the beginning of the long-term soil 
drought (rain-reduction) and the reaction in the xylem tissues, confirming similar lags 
reported for Pinus sylvestris (Eilmann et al., 2009). The 3-year delay in the response of 
performance indicators to the onset of drought suggests a decoupling between 
performances and seasonal ΨL,pd indicated by the lack of robust correlation between them. 
Xylem traits that are more depending on xylem turgor (RA and kh,max; Fig. 18-5a-b) 
respond faster to water treatments than variables depending on carbohydrate availability 
(CWT, ks,max, (t/b)2,rel, and kh,max/C; Fig. 18-5e-j) (Eilmann et al., 2009). In the latter 
variables, the delayed response might result from a buffering effect of carbohydrates 
already stocked in the plant, making these traits less dependent on the lower carbon 
production during drought. Preferential allocation of new carbohydrates to xylem or 
remobilization from storage (Jacquet et al., 2014; von Arx et al., 2017; Galiano et al., 
2017) can increase the carbohydrate concentration, safeguard cell-wall thickening and 
prevent turgor loss (Sevanto et al., 2014). Additionally, relatively normal monsoonal 
precipitation the first two years (Fig- C-1) might have prevented immediate reduction of 
carbon assimilation (Limousin et al., 2013) and contributed to the response delay. 
The existence of lags and the tight control of stomatal closure in isohydric piñons 
(Limousin et al., 2013) probably prevented from finding clear relationships between 
transport performances and leaf water potential (ΨL,pd). Only the droughted trees that 
experienced a wider range of ΨL,pd showed a correlation between the water stress during 
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dry-season and the decrease in hydraulic efficiency (Fig. 18-6a). However, this 
correlation contradicts our finding of larger cells (i.e. higher hydraulic efficiency) in 
response to prolonged drought (Fig. 18-4b). The data points driving the correlation (Fig. 
18-6a) are either from the 2011 extreme year or from the first two years of the experiment 
(i.e. transition period), the strength of this result for prolonged drought might be reduced. 
Longer time series linking physiological (e.g., ΨL,pd) and wood anatomical measurements 
are needed to better analyze the links between plant water status and xylem functional 
traits. 
17.2. Effects of extreme annual versus prolonged drought 
The extreme, but short (annual) drought had opposite effects on hydraulic efficiency and 
carbon-use efficiency compared to the prolonged multi-year drought treatment (Fig. 
18-5i,j). All trees reacted instantaneously, i.e. in the same year of the extreme annual 
drought, regardless of previous soil moisture conditions. Several mechanisms and 
processes constrain xylem development during extreme droughts. Here, Alum, max and the 
proportion of large hydraulically efficient cells dropped, reducing the otherwise 
conservative hydraulic diameter (Prendin et al., 2017). Expansion of large cells requires 
sufficient turgor (Rathgeber et al., 2016; Martin et al., 2017) and mobility of carbon 
compounds (Wiley & Helliker, 2012; Palacio et al., 2014). During the year 2011, 
irrigated trees maintained an average net assimilation and relatively high water potentials 
(Fig. 18-3; Limousin et al., 2013), but still produced small lumen cells (Fig. 18-5d), in 
line with previous studies (Muller et al., 2011; Korner, 2015). The extreme annual 
drought of 2011 combined dry-winter with dry-hot-summer, which could explain the 
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reduction in earlywood cells and an early transition to latewood growth (Carvalho et al., 
2015; Ziaco et al., 2018). The immediate reduction of lumen areas was responsible for 
the direct reduction of xylem efficiency traits. 
In contrast to efficiency traits, a single extreme annual drought (2011) only influenced 
hydraulic safety and mechanical strength of trees already subjected to lasting soil drought. 
This unexpected stability in ambient and irrigated trees derives from opposite response of 
certain xylem traits in 2011 (lower CWTLW but higher proportion of small lumen cells; 
Fig. 18-4 and Fig. 18-5c,f). Our results show that two rings with identical performances 
can have different cellular structure, and that a compensation mechanism between cell 
wall thickness and lumen area distribution might exist, as already shown for wood 
density (Zhang & Zhong, 1992; Rathgeber et al., 2006). Our anatomical approach 
demonstrated that hydraulic safety and mechanical strength were not significantly 
affected by a punctual extreme annual drought.  
The time needed for trees to recover pre-extreme-drought performance may play a key 
role in inter- and intra-specific competition in regions with frequent extreme droughts 
(Williams et al., 2013). In our case, the 2-year carry over effect shows the ability of P. 
edulis to rapidly recover from extreme aridity and its adaptation to severe dryness. The 
extreme drought of 2011 pushed several trees to their physiological limits, inducing 
mortality in three out of six trees in the drought treatment (field data, unpublished). We 
found that after two years of average precipitation (2012-2013) all traits in the newly 
formed rings returned to their pre-extreme-drought average values, regardless of previous 
soil moisture. Our results agree with the one-year recovery found for Pinus nigra 
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(Petrucco et al., 2017) and suggest that the xylem adaptation of piñon to semi-arid 
ecosystems, along with evaporative structure plasticity, contributed to a rapid restoration 
of their carbon balance and xylem performances (Wiley & Helliker, 2012; Galiano et al., 
2017; Guérin et al., 2018). If the frequency of extreme drought were to increase in the 
future (Breshears et al., 2005; Petrucco et al., 2017), xylem functions might thus 
deteriorate, tampering post-drought recovery, reducing species fitness and compromising 
piñon survival in parts of its geographic distribution. 
17.3. Xylem anatomy and seasonality 
In the Southwest US, precipitation from summer monsoon may partially compensate for 
a dry winter and allow large cell expansion in the summer, guaranteeing xylem 
performance (Ziaco et al., 2018). Our results showed that spring and summer irrigation 
did not improve performances nor change the observed tradeoffs among several xylem 
traits compared to the ambient trees (see Pangle (2012) for the effect of irrigation on soil 
moisture). This stability of the tradeoffs at ring level suggests that an increase in soil 
moisture did not change the design of individual tracheids (Fig. 18-7a) in accordance 
with morphological limitations or walls being as ‘thick as possible’ (Fig. 18-8) (Sperry et 
al., 2006). The similar xylem performances shared by irrigated and ambient trees are 
based on comparable lumen area distribution in rings from these two treatments (Fig. 
18-4a). In our study, the expected increase in growth of large cells with increased 
spring/summer irrigation could have been obscured by high VPD (Carvalho et al., 2015), 
a factor potentially more influential onto latewood formation than the decrease in soil 
moisture (Kerhoulas et al., 2017). Unlike monsoonal precipitation that inversely 
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correlates with monsoonal VPD, the scale of our irrigation experiment was too small to 
significantly reduce VPD (Pangle et al., 2012). The decoupling between soil moisture 
and VPD imposed by the experiment could be a reason for the lack of response to 
summer irrigation. Another reason for the similar performance of these two treatments 
could be an annual adaptation to the bi-modal precipitation. Pinus ponderosa in the 
region compensated small earlywood growth due to low winter precipitation by forming 
large cells at a high rate during the wet summer (Ziaco et al., 2018). Thus, a high 
xylogenesis and phenological plasticity could contribute to Pinus adaptation to the 
expected drier climate. 
An extreme drought superimposed onto a prolonged drought (droughted trees in 2011) 
induced the collapse of a well-balanced hydraulic safety-efficiency tradeoff and resulted 
in “traumatic” xylem, defined here as being both vulnerable and inefficient (Fig. 18-7a). 
Irrigated trees did not produce this traumatic xylem in 2011, but the correlation between 
hydraulic safety and hydraulic efficiency was reduced by approx. 20%. Because large 
cells principally determined hydraulic safety and efficiency, the ability to maintain 
growth and anatomical design in earlywood and earlywood-like cells might be 
determinant to avoid traumatic xylem (Fig. 18-8). Droughted trees grew a relatively 
higher proportion of large lumen areas in 2011 than the other two treatments (Fig. 18-7a), 
possibly confirming piñons ability to use soil moisture from dry winter and dry summer 
for large cell expansion (Ziaco & Biondi, 2016). However, the disruption of the hydraulic 
safety-efficiency tradeoff suggests that the extremely low soil moisture during winter and 
monsoon impaired tracheids formation. Smaller lumen areas reduced efficiency (Fig. 
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18-5i) and proportionally thinner cell walls to support the same lumen area reduced 
safety, (t/b)2 (Fig. 18-5g), thus deviating from the otherwise stable balance between 
anatomical features. Over the last decades, the inverse relationship between summer and 
winter precipitation has strengthened, resulting in more years with a combination of dry-
winter/wet-cold-summer or wet-winter/dry-hot-summer (Gutzler, 2000; Lo & Clark, 
2002). If stronger negative correlation between winter and summer could ensure 
earlywood growth and standard tracheid structure, the opposite effect is expected from a 
reduction of total annual precipitation. Higher temperatures and lower snow water 
equivalents could reduce yearly soil moisture, increase frequency of dry-winter/dry-hot-
summer and favor traumatic xylem in branch xylem in piñon pine. 
17.4. Conclusion 
Drought-induced changes in xylem anatomical features could reduce tree fitness in their 
native ecosystems. In response to a prolonged multi-year drought, P. edulis produced 
more efficient but riskier xylem, potentially increasing water transport vulnerability in 
branches. By contrast, an extreme annual drought (soil and atmospheric combined) 
produced less hydraulically efficient xylem, and when superimposed to long-term 
drought reduced hydraulic safety as well (traumatic xylem). More frequent short-intense 
droughts could disrupt the safety-efficiency balance of branch xylem. Meanwhile, the bi-
modal precipitation regime in the Southwest US (winter and summer monsoon) and 
piñon’s phenological plasticity could contribute to this species’ adaptation to the 
expected drier climate. Future work would benefit from studies on xylogenesis under 
different drought types, changes in winter precipitations and shifts in snow water 
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equivalent. The unexpected low correlations between transport performances derived 
from xylem anatomical traits and seasonal leaf water potential show that more research 
linking xylem characteristics and measurement of physiological stress is needed. Future 
research combining anatomical performances and actual hydraulic performances would 
greatly facilitate the understanding of water transport vulnerability in trees. 
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Fig. 18-1: Scheme of the cross-section dataset. Different shades of green correspond to 
different years. n is the last year of growth present on the branch (here 2013). Ringy,Γ is 
the ring that was built during year y and measured on a twig section that was formed in 
year Γ. For example in our experiment, Ringn-1,n-2 is the ring formed in year 2012 in the 
twig section #3 (genesis year 2011). dy,Γ is the distance between Ringy,Γ and its historical 
tip, meaning the tip as it was when Ringy,Γ was built. For example, dn-1,n-2 is the distance 
between the ring formed in year 2012 in the twig section #3 and the tip of the branch in 




Fig. 18-2: Example of an anatomical cross-section from a Pinus edulis branch collected on the 
ambient treatment with five exploitable rings (2009-2013, plot 4, tree #11). The zoomed-in area 
shows earlywood and latewood anatomy, with the wood structure appearing in red and tracheids 
identified automatically by ROXAS circled in cyan. Below is the tracheid geometrical form as 
modeled in our study. Lumen area ALum is a square of dimension b. The cell wall thickness 
(CWT) is derived from the double cell wall thickness, the average of the double radial cell wall 
thickness (CWTr) and the double the tangential cell wall thickness (CWTt). AWall is the wall 
surface that can be attributed to each cell. ACell is the total area occupied by each cell, i.e. sum of 




Fig. 18-3: For each treatment, time series of the average predawn leaf water potential (ΨL,pd) of 
each tree (Pinus edulis) during two distinct seasons, (a) the dry season (March 1st to June 30th) 
and (b) the monsoonal season (July 1st to October 31st). Open symbols refer to the tree averages 
obtained during the extreme year of 2011. Closed symbols refer to any other year. Blue circles, 
green triangles and red squares refer respectively to irrigated, ambient and droughted trees. 
Yearly treatment mean are represented with solid lines and error bars are ± SE. Dashed lines 
represent the experimental mean for each treatment over the length of the experiment. 
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Fig. 18-4: Treatment average probability density function (f) of lumen areas divided by the 
minimum lumen area of each ring, Alum / Alum, min in Pinus edulis branches. (a) comparing 
treatments [1: considering all years except 2011; ambient shading is for readability]; (b) 
comparing for each treatment all years except 2011 versus 2011 only. Dashed lines are treatment 
averages of rings taken in 2011 only, solid lines of rings from all other years pooled together. 
Horizontal lines mark the median of each f. Differences between medians were tested using a 2-
sided non-parametric Wilcoxon test. Statistical results are reported with arrows and significance 




Fig. 18-5: Time series of standardized direct xylem anatomical traits ( ) of Pinus edulis 
branches. See Fig- C-5 and Fig- C-6 for details on standardization method. (a) ring area (RA), (b) 
theoretical ring hydraulic conductivity, kh,max; (c) max lumen area, Alum,max; (d) hydraulic diameter, 
Dh; (e) mean cell wall thickness in the earlywood, CWTEW; (f) mean cell wall thickness in the 
latewood, CWTLW; (g) cell wall reinforcement, (t/b)2; (h) relative wood density,  rel; (i) 
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of hydraulic conductivity to carbon investment). Red, green and blue refers respectively to 
droughted, ambient and irrigated treatments. Solid lines are the annual means per treatment and 
error bars are ± SE. Dotted lines are the experimental mean per treatment. Wilcoxon-tests were 
performed to determine statistical difference in the yearly median across treatment, reported in 
the upper part under id: irrigated/droughted, ia: irrigated/ambient, da: droughted/ambient. For 
each individual treatment, Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were performed to determine statistical 
difference in the distribution of yearly population against population obtain from pooling all years 




Fig. 18-6: Relationship between averaged predawn leaf water potential (ΨL,pd) during the dry 
season or during the monsoon and averaged (a,b) theoretical specific hydraulic conductivity, ks,max, 
(c,d) cell reinforcement, (t/b)2, (e,f) carbon-use efficiency, kh,max/C (Pinus edulis). Blue, green and 
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symbols are data points from 2011, filled symbols are other experimental years. Colored solid 
lines are regressions across all years for each treatment. Black solid lines are the regressions when 
all treatments are pooled. Correlations (r) for each treatment and significance of the slopes are 




Fig. 18-7: Annual resolution of xylem properties tradeoffs in Pinus edulis branches. (a) hydraulic 
efficiency (ks,max) versus hydraulic safety ((t/b)2), (b) carbon-use efficiency (kh,max/C) versus 
hydraulic safety, (c) hydraulic efficiency versus mechanical safety. Blue circles, green triangles 
and red squares refer respectively to irrigated, ambient and droughted trees. Filled symbols are 
data points from experimental years except 2011, with solid lines their linear regressions pooled 
by treatment and continuous gray boxes summarizing correlations (r) and slope significances 
(bootstrap test). Empty symbols are data points from 2011 only, dashed lines are their linear 
regressions pooled by treatment, dashed gray boxes summarize statistics similarly to continuous 
gray boxes. (*) p<0.05, (**) p<0.01, (***) p<0.001  
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Fig. 18-8: Conceptual model of the drivers of the hydraulic safety–efficiency tradeoff, based on 




Table 18-1: List of traits derived at the ring level in this study (details in Appendix C.1). 
 
 
Table 18-2: List of variables used as predictors when fitting the LMEM on each xylem 
anatomical trait Y, to later derive the standardized trait ⊥ Y  (effects of the distance to tip and 
natural variability are removed). 
  




CWTEW µm Mechanical strength Prendin et al. (2018)
CWTLW µm Mechanical strength Prendin et al. (2018)
(t/b)2  - Mechanical strength Hacke et al. (2001)
ρrel  - Mechanical strength Niklas et al. (2010)
Efficiency traits
Alum,max µm2 Water transport Petrucco et al. (2017)
Dh µm Water transport Kolb & Sperry (1999)
kh,max m2·Mpa-1·s-1 Water transport Tyree & Zimmermann (2002)
ks,max m2·Mpa-1·s-1 Water transport Tyree & Zimmermann (2002)
kh,max/C m2·MPa-1·s-1
Water transport /
 Mechanical strength Prendin et al. (2018)







(in this study: 97th percentile of measured lumen area)
Mean Cell Wall Thickness in Early Wood 
(in this study: 5th percentile of measured lumen area)
Mean Cell Wall Thickness in Late Wood
(in this study: 95th percentile of measured lumen area)
Cell Wall Reinforcement









Winter Water Input (Nov. 1st - June 30th)
Days with VPDmax > 4.5 kPa during the monsoon (July 1st - Oct. 31st)
90th percentile of the daily minimum temperature
90th percentile of the daily maximum temperature
Distance to the tip when the ring was formed
Monsoon Water Input (July 1st - Oct. 31st)
Predictors for LMEM
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Table 18-3: Best Linear Mixed Effect Model (LMEM) fitted for each xylem anatomical trait. See 
Table 18-1 and Table 18-2 for acronyms. Non-significant variables (p-value > 0.05, in average 
model) were excluded during model reduction. Coefficients reported here are with normalized 
predictors (1). (*) p<0.05, (**) p<0.01, (***) p<0.001. 
  
MODELED&VARIABLES
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d) r2#marginal r2#conditional
Growth
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Table 18-4: Results of linear regressions of derived anatomical properties on directly measured 
anatomical traits (Dh, CWTEW, CWTLW). Regressions are made either on data points from all 
experimental years except 2011 or only on 2011 values. (*) p<0.05, (**) p<0.01, (***) p<0.001. 
  
PROPERTY MODELED PERIOD
VARIABLE ⊥Dh ⊥CWTEW ⊥CWTLW p-val r2-adj
Exp. Without 2011  -0.129***  0.125*** 0.050*** <0.001 0.68
2011  -0.146*** 0.111** 0.087** <0.001 0.66
Exp. Without 2011  -0.014*** 0.012*** 0.014*** <0.001 0.84
2011  -0.017*** 0.009** 0.024*** <0.001 0.82
Exp. Without 2011 7.3 e-5***  -1.1 e-5***  -1.7 e-5*** <0.001 0.81
2011 9.0 e-5***  0.2 e-5  -1.4 e-5 <0.001 0.61
Exp. Without 2011  0.18 ***  -0.04***  -0.06*** <0.001 0.85



















“All I am saying is that there is also drama in every bush, if you can see it. When enough 
men know this, we need fear no indifference to the welfare of bushes, or birds, or soil, or 
trees. We shall then have no need of the word “conservation,” for we shall have the thing 
itself.” 






19. General contributions 
 
Earth system models (ESMs) predict a global increase in temperature and vapor pressure 
deficit worldwide whereas the predictions on reduction of soil moisture remain uncertain 
(Sheffield et al., 2012). The Southwest US is already experiencing both, increased aridity 
(i.e. higher VPD) and dryness (Cayan et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2013; Ficklin & 
Novick, 2017), bringing semi-arid forest of the region to the forefront of vulnerability 
comprehension, with possibility of numerous insights for mortality and resilience at the 
global scale. The main goal of the dissertation was to explore the interaction of hydraulic 
structure with physiology in response to drought(s) and gain knowledge on potential 
benefits of annual structural adjustments for tree functioning. Integrating methodologies 
from hydrology, physiology, dendroscience and ecology statistics, I studied drought 
consequences using modeling and observational approaches.  
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In Part I, we used a simplified allometric model to reduce the number of parameters and 
test joint structural and physiological strategies of piñons and junipers. Considering 
carbon and water balances as key during the mortality processes, we developed a 
mechanistic model (SPAC) to predict the time-to-death to an infinite soil drydown. Based 
on a deterministic approach of mortality, we defined death as either the depletion of the 
carbon pool (below 2% of initial pool, noted CP) or as the total loss of conductivity 
(above 98% of initial conductivity, noted LC). We found that for both species LC would 
drive mortality rather than CP, meaning than LC happens earlier than CP. We tested 
time-to-death sensitivities to structural variations (root-shoot ratio, leaf area index) and to 
physiological variations (whole plant vulnerability curve, stomatal conductance). For 
both species, we found that the density of leaves (LAI) had an optimal value in 
accordance with field observations, and that diverting from optimal values would reduce 
the time-to-death (CP and LC). In contrast, increasing root area (water supply) over leaf 
area (water demand) would delay time-to-death by CP but not LC. We found that the 
shape of the whole plant vulnerability curve and stomatal conductance were determinant 
for time-to-death related to conductivity loss (LC). Denser wood and smaller tracheids 
delayed mortality and explains the lower vulnerability of junipers compared to piñons. 
Thus, piñons’ ability to close stomatal (isohydricity) is critical to protect their hydraulic 
system and increase their resilience. The use of a simplified SPAC model showed the 
important of considering a set of structural and physiological parameters to investigate 
species strategies and vulnerability to drought. 
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In Part II, I zoomed on a specific part of the hydraulic structure not explicitly considered 
in Part I. In piñons, I analyzed the evaporative structure response to long lasting drought 
(reduction of soil moisture) and extreme drought (low soil moisture, high atmospheric 
aridity) in comparison to its inter-annual variability. I showed that the anatomical 
stomatal conductance did not respond to drought, showing that a reduction of water 
demand was not achieved by maximum conductance adjustments. To discuss potential 
theoretical benefits of annual addition of evaporative anatomy (sapwood area, leaf area 
and leaf area traits) I used a basic mechanistic water balance in branches. Unexpectedly, I 
found that during both drought types trees allocated relatively more carbon to new leaves 
than to new xylem, decreasing locally the ratio of sapwood area to leaf area. The 
reduction of this ratio in response to both drought types suggests that allocation of carbon 
in branches does not support of reduction of water potential. It might rather prioritize the 
photosynthetic capacity. In line with part I, this finding further reinforces the importance 
of efficient stomatal control and xylem conductivity to prevent an increase of suction in 
piñons leaves. 
In Part III, acknowledging the importance of xylem vulnerability in the mortality 
processes of piñons (Part I and II), I investigated to xylem performances in response to 
drought. An important factor in shaping xylem vulnerability curves is the anatomy of the 
active tracheids (Hacke et al., 2001). Using comprehensive anatomical measurements in 
branches (entire rings of xylem), I investigated the effect on annual anatomical traits of 
long lasting drought and extreme annual drought (similarly to Part II). I found that long-
lasting drought increased the proportion of large lumen areas in newly formed rings and 
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therefore increased xylem hydraulic efficiency (conductivity). Theoretically, it results in 
a reduction of suction at the leaf surface (positive outcome). However, long-lasting 
drought also reduced the hydraulic safety of the new xylem. Thus, multiple years of 
drought could produce vulnerable xylem in the most juvenile parts of the branches and 
result in a less resistant vulnerability curve at this location. This drought-induced 
anatomical weakness might increase tree vulnerability by risking a disconnection (total 
loss of conductivity) between water supply (stem xylem) and water demand (leaves), 
ultimately reducing the time-to-death (negative outcome). In opposition to long-lasting 
drought effects, I found that extreme annual drought alone reduced carbon-use efficiency 
and hydraulic efficiency, possibly increasing the suction at the leaf level (negative 
outcome). Finally, I found that when superimposed on long-lasting drought, a short-
intense drought could produce traumatic xylem, with both low hydraulic efficiency and 
safety. Traumatic increments of xylem greatly diverge from common scaling and might 
increase plant vulnerability. 
Overall my dissertation highlighted the role of structure when studying tree mortality and 
the potential of using simplified SPAC models to test for vulnerability and resilience 
hypothesis. Using comprehensive anatomical analysis at an annual resolution, I showed 
that in branches the drought responses of new structural elements tend toward an increase 
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20.1. Complementary observations 
Knowledge on newly formed evaporative structure in branches obtained in part II gives 
novel insights on plant response to climate at the interannual time scales. However, a 
thorough integration of the evaporative structure in the supply-demand equilibriums of 
the plant would require more knowledge on needle defoliation and needle performances 
(decay of old evaporative structure). We found that droughted trees kept more years of 
needle on their branches than irrigated trees. Understanding which climate and 
physiological conditions triggers defoliation and what is the variability around the 
average longevity of cohorts would help a dynamic model for total leaf area. In addition, 
aged needles might have a significant lower photosynthetic efficiency compared to recent 
needles (Warren, 2005). A quantification of effective needle area (i.e. including 
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performances) would refine the water demand at the leaf surface and benefit to the 
modeling of carbon and water cycles. 
The findings in wood anatomy of branches in Part III are important but need further 
research to be readily integrated in models. In this respect, the important missing piece is 
the relationship between actual vulnerability of the xylem and xylem anatomy obtained 
from the cross sections. Cavitation is the phenomenon responsible for loss of 
conductivity in xylem. It depends on structure but also on the less understood processes 
such as the propagation of cavitation from one tracheid to its closest-neighbor tracheids 
and the anisometry of cavitation (largest cells do not necessarily cavitate first) (Hacke et 
al., 2015). Improving the relationships between distribution of tracheids characteristics 
and the shape of the vulnerability curves in each ring will help to model xylem 
vulnerability dynamics and to better determine the supply to leaves. 
In the hydraulic structures we analyzed (evaporative structure and xylem structure) we 
found a strong non-linearity in response to extreme annual drought. This suggests that 
these particular years might invalidate other assumptions of linearity in other hydraulic 
components. For example, the resistance to air-seeding depends on the characteristics of 
bordered pits (size and overlap of their torus-margo) which are expected to scale 
isometrically with lumen size (Tyree & Zimmermann, 2002; Esteban et al., 2011; 
Lazzarin et al., 2016). Another example is the linear resistivity (dictated by inter-tracheid 
connections) that is assumed to remain a constant portion of the total hydraulic resistance 
(Sperry et al., 2006; Lazzarin et al., 2016). Knowing whether these relationships hold 
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under various drought circumstances could precise the usefulness of cross-section studies 
to capture conductivity variability. 
20.2. Perspectives on mortality and resilience research 
Under climate change and ongoing increase in forest mortality (IPPC 2013; Allen et al., 
2010), considering ecosystem services to human and the potential for unprecedented 
unload of their carbon storage (Costanza et al., 1997; Kurz et al., 2008), the ability to 
predict mortality and resilience seems important to improve global models and to inform 
future management practices (Lindner et al., 2014; Anderegg et al., 2015b). 
I intended through this dissertation to discuss hydraulic structure in relation to the 
environment (drought) and to physiology (leaf water potential). This is crucial because 
the tree is a living system at the intersection of structure-physiology-environment, and its 
death is a result of failure(s) in these interactions. By investigating the annual dynamics 
of different hydraulic components (newly built), I brought a temporal perspective to our 
understanding of structure. As future studies will certainly improve comprehension of the 
variability of structural components and their influence on physiological processes, 
classical SPAC modeling will be able to include a higher level of description and further 
represent actual tree processes.  
The major limitation of increasing SPAC complexity and realism remains the growing 
difficulty to validate them in-situ, at the tree level (Blasone et al., 2008; McDowell et al., 
2013b; Powell et al., 2013). Climate variables are readily accessible at almost any 
temporal resolution with current technology. However, by zooming on structural details 
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(Part II and III) variability between trees increased, suggesting that as the level of 
details increases, natural variability deviates from the convenient allometric relationships. 
Validation of the annual changes in hydraulic structure as modeled by a high-resolution 
SPAC model would require invasive measurements (wood anatomy) or almost 
inaccessible measurements (e.g. defoliated area, change in root area). In addition, while 
structure and climate span from monthly to multi years, physiology changes hourly, 
requiring considerable effort for measurements. Therefore, I am advocating for more 
development of hybrid SPAC, with limited need of parameters, limited predictability 
power, but numerous hypothesis-testing possibilities. 
The mechanistic approach of hybrid SPAC models maintains a high level of integration 
of our knowledge on tree functioning (physiology, environment, structure) (Maseda & 
Fernández, 2006; Vico et al., 2014). They can provide a canvas to test sensitivity of 
different parameters and explore vulnerability and mortality processes. Here we used 
simple structure parameters to gain insights on the effects of hydraulic structure (root-
shoot ratio, LAI), physiology (vulnerability curve shape) and climate (especially drought). 
We did not aimed at predicting mortality per se, but we tested mortality sensitivity to 
different parameter configurations. In the same vein, I encourage further use of hybrid 
SPAC models for sensitivity analysis. For example, the variation of evaporative structure 
in branches in the range reported (Part II) might have little effect on leaf water potential 
or safety margin, and thus its variability might be useless to model physiology and 
predict mortality of piñons. Another example could be to implement into a hybrid SPAC 
models a changing efficiency and vulnerability in xylem (Part III) and test for resiliency. 
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A last example could be a hybrid SPAC model including dynamic vulnerability curves at 
different locations (roots, stem, branches, leaves) to identify potential changes in the 
weakest hydraulic component. I think these mechanistic approaches, somewhat 
disconnected from pure predictive modeling, could help locating new weaknesses and 
defining future research focus. Hybrid SPAC models are good tools to test our integration 
of the tree system, to identify key structures and physiological variables in the quest of 
quickly improving mortality predictions.  
20.3. Final remarks and coming challenges 
How useful is the prediction of mortality of Pinus edulis in the semi-arid and monsoonal 
climate of New Mexico, USA to predict mortality of Pinus sylvestris in the semi-arid and 
Mediterranean climate of Spain? Different ecosystems have different soil and climates; 
different species have different structure, physiology and response to drought. 
Mechanistic models can be extrapolated with the necessary condition that the biological 
processes they represent remain similar (C3 versus C4). However, a distinction should be 
made between studying resilience and mortality. Using a SPAC model to mechanistically 
model a living tree and explore the resilience of its fluxes is different from 
mechanistically modeling mortality (Hawkes, 2000). For both, many challenges lie ahead 
to predicting mortality and resilience of trees globally (Hawkes, 2000). I limit the 
following discussion to two important ones: phloem and mortality datasets. 
Phloem has the potential to reconcile the carbon cycles and water cycles and help define 
a less arbitrary threshold for mortality (see Part I). In most SPAC models the carbon 
cycles and water cycles couple through the stomata, at the leaf surface. However, carbon 
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and water fluxes also interact through water potential gradient along the soil-plant-
atmosphere continuum (Hölttä et al., 2014). Phloem transports the carbon produced in the 
leaves to lower tree organs for growth, maintenance and abiotic defense. Ignoring the 
downward water flux that occurs in phloem tissues might occult another mechanism of 
mortality, which is the loss of conductivity in the phloem and hence of energy 
distribution capacities (McDowell & Sevanto, 2010; Sala et al., 2010). Several SPAC 
models including phloem were recently developed (Thompson & Holbrook, 2003; Hölttä 
et al., 2005; Hölttä et al., 2017) but their development remain slow due to the difficulty 
of creating phloem datasets (Hölttä et al., 2014) and their integration into resilience study 
has not been done yet. 
Predicting mortality based on mechanistic models requires a validation dataset, and a 
verification dataset, especially when incorporated into Dynamic Global Vegetation 
Models (DGVM). Mortality datasets of good quality are rare and often focused on one 
species (Hawkes, 2000; Anderegg et al., 2015a). Producing datasets to study ‘regular 
mortality’ (result of competition; Lee, 1971) requires long monitoring of an ecosystem, 
often beyond the timing of academic projects. Collecting data to study ‘irregular’ 
mortality (result of external disturbance; Lee, 1971) requires financial and operational 
support, especially when mortality results from short-extreme drought. Obstacles to 
create datasets for these two mortality situations might be overcome with technology. 
Global monitoring of earth systems has improved with remote sensing. The analysis of 
two satellite products - vegetation optical death (VOD) and Vegetation Indices (NDVI) – 
has helped monitor vegetation dynamics and phenology (Andela et al., 2013; Liu et al., 
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2018). Further development could help to quantify vegetation mortality with a high 
temporal resolution. However, the spatial resolution of these two products cannot allow 
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The individual tree structure is similar to the one described in Farrior et al. (2013). The 
structure of individual tress is governed by species-specific allometric relationships based 
on field measurements: 
 ,         (I.1) 
 .         (I.2) 
Tree height (Z) (in m) and the cross-sectional area of the crown of the tree (W) (in m2) are 
all functions of the stem diameter (D) (in cm). The allometric constants are species 
specific. The exponent  is shared by all allometric relationships and is assumed to be 
equal to 1.644 for Piñons and 1.518 for Junipers based on fit to observational dataset. 
Those exponents are the same order of magnitude as the 1.5 value used by Farrior et al. 
(2013). Those values are based on fit to observations over 65 Junipers and 75 Piñons. 
Sapwood has been shown to be described by an allometry: the sapwood area scales with 
stem diameter and leaf area index l (Kumagai et al., 2005) and sapwood width is 
relatively constant within a tree (Longuetaud et al., 2006). The total sapwood volume is 
thus proportional to sapwood area times height:  Farrior et al. 
(2013) 
Z = HDγ −1
W =αwDγ
γ
sapwood volume =α swDγ l
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The total leaf area and fine-root surface area scale with the crown area. l is the leaf area 
per unit crown area (LAI: leaf area index) and r is the fine-root surface area per unit 
crown (RAI: root area index). The total leaf area is and the total fine-root surface area 
is . The root:shoot ratio is r/l. The model parameters are thus  and r.  
Tree-level carbon assimilation 
The model assumes that water is the only limiting resource and that nutrients do not limit 
the assimilation. For given atmospheric conditions (radiation, temperature, humidity, 
wind) the maximum assimilation per unit leaf area (kg m-2 s-1) is obtained under 
conditions of soil saturation. Carbon assimilation at the tree-level is obtained by 
integration of the leaf assimilation over the entire leaf area. The attenuation of light 
throughout the canopy is obtained using Beer's law, , with  the light 
at the top of the canopy. The total tree-level assimilation is simply: 
 Al = min(Vl,L0exp(−knl))        (I.3) 
with V the maximum light-saturated photosynthetic rate.  
Water transport in the tree 
The main difference of our model with the model of Farrior et al. (2013) is related to the 
representation of the water transport in the tree. The tree water transport includes a stem 
water capacitance , which can be a key factor to regulate the leaf water potential and 
mitigate hydraulic safety margins avoiding diurnal desiccation during the peak diurnal 
atmospheric demand (Goldstein et al., 1998; Meinzer et al., 2001; 2008). We also 
lW
rW H ,α s ,αw ,l
L = L0exp(−knl) L0
Cw
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account for stomatal controls and changes in the hydraulic xylem conductivity 
vulnerability curves (Linton et al., 1998; Pockman & Sperry, 2000; Cruiziat et al., 2002; 
Johnson et al., 2011). With the capacitance, stomata control and xylem vulnerability 
curve we can represent different types of plant water regulation mechanisms from 
isohydric to anisohydric (Meinzer et al., 2009; Meinzer & McCulloh, 2013). 
The water uptake U per unit crown area by the roots is proportional to the water potential 
gradient between the soil and the xylem accounting for the gravity potential , with 
 the density of water, g gravity:  
 U = rgroot-xylem (ψ s −ψ x − ρwgZ ) = GtotalΔψ      (I.4) 
where Gtotal is the whole plant conductance per unit crown area, groot−xylem is the root-
xylem hydraulic conductance (in kg m-2 s-1 Pa-1) and is proportional to LAI and depends 
inversely on the vegetation height Z as groot−xylem = kleaf_specificl / Z .   is the leaf-
specific hydraulic conductivity (Bucci 2004), i.e. the conductivity per unit leaf area (in kg 
m-1 s-1 Pa-1).  
 and groot−xylem depends on the xylem water potential assuming that the 
percentage loss of conductivity (PLC) vulnerability curve follows a Weibull function 
(Pammenter & Vander Willigen, 1998; Cai et al., 2014): 














with ψ k  the reference potential drop, corresponding to 63% loss of conductivity, and  
the shape factor of the Weibull function. The leaf specific conductivity is thus related to 
the maximum leaf specific conductivity kleaf _ specific,max  through the loss of conductivity 
induced by embolism/cavitation: 













.    
 (I.6) 
with kleaf_specific,max = kspecific,max Asw / Aleaf = kspecific,max Asw / (lW )  where kspecific  is the specific 
maximum hydraulic conductivity (Bucci et al., 2004), i.e. the conductivity per unit 
sapwood area (in kg m-1 s-1 Pa-1), Asw  the sapwood area and  the total leaf area. We 
also define the maximum root-xylem hydraulic conductance groot-xylem,max  as the 
conductance at saturation. 
The maximum water capacitance in the tree  (m3 Pa-1) is assumed to be described 
by an allometry and is linearly related to the sapwood volume (Bohrer et al., 2005): 
 Cw,max = cwVsw          (I.7) 
with  a species specific capacitance parameter and Vsw  the sapwood volume. 
Vegetation water content is usually exponentially decaying as a function of xylem 
potential (Edwards & Jarvis, 1982) so that the capacitance dependence to xylem water 






       (I.8) 
with  the potential defining the e-folding potential of vegetation water content. The 
exponent ck+1 in the exponential is used to insure that the time constant of the RC circuit 
goes to zero when the water potential is infinite in agreement with recent observations 
(Ward et al., 2013) as seen in Figure 1. Omission of this factor and use of a typical 
exponential decrease without the exponent leads to unrealistically large time constant at 
low potential.  
Stomata closure under water stress reduces assimilation and transpiration rates (Tuzet et 
al., 2003). The regulation of stomata is more related to xylem water potential than to leaf 
water potential (Zhang et al., 2013). Stomata closure is assumed to limit the 
photosynthesis rate through the same Weibull function as in the xylem, even though we 
are aware that the shape of the regulation can change slightly from the root to xylem to 
leaves (Tsuda & Tyree, 1997; Linton et al., 1998). We use a single Weibull curve for 
model tractability. The limitation of assimilation by water stress is related to the 
maximum (non-water limited) assimilation and xylem potential ψ x :  


































Fig- A-1: Figure 1: Normalized dependence of the product of the bulk tissue capacitance Cw times 
the inverse of the conductivity k. Saturation value is used as the reference for the normalization.  
 
To compute the tree water demand (i.e. transpirational losses) per unit crown area, T, we 
assume a constant intrinsic water-use efficiency  linking the CO2 demand to water 
losses through stomata (Farrior et al., 2013): 
 
,       
 (I.10) 
































with  the potential evaporation (Lhomme, 1997) , which depends on the atmospheric 
conditions (radiation, temperature, humidity, wind). 
The water ( ) budget accessible by the roots thus reads: 
       (I.11) 
with n the soil porosity,  the effective rooting depth, s the relative soil moisture content 
of the soil, P the precipitation rate per unit crown area entering the soil , U the root water 
uptake, E the bare soil evaporation, and  Le the leakage term corresponding to saturation 
runoff and percolation to the water table (Gentine et al., 2012). We here neglect the water 
table recharge. 
Since soil moisture variations are much faster (order of a few days to few weeks) than 
changes in biomass and roots, equation (I.11) can be simplified into: 
 ρwzr n
ds
dt = P −U − E − Le        (I.12) 
The water budget in the tree reads: 
         (I.13) 
with v the relative vegetation water content, with a maximum value of 1. This can be 









dt =W (U −T )
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       (I.14) 
The light level received by the ground per unit crown area is composed of the soil shaded 
by all the leaves :  
         (I.15) 
The soil evaporation E per unit crown area (in kg m-2 s-1) is related to the soil water 
content (Laio et al., 2001; Porporato et al., 2001) and depends on the illuminated area f 
(Chen et al., 2005): 
         (I.16) 
with  fs (ψ s ) = min max
ψ s −ψ h













the soil moisture limitation (between 0 and 1), ψ h  
hygroscopic point (-10MPa), and ψ fc the field capacity (Laio et al., 2001; Porporato et al., 
2001). 
Carbon allocation 
We here consider only drydowns and therefore neglect the allocation of carbon to replace 
dropped leaves, dead fine roots or to bulks additional leaves and fine roots or to produce 
offspring, and to grow the stem biomass (Sala et al., 2012). Future work will investigate 
this. We instead assume that in the period of intense droughts most of the carbon is lost 
through the different components of respiration (all in kg s-1) fine root respiration:  









dt =W (U −T )
exp(−knl)
fbare = exp(−knl)




 ,         (I.18) 
sapwood respiration: 
 .        (I.19) 
pl, pr, and psw are the respiration rates of leaves, fine roots, and sapwood, respectively. 
Because respiration rates are functions of temperature in nature, pl, pr, and psw  should be 
thought of as time averages in a constant climate. 
The tree carbon balance is: 
 W dCdt =WA − Rroot − Rleaves − Rsapwood .     
 (I.20) 
During a drydown we assume that carbon C is mostly withdrawn from the non structural 
carbon (NSC) pool , which increases with plant biomass and environmental stresses 
(Sala et al., 2012). It has been shown that two (slow and fast) carbon pools better 
represent the NSC balance (Hoch et al., 2003). We here only account for a single carbon 
pool which is assumed proportional to the plant biomass and is mostly located in the 
roots and the leaves (Sala et al., 2012). We therefore assume that the initial NSC pool 
linearly scales with the sum of the root and leaf biomass 
with  is of the order of a few percent of the total biomass.  
Rleaves = pllW
Rsapwood = pswα swDγ l
CNSC




B.1. Deriving SA:LAy,Γ 
 is obtained by combining the data from branch structure and needle structure. 
Between the wood section cut and the branch’s tip, the total number of needles created in 
year y is multiplied by the mean leaf area (2·Aad) of needles created in year y on this 
same branch, totalizing as . In this calculation it is assumed that there is no 
significant difference between mean leaf area obtained from needles on the primary axis 
of the branch and from needles taken on secondary axis. It is also assumed that the 
abaxial face has no curvature, and therefore the needle area is the double of the adaxial 
area.  
SA:LA measurements were limited by LA. When needles of certain years were absent on 
the branch we used for sapwood area, we retrieved missing needle areas by using needle 
areas from other branches of the same tree (3 branches per tree were collected). Retrieval 
was a linear interpolation using the Matlab function “scatteredInterpolant”. If the other 
branches were lacking the same needles area, no interpolation was made. These 
interpolations were only used for and allowed to derive 6 additional , 
totalizing 163 values. 
From Material and methods section, we presented  as the mean 
branch for year y, obtained by averaging the yearly of the different wood 
LAy, Γ
LAy, Γ
SA :LAy, Γ SA :LAy
SA :LAy = SA :LAy, Γ
Γ
SA :LA SA :LA
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sections of the branch. From observations, it appeared that for a fixed year y,  
(first year of growth, Γ=y) was significantly higher than  (same year but 
measured from older cuts, Γ < y). Therefore, when averaging we discarded the 
values corresponding to 1st year of growth, . In other words, we 
make the assumption that the measured at the very tip of the branch is not 
representative of variations in the rest of the branch and should not be included in 
our interannual study. 
The branch structure was reported for the same branches that were used for the 
measurement of sapwood area. In primary and secondary axis, we counted (i) all needles 
in each growth segment – when present; (ii) all needles’ scars – when needles had been 
dropped; (iii) all dots from which needle never emerged. Summing (i) and (ii), we then 
computed precisely the total leaf area built each year between the tip of the branch and 
the location of the wood slices precisely the total leaf area built each year between the tip 
of the branch and the location of the wood slices. 
B.2. Deriving SA:LAy,Γ / dy,Γ  
 is the annual ratio of newly built sapwood by newly built leaf area, 
divided by the distance to the new tip. It is derived by combining the data from the 
evaporative anatomy ( , in m2·m-2) and the distance to the tip ( , in m). On 
the same branches,  was measured between the wood section where  was 








SA:LAy, Γ dy, Γ
SA :LAy, Γ dy, Γ
dy, Γ SA :LAy, Γ
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where distance to tip was readily measurable on the freshly cut branches, previous years 
tip position were retrieved by subtracting elongation segments to 2013’s tip (Fig. 2).  
From Material and methods section, we presented  as the mean 
branch  for year y, obtained by averaging the yearly of the different 
wood sections of the branch. Similarly to when averaging  we discarded 
the values corresponding to 1st year of growth, so that . In 
other words, we make the assumption that the measured at the very tip of the 
branch is not representative of variations in the rest of the branch and should not 
be included in our interannual study. 
B.3. Bootstrap approach 
A bootstrap approach was used to strengthen results obtained from the Linear Mixed 
Effect Model (LMEM). The underlying assumption of LMEM is the normality of 
residuals and coefficients. Bootstrap is a non-parametric test that allowed confirming the 
significance of predictors coefficient obtained with LMEM. It also allowed testing the 
differences of response (coefficients) across treatments, regardless of the normality 
assumption. 
We first standardized the predictor variables, VPD and precipitation, over the different 
periods (yearly value minus experimental mean divided by standard deviation). We pull 
randomly with replacement 1,000 datasets from the original dataset. For each dataset we 
ran LMEM using precipitation and VPD as fixed and random effect. We obtained from 
SA:LA dy = SA:LAy, Γ dy, Γ
Γ
SA:LA d SA:LA d
SA :LAy SA:LA dy





each run 3 coefficients for each treatment (intercept, βvpd and βppt). From the 1,000 runs 
we obtain for each treatment a distribution of (intercept, βvpd-treatment, βppt-treatment). 
These distributions were used for: 
" testing whether a predictor coefficient (e.g. βvpd-irrigated) was significantly 
different from zero. 
" testing for each treatment if the influence of VPD and precipitation was 
significantly different (e.g. |βvpd-irrigated| > |βppt-irrigated|). 
" testing for if VPD effect in one treatment was significantly different from VPD 
effect in another treatment (e.g. |βvpd-irrigated| > |βvpd-droughted|). 
" testing for if precipitation effect in one treatment was significantly different from 
precipitation effect in another treatment (e.g. |βppt-irrigated| > |βppt-droughted|). 
The 1,000 runs also allow deriving a mean performance index for AIC, BIC and 
Logelikelihood. 
*** 
Size of the population for Y = “needle length” is 173 data points (58 irrigated, 61 ambient, 
54 droughted, measured from 29 branches between 2007 and 2013). 
Size of the population for Y = SA:LA and SA:LA/d is 163 data points (48 irrigated, 58 




Results for each bootstrap simulation are summarized in three rectangles.  
" Coefficients LMEM: for each predictor in each treatment (βvpd and βppt-
treatment), we tested if β was significantly different from zero (noted ≠0), and 
report the sign of the median of the β distribution obtain from 1000 runs. 
" Comparison of coefficients: the left side coefficient is compared with the right 
side coefficient from the distribution of 1000 models. “~ “ means not significantly 
different, “< or >” means significantly different at the 5% level. 






Example of bootstrap reporting for Y=needle length modeled with pre-monsoon precipitation and 
monsoon VPD (number of days > 4.5kPa during JASO). Green reporting of performance index 
means higher performance than black reporting. 
Performance of the 1000 LMEM is measured with AIC, BIC and LogLikelihood statistics. We 
reported the mean over the 1000 runs : AIC_mean, BIC_mean, LogLik_mean. Below are the 





βppt&'&irr ≠0 &+ |βppt,-,irr| < |βppt,-,dro|
βppt&'&amb ≠0 &+ |βppt,-,irr| < |βppt,-,amb|
βppt&'&dro ≠0 &+ |βppt,-,dro| > |βppt,-,amb|
βvpd&'&irr ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,dro|
βvpd&'&amb ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
βvpd&'&dro ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,dro| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
1,did,not,converged
AIC_mean 1150 |βppt,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,irr|
BIC_mean 1182 |βppt,-,amb| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|









For precipitation predictor, each Linear Mixed Effect Model (LMEM) generates one 
coefficient per treatment for each predictor (βppt-treatment or βvpd-treatment). For each 
coefficients, we obtain their distribution from the 1000 runs. If 0 is not between the 
0.025th percentile and the 0.975th percentile, we reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level 
(H0: β =0) and report “≠0” with the sign of the coefficient (“+” or “-“) in the “coefficient 




We test if two βppt-treatment are significantly different at the 5% level. If 0 is not 
between the 0.025th percentile and the 0.975th percentile, then we can reject the null 
hypothesis at the 5% level (e.g. H0: βppt-irrigated - βvpd-droughted = 0) and report “>” 
in the “comparison of coefficients” section. Otherwise, we report “~”. Same approach 
and reporting is used to test coefficient s for precipitation obtain for each treatment (βppt-





B.4. Example of R code 
Example of R code used to run a bootstrap on Linear Mixed Effect Model (LMEM) with 
different combination of predictors. 
" needle_stz : the matrix where each line contains a needle length (length) average 
and associated VPD (vpd) and precipitation (ppt), standardized by there mean and 
standard deviation. 168 lines in total. 
" needle_stz_samp : is a random selection of lines taken with replacement in 
needle_stz. 
" coef_lmm : stores the coefficients obtained for intercept, vpd and ppt in each 
treatment when running LMEM with needle_stz_samp dataset (1000 runs here). 
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 stat_lmm : a matrix that stores for each LMEM the AIC, BIC and LogLik (1000 runs 
here). 
 
When 1000 samples were run, we obtained a distribution for each coefficient of each 
predictor (β1, β2) and for each treatment. We could test (i) if a coefficient was 
significantly different from zero (5% level) by confirming zero was smaller than the 
0.025 percentile or larger than the 0.975 percentile; (ii) with the same method, we could 
test if the coefficient obtained from two different treatment were significantly different 
(5 % level). We could also get the mean AIC, BIC and log-likelihood obtain from the 
1000 runs. 






for (i in 1:1000){ 
  needle_stz_samp=needle_stz[sample(nrow(needle_stz),size=nrow(needle_stz),replace=TRUE),] 
  a<-try(lme(length~1+ppt + vpd, random= ~1+ppt + vpd |treatment, data=needle1_stz_samp,control = 
lmeControl(opt='optim'))) 





Fig- B-1: Climatic data measured at Los Pinos Mountains of the Sevilleta National Wildlife 
Refuge, New Mexico, USA. (a) daily precipitation at the rain gage, (b) Temperature recorded at a 
15 min time step, (c) maximum daily VPD derived from temperature and relative humidity. Light 
grey shading indicates winter period (Nov 1st – Feb. 28th), darker grey indicates dry season period 
(March 1st – June 30th), together, grey shadings highlight the period defined as pre-monsoon (Nov. 





Fig- B-2: Long-term distributions of maximum daily VPD during the dry season and monsoon, 
recorded at LTER, Cerro Montosa #42, New Mexico, USA (http://sev.lternet.edu - 25 years, 
1991-2015). Colored box plots refer to years of the experiment. Horizontal line is the long-term 




Fig- B-3: Linear regression used to model flat Adaxial Area (Aad) in [mm2] based on length (l, 
mm) and width (w, mm) product (N=971, needles of Pinus edulis). Measured Aad was obtained 
from scanned flat needles (jpg, 1200 dpi) and Adobe Photoshop. Needles adaxial face was flat for 
most needles (blue), and sometime with triangular shape (red). Regression was Measured Aad = -
0.354 + 0.892·w·l. Only flat adaxial faces were used for regression (r2=0.966). 
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Fig- B-4: Raw temporal series of Mean Ring Width (MRW) for the largest section of each branch. 
Knowing the innermost ring of each section (due to the location of the cut on a specific yearly 
branch segment), and knowing the outermost ring as well (2013), we could visually assign the 
rings to specific calendar years. 2011 (extreme drought) appears to be the only missing ring in our 
dataset, confirming the ease of ring identification. 
  






















Fig- B-5: Zoom of Fig. 5. 
 



























Table- B-1: Design of samples and measurements. 
 
 















Irrigated 9 1 27(+(3 9(+(1
Ambient 10 0 30(+(0 10(+(0




DBH in 2013 
[cm]
Tree status 
in 2013 Used for measurements of
P1-T1 63* 16.7 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P1-T2 73 13 dead needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P1-T3 89 14.7 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P1-T4 73* 17 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P1-T5 118 42.5 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P1-N1 78 13 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P1-N2 83* 17.5 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P1-N3 28 11.8 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P1-N4 75 13.4 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P1-N5 48 11 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P4-T1 73* 10.5 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P4-T3 83 16.5 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P4-T4 68* 26.1 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P4-T5 73* 22.8 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P4-T11 73* 19 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P4-T12 92 13.5 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P4-N1 n/a 19.5 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P4-N2 48* 11.2 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P4-N3 63* 13.1 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P4-N4 73* 15.5 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P2-T1 83* 17 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P2-T4 103* 17.9 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d
P2-T5 133* 14 alive needles, SA:LA, SA:LA/d







Table- B-3: List and definition of predictors used in Linear Mixed Effect Models 
(LMEM). 
 
Table- B-4: List of models tested in the structured approach, in order to identify best models for l, 
SA :LA  and SA :LA / d . We first compared different linear models together using ANOVA. We 
then investigated the increase of fit made with LMEM and concluded on the best models (in light 
blue). 
 
Period First day Last day
pre-monsoon November 1st June 30th
monsoon July 1st October 31st
dry season March 1st June 30th
monsoon July 1st October 31st





number of days VPD > 4.5kPa #1 (VPD1)
number of days VPD > 4.5kPa #2 (VPD2)
number of days VPD > 4.5kPa #3 (VPD3)
Type of model Response variables Fixed var. 1 Fixed var. 2 Fixed var. 3 Random var. 1 Random var. 2
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT2 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d VPD1 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d VPD2 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d VPD3 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 VPD1 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT2 VPD1 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 VPD2 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT2 VPD2 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 VPD3 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT2 VPD3 n/a n/a n/a
linear model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 PPT2 n/a n/a n/a
Linear Mixed Effect Model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 PPT2 VPD1 PPT1 PPT2
Linear Mixed Effect Model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 PPT2 VPD2 PPT1 PPT2
Linear Mixed Effect Model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 PPT2 VPD3 PPT1 PPT2
Linear Mixed Effect Model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 PPT2 PPT1 PPT2
Linear Mixed Effect Model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 VPD1 PPT1 VPD1
Linear Mixed Effect Model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 VPD2 PPT1 VPD2
Linear Mixed Effect Model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT1 VPD3 PPT1 VPD3
Linear Mixed Effect Model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT2 VPD1 PPT2 VPD1
Linear Mixed Effect Model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT2 VPD2 PPT2 VPD2
Linear Mixed Effect Model l - SA:LA - SA:LA/d PPT2 VPD3 PPT2 VPD3
LIST OF MODELS TESTED
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Table- B-5: Pearson’s correlation coefficients and p-values between cumulative precipitation and 
number of days with VPD > 4.5 kPa. Precipitation being pre-monsoon (Nov. 1st to June 30th) and 
monsoon (July 1st to Oct. 31st). VPD days counted during the dry season (MAMJ), during the 
monsoon (JASO). Time series was taken from 2007 to 2013 at the experimental site. Between 






Table- B-6: Linear regressions of l, SA :LA ,SA :LA / d  measured from 29 branches on 
the period 2007-2013. Equations are of the form Y = int. + α-treatment·X. Needle length 
l is in mm, SA :LA in cm2·m-2, SA :LA / d  in m2·m-3, with n the sample size, r2-adjusted: 
coefficient of determination adjusted for degree of freedom. F-statistic: overall F-test for 
the regression. P-value: significance of overall F-test. *: p-value<0.05. 
Monsoon PPT Dry Season VPD Monsoon VPD
Pre-monsoon PPT  -0.23 (.6)  -0.07 (.87)  -0.12 (.8)
Monsoon PPT  -  0.17 (.71)  -0.89 (.008)
Dataset: Sevilleta MicroMet Station (2007-2013)
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Treatment n int.  α-treatment r2-adjusted F-statistic p-value
a. l
irrigated 58 42 (1.4)*  -0.62 (0.18)* 0.16 11.8  < 0.01*
ambient 61 41.1 (1.6)*  -1.2 (0.2)* 0.36 35  < 0.01*
droughted 54 43.2 (2.0)*  -1.22 (0.26)* 0.29 22.3  < 0.01*
all treatments 173 43.5 (2.3)*  -0.42 (0.12)* 0.06 12.8  < 0.01*
irrigated 58 31.1 (2.59)* 0.04 (0.01)* 0.11 7.92  < 0.01*
ambient 61 20.4 (2.2)* 0.11 (0.02)* 0.43 45.9  < 0.01*
droughted 54 22.5 (2.9)* 0.2 (0.04)* 0.31 25.4  < 0.01*
all treatments 173 28.4 (1.3)* 0.06 (0.01)* 0.18 40.3  < 0.01*
irrigated 58 28.3 (3.1)*  0.04 (0.013)* 0.14 10.6  < 0.01*
ambient 61 19.4 (4.0)* 0.07 (0.02)* 0.19 15.3  < 0.01*
droughted 54 20.1 (4.8)* 0.15 (0.04)* 0.16 11.2  < 0.01*
all treatments 173 28.6 (1.8)* 0.04 (0.01)* 0.1 19.5  < 0.01*
b.
irrigated 48 1.82 (0.16)*  -0.063 (0.021)* 0.14 8.6  < 0.01*
ambient 58 1.90 (0.15)*  -0.072 (0.019)* 0.19 14.2  < 0.01*
droughted 57 1.5 (0.14)*  -0.074 (0.017)* 0.23 18.1  < 0.01*
all treatments 163 1.8 (0.09)*  -0.071 (0.011)* 0.18 36.5  < 0.01*
irrigated 48 1.19 (0.31)* 0.003 (0.002) 0.03 2.7 0.1
ambient 58 0.66 (0.21)* 0.007 (0.002)* 0.23 17.9  < 0.01*
droughted 57 0.73 (0.23)* 0.005 (0.003) 0.03 2.7 0.1
all treatments 163 0.79 (0.11)* 0.005 (0.001)* 0.18 37.7  < 0.01*
irrigated 48 0.88 (0.39)*  0.003 (0.001)* 0.07 4.4 0.04
ambient 58 0.90 (0.36)*  0.003 (0.002) 0.02 2.4 0.12
droughted 57  0.1 (0.32)  0.010 (0.003)* 0.15 10.5 0.002*
all treatments 163  0.65 (0.14)  0.004 (0.001)* 0.15 30.8  < 0.01*
c.
irrigated 48 4.3e-3 (0.7e-3)*  -1.1e-4 (0.3e-4)* 0.18 11.1  < 0.01*
ambient 58 2.9e-3 (0.5e-3)*  -0.6e-4 (0.2e-4)* 0.08 6 0.017
droughted 57 2.8e-3 (0.5e-3)*  -0.8e-4 (0.3e-4)* 0.01 8  < 0.01*
all treatments 163 3.1e-3 (0.3e-3)*  -0.8e-4 (0.2e-4)* 0.11 21  < 0.01*
irrigated 48 1.6e-3 (0.6e-3)* 2.8e-6 (3.5e-6) 0.01 0.6 0.43
ambient 58 0.8e-3 (0.3e-3)* 8.1e-6 (2.6e-6)* 0.13 9.7  < 0.01*
droughted 57 1.0e-3 (0.4e-3)* 4.7e-6 (6.0e-6)* 0.01 0.6 0.44
all treatments 163 1.0e-3 (0.2e-3)* 6.0e-6 (1.6e-6)* 0.08 14.2  < 0.01*
irrigated 48 1.2e-3 (7.9e-4) 3.4e-6 (3.2e-6) 0.002 1.1 0.3
ambient 58 1.1e-3 (5.5e-4) 2.7e-6 (2.7e-6) 0.009 1.5 0.22
droughted 57 1.1e-3 (5.5e-4) 2.7e-6 (2.7e-6) 0.03 2.9 0.09
all treatments 163 0.8e-3 (2.6e-4)* 4.7e-6 (1.4e-6)* 0.06 11.9  < 0.01*
monsoon precipitation
number of days max VPD > 4.5kPa during monsoon
pre-monsoon precipitation
monsoon precipitation
number of days max VPD > 4.5kPa during monsoon
pre-monsoon precipitation
monsoon precipitation
number of days max VPD > 4.5kPa during monsoon
pre-monsoon precipitation
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Table- B-7: The following tables summarize the bootstrap results obtained from Linear Mixed 
Effect Linear Modeling of needle length (a.), SA :LA  (b.) and SA :LA / d  (c.) using two climate 
variables as predictors. The horizontal black lines indicate one normalized climate predictor, grey 
left panels indicates the second normalized predictor. Each predictor was used as fixed and 
random effect; the grouping variable was the treatment (e.g. Y = 1 + ppt + vpd + (1 + ppt + vpd | 





βppt&'&irr ≠0 &+ |βppt,-,irr| < |βppt,-,dro|
βppt&'&amb ≠0 &+ |βppt,-,irr| < |βppt,-,amb|
βppt&'&dro ≠0 &+ |βppt,-,dro| > |βppt,-,amb|
βvpd&'&irr ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,dro|
βvpd&'&amb ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
βvpd&'&dro ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,dro| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
1,did,not,converged
AIC_mean 1150 |βppt,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,irr|
BIC_mean 1182 |βppt,-,amb| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
LogLik_mean /565 |βppt,-,dro| > |βvpd,-,dro|
Predictors
signific.
βppt_premonsoon&'&irr ≠0 + |βppt-pre-monsoon,-,irr| < |βppt-pre-monsoon,-,dro|
βppt_premonsoon&'&amb ≠0 + |βppt-pre-monsoon,-,irr| < |βppt-pre-monsoon,-,amb|
βppt_premonsoon&'&dro ≠0 + |βppt-pre-monsoon,-,dro| > |βppt-pre-monsoon,-,amb|
βppt_monsoon&'&irr ≠0 + |βppt-monsoon,-,irr| < |βppt-monsoon,-,dro|
βppt_monsoon&'&amb ≠0 + |βppt-monsoon,-,irr| < |βppt-monsoon,-,amb|
βppt_monsoon&'&dro ≠0 + |βppt-monsoon,-,dro| > |βppt-monsoon,-,amb|
2,did,not,converged
AIC_mean 1224 |βppt-pre-monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt-monsoon,-,irr|
BIC_mean 1151 |βppt-pre-monsoon,-,amb| ~ |βppt-monsoon,-,amb|




βppt&'&irr ≈0 97%&+ |βppt,-,irr| ~ |βppt,-,dro|
βppt&'&amb ≠0 + |βppt,-,amb| ~ |βppt,-,amb|
βppt&'&dro ≠0 + |βppt,-,dro| ~ |βppt,-,amb|
βvpd&'&irr ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,dro|
βvpd&'&amb ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
βvpd&'&dro ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,dro| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
87,did,not,converged
AIC_mean 344 |βppt,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,irr|
BIC_mean 375 |βppt,-,amb| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
LogLik_mean /162 |βppt,-,dro| ~ |βvpd,-,dro|
Predictors
signific. sign
βppt_premonsoon&'&irr ≠0 + |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,dro|
βppt_premonsoon&'&amb ≠0 + |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,amb|
βppt_premonsoon&'&dro ≠0 + |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,dro| ~ |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,amb|
βppt_monsoon&'&irr ≠0 + |βppt_monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt_monsoon,-,dro|
βppt_monsoon&'&amb ≠0 + |βppt_monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt_monsoon,-,amb|
βppt_monsoon&'&dro ≠0 + |βppt_monsoon,-,dro| ~ |βppt_monsoon,-,amb|
62,did,not,converged
AIC_mean 356 |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt_monsoon,-,irr|
BIC_mean 387 |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,amb| ~ |βppt_monsoon,-,amb|


























Table- B-8: Linear regressions of SAγ ,Γ  on LAγ ,Γ as presented on Fig. 5 and Fig. S5. Intercept 





βppt&'&irr ≈0 88%&+ |βppt,-,irr| ~ |βppt,-,dro|
βppt&'&amb ≠0 + |βppt,-,amb| ~ |βppt,-,amb|
βppt&'&dro ≈0 97%&+ |βppt,-,dro| ~ |βppt,-,amb|
βvpd&'&irr ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,dro|
βvpd&'&amb ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
βvpd&'&dro ≠0 ' |βvpd,-,dro| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
87,did,not,converged
AIC_mean *1657 |βppt,-,irr| ~ |βvpd,-,irr|
BIC_mean *1626 |βppt,-,amb| ~ |βvpd,-,amb|
LogLik_mean 838 |βppt,-,dro| ~ |βvpd,-,dro|
Predictors
signific. sign
βppt_premonsoon&'&irr ≈0 94%&+ |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,dro|
βppt_premonsoon&'&amb ≠0 &+ |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,amb|
βppt_premonsoon&'&dro ≈0 95%&+ |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,dro| ~ |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,amb|
βppt_monsoon&'&irr ≠0 &+ |βppt_monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt_monsoon,-,dro|
βppt_monsoon&'&amb ≠0 &+ |βppt_monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt_monsoon,-,amb|
βppt_monsoon&'&dro ≠0 &+ |βppt_monsoon,-,dro| ~ |βppt_monsoon,-,amb|
62,did,not,converged
AIC_mean *1649 |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,irr| ~ |βppt_monsoon,-,irr|
BIC_mean *1619 |βppt_pre-monsoon,-,amb| ~ |βppt_monsoon,-,amb|












Treatment n slope SE r2 p-value significant slope difference1
a. 'Average Years'
irrigated 105 1.4 0.05 0.77 <0.001 dro
ambient 97 1.21 0.05 0.67 <0.001 dro
droughted 155 0.76 0.02 0.84 <0.001 irr, amb
b. 'Extreme Year' (2011)
irrigated 24 1.01 0.1 0.56 <0.001 amb, dro
ambient 24 0.44 0.08 0.26 <0.001 irr, dro
droughted 35 0.17 0.03 0.33 <0.001 irr, amb
(1) difference between slopes was tested using a bootstrap, at the 5% level
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C. Appendix)to)Part)III))
C.1. Details on post-processing of ROXAS’s output 
Theoretical hydraulic conductivity, kh,max [m4·s-1·MPa-1] 
The theoretical (maximal) hydraulic conductivity of each ring is the sum of the 
theoretical hydraulic conductivity of each tracheid, considering tracheid of elliptic shape 
(Nonweiler, 1975). Because we consider one unit length of tracheids, our measure of 
kh,max equals ring conductance [m3·s-1·MPa-1] multiplied by 1 m. 
        (III.1) 
: number of cells identified by ROXAS in the ring. 
 : conductivity of an individual tracheid [m4·s-1·MPa-1] 
          
(III.2) 
Alum: lumen area of tracheid of elliptic form [m2]   (ROXAS output) 
Rh: mean hydraulic radius of the tracheid [m] 
ν : viscosity of water at 20°C (1.002·10-9 MPa·s ) 
G : coefficient depending on cell’s geometry [-] 









         (III.3) 
         (III.4) 
Rmaj: radius of the major axis of the tracheid lumen area [m] 
 Rmin: radius of the minor axis of the tracheid lumen area [m] 
LC: lumen circumference of a tracheid of elliptic form [m] 
E: eccentricity of the ellipse [-] 
  
 
     (III.5) 
  
 Asp: aspect of the ellipse [-]     (ROXAS output) 
 
Theoretical specific hydraulic conductivity, ks,max [m2·s-1·MPa-1] 
The maximal specific hydraulic conductivity of each ring is ratio of hydraulic 
conductivity of all tracheids divided by the surface area of the ring, considering tracheid 
of elliptic shape (Nonweiler, 1975). 
Rh = π ⋅Rmaj ⋅Rmin / LC
G = 4
1+ (1− E4 )
Rmaj = Alum ⋅asp / π
Rmin = asp / Rmaj
LC = π ⋅ 3⋅ Rmaj +Rmin( )− 3Rmaj +Rmin( ) ⋅ Rmaj + 3Rmin( )⎡⎣⎢ ⎤⎦⎥
E = Rmaj2 −Rmin2 / Rmaj
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kh,max: maximal hydraulic conductivity [m3·s-1·MPa-1] 
 RA: ring area [m2]     (ROXAS output)
 
 
Earlywood cell wall thickness, CWTEW [µm] 
The earlywood cell wall thickness is defined as the mean cell wall thickness of the 5% of 
the largest cells (ranked by lumen area). We did not derive CWTEW for rings with less 
than 100 cells identified by ROXAS (removing 20 rings from year 2011).  
 
        (III.7) 
 CWTavg: average Cell Wall Thickness of one cell [m] 
 (ALum): lumen area distribution of the ring 
 with, 
CWTr: Radial cell wall thickness [m]   (ROXAS output) 











Latewood cell wall thickness, CWTLW [µm] 
The latewood cell wall thickness is defined as the mean cell wall thickness of the 5% of 
the smallest cells (ranked by lumen area). We did not derive CWTLW for rings with less 
than 100 cells identified by ROXAS (removing 20 rings from year 2011).  
        (III.8) 
 CWTavg: average Cell Wall Thickness of one cell [m] 
 (ALum): lumen area distribution of the ring 
 with, 
CWTr: Radial cell wall thickness [m]   (ROXAS output) 
 CWTt: Tangential cell wall thickness [m]   (ROXAS output) 
 
Relative Wood Density, ρrel [-] 
The relative wood density is the ratio of cell wall area divided by total cell area, 
considering tracheids are of rectangular shape (Niklas & Spatz, 2010). 














 AWall: Cell Wall area of individual cell [m2]. 
 ACell: Cell area of individual [m2]. 
: number of cells identified by ROXAS in the ring. 
 
        (III.10) 
ALum: Lumen area [m2]    (ROXAS output)  
CWTr: Radial cell wall thickness [m]   (ROXAS output) 
 CWTt: Tangential cell wall thickness [m]   (ROXAS output) 
 b: lumen span [m] 
  
 
Mean Hydraulic Diameter, Dh [µm] 
Mean hydraulic diameter is derived from lumen area of all the cells of the ring, 
considering tracheids of circular shape (KolbSperry, 1999). 
 
CNoROXASRING
ACell = (CWTr + b) ⋅(CWTt + b)
AWall = ACell − ALum = (CWTr + b) ⋅(CWTt + b)− b2
b = ALum
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 ALum: Lumen area [µm2]     (ROXAS output)  
: number of cells identified by ROXAS and in AOE’s of type 
needle and quality in each ring. 
 
Cell wall reinforcement, (t/b)2 [-] 
The individual cell wall reinforcement is the square of the ratio of double wall thickness 
divided by lumen span, considering tracheids of rectangular shape (Hacke et al., 2001). 
The ring value is obtained by averaging cell wall reinforcement of the 10 cells with 
individual hydraulic diameter closest to the mean hydraulic diameter (Dh) (Vaganov et al., 
2006). We did not derive (t/b)2 for rings with less than 100 cells identified by ROXAS 
(removing 20 rings from year 2011).  
 




CWTavg: average Cell Wall Thickness of one cell [µm] 
Dh =
2 ALum π( )5
CNoCOMPENSATEDRING
∑




(t / b)2 = (2 ⋅CWTavg / b)2
at Dh
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 b: lumen span [µm] 




ALum: Lumen area [µm2]    (ROXAS output)  
CWTr: Radial cell wall thickness [µm]   (ROXAS output) 
 CWTt: Tangential cell wall thickness [µm]   (ROXAS output) 
 
Carbon-use efficiency, C/kh,max [m·s-1·MPa-1] 
Carbon-use efficiency is the ratio of cell wall area divided by conductivity. 
         (III.13) 
AWall: Cell Wall area of individual cell [m2]  
kh,max : maximal hydraulic conductivity [m3·MPa-1·s-1] 
: number of cells identified by ROXAS and in AOE’s of type 














ALum: Lumen area [m2]    (ROXAS output)  
CWTr: Radial cell wall thickness [m]   (ROXAS output) 
 CWTt: Tangential cell wall thickness [m]   (ROXAS output) 
 b: lumen span [m] 
 
 
C.2. Details on calculation of compensation methods 
Pervious to generating ROXAS final output files, we draw contours on four different 
types of area to remove them from ROXAS’ analysis (so called ‘area of exclusion’, 
AOE). We tagged them with their specificity: pith, crack, needle, quality. 
Pith: the youngest tissues, built before the xylem containing the tracheids. 
Crack: they are the result of fragmentation in the initial tissues, either natural or resulting 
from the process of creating the slices. 
Needle: implantation of needles on the branch and their hydraulic connection creates 
distortion in the lumen area vertical axis and resulting in area that cannot be analyzed. 
ACell = (CWTr + b) ⋅(CWTt + b)
AWall = ACell − ALum = (CWTr + b) ⋅(CWTt + b)− b2
b = ALum
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Quality: tracheids were not properly/sufficiently identified by ROXAS, leading to poor 
quality data. 
Using AOE outputs from ROXAS (Table- C-1), we could either remove (APITH ; ACRACK) 
or compensate for (ANEEDLE; AQUALITY). We defined two types of compensation method 
depending on xylem functional trait Y: decile ratio and weighted average. 
Decile Ratio. This method is useful for xylem anatomical traits Y that are derived at the 
ring level as sum of individual cells (kh,max and therefore ks,max = kh,max/RA). 
 
The method is based on a compensation using the existing area, where we have data, and 
the total area, where we should have had data. To account for intra-ring variability, each 
ring is divided in 10 radial increments between the ring borders (from early wood to late 
wood). For each decile (increment), the average of Y in the decile is calculated using 
existing and robust data from ROXAS output file. Using the exploitable decile area and 
the total decile area, we can derive the compensated Y for the decile. Finally, we can sum 
decile values to obtain the ring value.  
 
         (III.14) 






ADECILE − APITH − ACRACK( )
ADECILE − APITH − ACRACK − ANEEDLE − AQUALITY( ) ⋅ YCNoROXASDECILE∑
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 : Y value in the ring, accounting for AOE’s compensation. 
 
: Y value in the decile, accounting for AOE’s compensation.  
: number of cells identified by ROXAS in the decile (ROXAS output)  
Y: value of the wood anatomy variable at the cell level  (ROXAS output)  
ADECILE: area of the decile as measure by ROXAS [µm2]  (ROXAS output)  
APITH: total of AOE tagged pith in the decile [µm2]   (ROXAS output)  
ACRACK: total of AOE tagged cracks in the decile [µm2]  (ROXAS output)  
ANEEDLE: total of AOE tagged needles in the decile [µm2]  (ROXAS output)  
AQUALITY: total of AOE tagged quality in the decile [µm2]  (ROXAS output)  
Weighted average. This method is useful for xylem anatomical traits Y that are derived at 
the ring level as mean of individual cells.  
The method is based on a compensation using the number of cells that would have 
existed in the areas of exclusion (AOEs) we want to compensate for. To account for intra-
ring variability, each ring is divided in 10 radial increments between the ring borders 
(from early wood to late wood). For each decile (increment), the number of cells in the 
exploitable area of the decile is calculated and used for determining the hypothetical 






   (III.16) 
 
with, 
: Y mean in the ring, accounting for AOE’s compensation. 
 
: Y mean in the decile, accounting for AOE’s compensation. 
 
: number of cells identified by ROXAS in the decile.  
 : hypothetical number of cells in AOE’s tagged needle and 
quality. 
Y: value of the wood anatomy variable at the cell level, as measure by ROXAS. 
ADECILE: area of the decile as measure by ROXAS [µm2]. 
APITH: total of areas of exclusion tagged pith in the decile [µm2]. 
ACRACK: total of areas of exclusion tagged cracks in the decile [µm2]. 
ANEEDLE: total of areas of exclusion tagged needles in the decile [µm2]. 
YCOMPENSATEDRING = YCOMPENSATEDDECILE ⋅
ADECILE − APITH − ACRACK











































     
(III.17)
 
On average, across all treatments:  
RA was reduced by 0.4% when removing pith and crack (SD=1.3%) 
Cell number was increased by 14% when compensating for needle and quality (SD=18%) 
kh,max was increased by 15% when compensating for needle and quality (SD=20%) 
  
CNoNEEDLE+QUALITYDECILE = CNoROXASDECILE
ADECILE − APITH − ACRACK
ADECILE − APITH − ACRACK − ANEEDLE − AQUALITY



















Fig- C-1: Climate during the years of the experiment and across treatments. (a) winter water input 
(Nov. 1st to June 30th), noted W. input, (b) monsoon water input (July 1st to October 31st), (c) 90th 
percentile of maximum daily temperature (Tmax,90th) and of minimum daily temperature (Tmin, 
90th) for each calendar year, (d) distribution of maximum daily VPD during the monsoon period 
(July 1st to October 31st). Dashed lines indicate the long-term mean derived with LTER dataset. 
The dotted line indicates the mean of maximum daily VPD during the experiment and measured 



















































a] (d) experimental mean
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Fig- C-2: Manual identification of specific xylem areas before ROXAS generates its output. The 
pith (APITH) and crack areas (ACRACK) were excluded from any calculation. We compensated the 
unidentified tracheids from the needle outgrowth area (ANEEDLE) and poor sample quality areas 




Fig- C-3: Sample size for each year of the experiment. 
















Fig- C-4: Time series of Alum,max and Alum,min   



















Fig- C-5: Visual support to standardization method as presented in Eq.II-2. A. without log-
transform on the xylem anatomical trait Y. B. with log-transform on the xylem anatomical trait Y. 
The arrow represents the trait value yi as obtained from ROXAS. Axes provide the decomposition 
of yi or log(yi) on three plans as prescribed by the Linear Mixed Effect Model. For details on 




Fig- C-6: Visualization of the standardization of Y = ks,max through time series. (a) original time 
series of yi , (b) Y yearly average for each treatment, (c) time series of yi-βd·log(di), (d) yearly 
treatment average of (c), (e) time series of yi-βd·log(di)-γbranch-αbranch,cut, (f) yearly treatment 
average of (e). Error bars are ±SE. 
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Fig- C-8: Visual correlation matrix between standardized xylem anatomical traits, not including 
2011 values. Cyan and red refer respectively to positive and negative correlations, with the 




Fig- C-9: Linear Relations between xylem properties (ks,max, (t/b)2, ρrel) and basic anatomical 
features (Dh, CWTEW, CWTLW). (a,b,c) hydraulic efficiency, (d,e,f) hydraulic safety, (g,h,i) 
mechanical safety, (j,k,l) carbon-use efficiency. Blue circles, green triangles and red squares refer 
respectively to irrigated, ambient and droughted trees. Filled symbols are data points from 
experimental years except 2011, with solid lines their linear regressions pooled by treatment and 
continuous gray boxes summarizing correlations (r) and slope significances (bootstrap test). 
Empty symbols are data points from 2011 only, dashed lines are their linear regressions pooled by 
treatment, dashed gray boxes summarize statistics similarly to continuous gray boxes. (*) p<0.05, 





Table- C-1: List of output created by ROXAS (v.3.0.1) and used in this study at the cell level (A), 
the ring-decile level (B), the ring level (C). Index i refers to the ith ring-decile of a designated ring, 
where decile are delimitated by dividing the ring width of the ring in 10 equal radial segments (i.e. 




Variable Units ROXAS abbr.
Lumen area µm2 CA
Cell Aspect  - ASP
Relative Radial Distance  - RRadDist
Cell Wall Thickness Tangeantial walls µm CWTtan
 Cell Wall Thickness Radial walls µm CWTrad
Mean Cell Wall Thickness all walls µm CWTall
Cell Wall reinforcement  - Bend
B
Variable Units ROXAS abbr.
area of decile i µm2 RAXY
AOE of type pith in decile i µm2 AOE_AXY_Pith
AOE of type crack in decile i µm2 AOE_AXY_Crack
AOE of type needle  in decile i µm2 AOE_AXY_Needle
AOE of type quality  in decile i µm2 AOE_AXY_Quality
C
Variable Units ROXAS abbr.





Table- C-2: List of variables derived at the ring level from ROXAS output and their 





Table- C-3: List of variables derived at the ring level from ROXAS output and their 




Variable abbr. PITH CRACK NEEDLE QUALITY
Ring Area RA rem. rem.
Mean Cell Wall Thickness in Early Wood CWTEW rem. rem.
Mean Cell Wall Thickness in Late Wood CWTLW rem. rem.
Cell Wall Reinforcement (t/b)2 rem. rem. adj. adj. weighted average
Relative Wood Density ρ rel rem. rem. adj. adj. weighted average
Maximum Lumen Area Alum. max rem. rem.
Mean Hydraulic Diameter Dh rem. rem. adj. adj. weighted average
Hydraulic conductivity kh,max rem. rem. adj. adj. decile ratio
Specific hydraulic conductivity ks,max rem. rem. adj. adj. decile ratio
Carbon-use efficiency kh,max/C rem. rem. adj. adj. weighted average
Area Of Exclusion (AOE)
Compensation 
method
Variable abbr. PITH CRACK NEEDLE QUALITY
Ring Area RA rem. rem.
Mean Cell Wall Thickness in Early Wood CWTEW rem. rem.
Mean Cell Wall Thickness in Late Wood CWTLW rem. rem.
Cell Wall Reinforcement (t/b)2 rem. rem. adj. adj. weighted average
Relative Wood Density ρ rel rem. rem. adj. adj. weighted average
Maximum Lumen Area Alum. max rem. rem.
Mean Hydraulic Diameter Dh rem. rem. adj. adj. weighted average
Hydraulic conductivity kh,max rem. rem. adj. adj. decile ratio
Specific hydraulic conductivity ks,max rem. rem. adj. adj. decile ratio
Carbon-use efficiency kh,max/C rem. rem. adj. adj. weighted average
Area Of Exclusion (AOE)
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Table- C-4: Number of distinct rings in each sample and definition of sample ensembles 




Table- C-5: Relative Bayesian Information Criterion (ΔBIC) for each of the Linear 
Mixed Effect Models (LMEM) tested on each wood anatomy variable on the period 2008 
to 2013. Dark gray shadings indicate the best LMEM (lowest BIC). Light gray shading 




Table- C-6: Climate predictor selection for best modeling each xylem anatomical trait. Starting 
with the full Mixed Linear Effect Model (model i: 5 climate predictors + distance to tip + random 
effects), at each step, the predictor with the highest VIF (Variation Inflation Factor) is removed 






Label #T #E #Exp #Exp2011
Total 510 490 425 362
irrigated 134 133 125 103
ambient 145 140 127 106




Label DF log(RA) log(CWTEW) log(CWTLW) log((t/b)2) ρrel Alum,max Dh log(kh,max) ks,max log(kh,max/C)
5 climate 
predictors log(d) Cut Branch Tree Plot
a 12 x x x x x x 16 12 12 12 12 11 10 12 11 12
b 11 x x x x x 10 6 6 7 6 6 4 6 5 6
c 11 x x x x x 10 9 8 7 8 9 6 6 6 8
d 11 x x x x x 56 24 25 12 16 14 24 39 18 15
e 10 x x x x 35 0 0 1 0 0 0 19 0 0
f 10 x x x x 50 14 19 6 10 8 18 33 12 10
g 10 x x x x 6 92 34 25 71 316 35 18 59 71
h 10 x x x x 70 102 38 30 73 311 44 77 71 71
i 10 x x x x 4 4 2 1 2 4 0 0 0 3
j 9 x x x 44 12 13 0 4 2 12 27 6 4
k 9 x x x 0 87 28 19 65 310 29 12 53 65
l 9 x x x 64 96 35 24 67 305 38 71 65 66
m 9 x x x 122 196 121 62 141 390 134 152 152 141
n 9 x x 120 194 115 56 136 385 128 146 146 135
LINEAR MIXED EFFECT MODELS WOOD ANATOMY VARIABLES
Fixed Effects Random effects
ΔBIC
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linear-mixed effect models that showed similar AICc values (ΔAICc<2). For each predictor, 
relative importance and significances were reported. (*) p<0.05, (**) p<0.01, (***) p<0.001. 
E.g.1: the Ring Area (RA) trait had no significant predictors in the average model (significance 
determined with anova). E.g.2: Dh was only significantly influenced by log(d) in the average 
model (p<0.001). 
  
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d)
step 1 Model i 5.3 5.2 3.9 10.2 19.7 1.1
step 2 Model i' 1.6 3 2.4 1.1 1.1
step 3 Model i'' 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.1
step 4 Selected predictors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
step 5 average model NA NA NA NA
step 6 anova *** *** *** ***
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d)
step 1 Model i 5.4 5.2 3.9 10.3 19.7 1.2
step 2 Model i' 1.7 3.4 2.5 1.1 1.2
step 3 Model i'' 1.3 1.4 1.1 1.2
step 4 Selected predictors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
step 5 average model ** *** ***
step 6 Relative Importance100% 27% 100% 52%
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d)
step 1 Model i 5.8 5.8 4 10.4 19.9 1.4
step 2 Model i' 2 4.3 2.7 1.2 1.3
step 3 Model i'' 1.3 1.5 1.1 1.3
step 4 Selected predictors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
step 5 average model ** *** **
step 6 Relative Importance44% 100% 100% 100%
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d)
step 1 Model i 5 4.7 3.7 10.1 19.4 1.2
step 2 Model i' 1.3 2.2 2.2 1.1 1.2
step 3 Model i'' 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.2
step 4 Selected predictors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
step 5 average model * ins. *** ***







WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d)
step 1 Model i 5.3 5.1 3.9 10.2 19.7 1.3
step 2 Model i' 1.6 3.1 2.4 1.2 1.3
step 3 Model i'' 1.3 1.4 1.1 1.2
step 4 Selected predictors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
step 5 average model NA NA NA NA
step 6 anova *** * ** ***
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d)
step 1 Model i 5.4 5.2 3.9 10.4 19.9 1.3
step 2 Model i' 1.6 3.3 2.5 1.2 1.3
step 3 Model i'' 1.3 1.4 1.1 1.2
step 4 Selected predictors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
step 5 average model ins. ins. ins. ***
step 6 Relative Importance0% 21% 23% 100%
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d)
step 1 Model i 5.3 5.1 3.9 10.2 19.7 1.2
step 2 Model i' 1.6 3.2 2.5 1.1 1.2
step 3 Model i'' 1.3 1.4 1.1 1.2
step 4 Selected predictors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
step 5 average model ins. ins. ins. ***
step 6 anova 0% 28% 23% 100%
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d)
step 1 Model i 5.5 5.4 4 10.3 19.8 1.2
step 2 Model i' 1.7 3.5 2.5 1.1 1.2
step 3 Model i'' 1.3 1.4 1.1 1.2
step 4 Selected predictors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
step 5 average model NA NA NA NA
step 6 Relative Importance * *** *** ***
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d)
step 1 Model i 5.3 5.1 3.9 10.2 19.7 1.3
step 2 Model i' 1.6 3.2 2.5 1.2 1.3
step 3 Model i'' 1.3 1.4 1.1 1.2
step 4 Selected predictors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
step 5 average model ins. ins. ins. ***
step 6 Relative Importance48% 16% 14% 100%
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d)
step 1 Model i 5.3 5.1 3.9 10.4 19.8 1.3
step 2 Model i' 1.6 3.2 2.4 1.2 1.3
step 3 Model i'' 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.3
step 4 Selected predictors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
step 5 average model ** * ins. ***








Table- C-7: Best Linear Mixed Effect Model (LMEM) fitted for each xylem anatomical 
trait. See Table 18-1 and Table 18-2 for acronyms. Non-significant variables (p-value > 
0.05, in average model) were excluded during model reduction. Coefficients reported 
here are with normalized predictors (1). (*) p<0.05, (**) p<0.01, (***) p<0.001. 
 
MODELED&VARIABLES
WWI MWI VPD Tmin90 Tmax90 log(d) r2#marginal r2#conditional
Growth
*** *** *** ***








*** * *** ***






* *** *** ***
0.07 $0.15 $0.13 0.68
***
-1.62-e$4
** * ***
0.063 0.044 0.2
1normalized-predictors,-Xi'=(X i$μ)/σ
ρrel 0.09 0.65
ks,max 0.3 0.7
log(kh,max/C) 0.18 0.67
log(kh,max) 0.62 0.81
Dh 0.27 0.67
Alum,max 0.27 0.67
log(CWTEW) 0.08 0.67
log(CWTLW) 0.05 0.77
log((t/b)2) 0.05 0.46
PREDICTORS1 PERFORMANCE
log(RA) 0.49 0.73
